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Kurzfassung

In dieser Dissertation werden zwei unterschiedliche dynamische Zustände von
Staubwolken in einem schwach magnetisierten anodischen Plasma untersucht.
Die Staubwolken sind in einem Kraftgleichgewicht aus elektrischer Feldkraft
und Ionenwindkraft eingefangen. Es wird zwischen kompakten und torusför-
migen Staubwolken unterschieden. In kompakten Staubwolken können Staub-
dichtewellen, welche durch strömende Ionen angeregt werden, beobachtet wer-
den. Diese Staubwolken werden anhand des Verhältnisses der Wolkenlänge zu
einer typischen Wellenlänge weiter untergliedert. In torusförmigen Staubwolken
ist ein staubfreier Bereich, welcher als “Void” bezeichnet wird, gefunden worden.
Die Staubteilchen rotieren hierbei um die Hauptachse des Torus aufgrund der
Hallkomponente der Ionenwindkraft.
Der erste Teil beschäftigt sich mit der Reaktion von kompakten Staubwolken

auf eine externe Modulation, wenn selbsterregte Staubdichtewellen vorliegen und
auch ohne Wellenaktivität in kleinen Staubwolken. Der Schwerpunkt liegt auf
der Fragestellung, ob die Staubdichtewelle durch die externe Modulation synchro-
nisiert werden kann und wie sich die Modulation auf die räumliche Ausbreitung
der Welle auswirkt. Es wurde gefunden, dass eine “Sloshing” und “Stretching”
Bewegung der gesamten Staubwolke bei niedrigen Frequenzen angeregt werden
kann. Diese zeigen ein resonanzartiges Verhalten. Die Staubdichtewelle in großen
Staubwolken kann in einem bestimmten Frequenzbereich auf der Grundfrequenz
der externen Modulation synchronisiert werden. Es ist außerdem eine subhar-
monische und superharmonische Synchronisation beobachtet worden. Darüber
hinaus konnte die dreidimensionale Struktur der Staubdichtewelle mit Hilfe der
externen Modulation rekonstruiert werden. Die Dispersionsrelation der Staub-
dichtewelle in einer finiten Staubwolke ist gemessen worden. Es zeigte sich
eine unterschiedliche Gruppen- und Phasengeschwindigkeit der Staubdichtewellen
sowie eine Cutoff-Frequenz für den Grenzwert der langen Wellenlängen. Die
Dispersionsrelation kann mit einer Wellenleitertheorie, welche Randeffekte der
Staubwolke berücksichtigt, beschrieben werden.
Der Schwerpunkt des zweiten Teils liegt auf dem Verständnis zur Bildung von

torusförmigen Staubwolken. Eine systematische Variation der Entladungspara-
meter wurde durchgeführt, um einen Überblick über das generelle Verhalten der
Torusbildung zu erlangen. Der Einschluss und die Rotation der Partikel werden
in einem hierarchischen Einzelteilchenmodell beschrieben. Die Kräfte unterteilen
sich hierbei in radiale und azimutale Komponenten. Die radialen Kraftkompo-
nenten der elektrischen Feldkraft und der Ionenwindkraft bestimmen die Ein-
schlussbedingung des Torus. Deren Ergebnis stimmt gut mit dem beobachteten
Durchmesser des Voids überein. Die azimutalen Komponenten der Ionenwind-
kraft, welche durch die Lorentzkraft hervorgerufen wird, und der Gravitations-
kraft bestimmen das Einsetzen der Rotation von Partikeln. Dabei definiert die
Gravitationskraft einen Schwellwert, der von der Ionenwindkraft überschritten
werden muss. Während die Geschwindigkeiten von dem Modell noch überschätzt
werden, ist die allgemeine Variation der Geschwindigkeiten entlang des Torus in
guter Übereinstimmung.





Abstract

In this thesis, two different dynamical situations of dust clouds in a weakly magne-
tized anodic plasma are studied. The dust clouds are confined by an equilibrium
of the electric field force and the ion drag force. It is distinguished between com-
pact and torus-shaped dust clouds. In compact dust clouds, dust-density waves,
which are excited by streaming ions, can be observed, and the compact dust
clouds are further classified by the ratio of their length and a typical wavelength.
For the torus-shaped dust clouds, a dust-free region, which is termed “void”, is
found, and the dust particles rotate about the major axis of the torus due to the
Hall component of the ion drag force.
The first part deals with the response of compact dust clouds to an external

modulation, when self-excited dust-density waves are present and with no wave
activity in small dust clouds. The focus lies upon the question, if the dust-density
wave can be synchronized by the modulation, and how the modulation affects the
spatial propagation of the wave. It is found that a sloshing and stretching motion
of the entire dust cloud can be excited at low frequencies, showing a resonance-
like behavior. The dust-density wave in large dust clouds can be synchronized at
the fundamental frequency of the external modulation within a specific frequency
range, but also subharmonic and superharmonic synchronization is observed. Fur-
thermore, the three-dimensional structure of a dust-density wave is reconstructed
with the aid of the external modulation. The dispersion relation of dust-density
waves within a finite dust cloud was measured revealing differing group and phase
velocity of the wave and a cutoff frequency for the long wavelength limit. The
dispersion relation can be described by a cylindrical waveguide theory, which
includes boundary effects of the dust cloud.
The second part is focused on the understanding of the formation of torus-

shaped dust clouds. Therefore, a systematic variation of the discharge parameters
was performed to gain an overview on the general behavior of the formation
process. The confinement and the rotation of dust particles are described in
terms of a hierarchical single-particle model. The forces are divided into radial
and azimuthal components. The radial force balance of electric field force and
ion drag force describes the confinement condition of the torus and agrees well
with the observed diameter of the void. The azimuthal component of the ion
drag force, which is caused by the Lorentz force, and the gravitational force are
accountable for the onset of the particle rotation, where the gravitational force
defines a threshold that has to be exceeded by the ion drag force. While the
velocity is still overestimated by this model, the general variation of the velocity
distribution along the torus is well described.
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1 Introduction

A dusty or complex plasma consists of electrons, ions, neutrals and macroscopic dust
particles of nanometer up to micrometer size. Complex plasmas naturally occur in
the environment of the interstellar medium [1], they play a role in technological
plasma processes [2–5] and in fusion research [6–9]. The interest in fundamental
research on complex plasmas has quickly arisen after the discovery, in 1994, of so-
called plasma crystals [10–14]. In a plasma crystal, dust particles arrange themselves
in a regular order. The advantage of this system is that the interaction of dust
particles can be investigated on a microscopic level with a comparably simple setup
consisting of a laser beam and a video camera. Furthermore, it is interesting to
note that the plasma crystals show similarities to Coulomb crystals of colloidal
suspensions [15–17] and of ions in particle traps [18–21].
In the beginning of the research on complex plasmas, the main focus laid on the

structure of the plasma crystals [22–24], but also their dynamics like melting [24–26],
Mach cones [27–31] and wave activity [32–40] were of interest. A special formation
of plasma crystals are finite dust clouds with a small number of dust particles. These
cluster can be ordered in a two-dimensional plane [41,42] or in a three-dimensional
nested shell structure, i.e., so-called Coulomb balls (aka Yukawa balls) [43,44]. The
investigations on the two-dimensional dust clusters cover their structure [41,42,45],
eigenmodes [46, 47] and a forced rotation of the cluster [48–51]. The rotation of
the cluster can be achieved either directly by applying a laser manipulation [48] or
indirectly by the effect of a weak magnetic field, which induces a torque of the ion
drag force (Lorentz force) on the dust particles [49–51].
Typical plasma crystals are levitated in the sheath of a radio-frequency (rf)

plasma, because the large gravitational force can only be balanced by the electric
field force in the sheath, where the electric field is strong enough. This limita-
tion can be overcome by using nanometer-sized particles [52, 53], performing ex-
periments under microgravity conditions [54, 55] or by applying an additional force
(thermophoretic force) [56]. Then, the dust particles can fill the bulk plasma. Sur-
prisingly, it was found that the central region remains dust-free, i.e., a “void” appears.
The first observation of a void was reported for experiments with nanometer-sized
particles [52], and later in microgravity experiments [54, 57] for micrometer-sized
particles. The explanation for the formation of a void is an outward-streaming ion
flow that exerts an ion drag force onto the dust particles and pushes them out of the
central region until an inward-directed electric field force counterbalances the ion
drag force [54,57]. Recently, a closure of this void could be realized at low discharge
power [58], and was also studied by means of simulations [59].
The described ordering of dust particles in a plasma crystal occurs when the

thermal energy of the particles is small compared to the electrostatic interaction
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1 Introduction

between the dust particles, which are then called strongly coupled. On the other
hand, for a weaker coupling of the dust particles, the particles behave rather like
a fluid. A specific observation in a weakly coupled system are dust acoustic waves
[60–65]. These waves are self-excited compressional waves, which take their energy
from streaming ions [66,67]. In this thesis, the term “dust-density wave” will be used,
which is more general. For the understanding of these waves the experiments have to
be compared with theoretical approaches that range from fluid theories [60,68–71] to
kinetic theories [66, 72, 73] including several effects like charge variation [69, 74–77],
boundary effects [68, 70, 71], and a finite temperature of the dust particles [73].
Therefore, the dispersion relation, i.e., the relation between the angular frequency ω
of the wave and the wavenumber k, is commonly measured. A suitable method is to
apply an external modulation [78–82], and measure the wavenumber depending on
the external frequency. Although this method was successfully used, the mechanism
behind a synchronization due to the external modulation is still an unknown issue.
The synchronization of oscillating systems caused by an external force is well

known and widely studied in nonlinear dynamics [83–87]. The simplest model of a
driven oscillator is the damped harmonic oscillator. Due to the external forcing, the
periodical motion of this oscillator is defined by the properties of the external driver
after a transient behavior. Nevertheless, this type of oscillator does not provide the
ability to interact with the external modulation. A special need for an interaction
of an oscillating system is that the oscillator has to be self-excited. This feature
is an intrinsic property of, for example, the parametric oscillator and the van der
Pol oscillator. For instance, an external modulation of the van der Pol oscillator
leads to a couple of differing oscillating states like harmonic synchronization at
the fundamental of the eigenfrequency, sub- and superharmonic synchronization
for multiples of the eigenfrequency, quasiperiodic oscillations, and an incomplete
synchronization, where the phase as well as the amplitude of the oscillator varies
periodically. On the other hand, the parametric oscillator also provides sub- and
superharmonic regions where the wave is excited, but the common behavior is not
as complex as it is for the van der Pol oscillator. Therefore, the investigation of the
synchronization of self-excited dust-density waves opens an interesting branch of the
dynamical properties of these waves.
In the field of complex plasmas only a few works [82,88,89] addressed the question

of the synchronization of dust-density waves. The synchronization of the self-excited
dust-density wave was recently investigated in Ref. [82] in terms of an “amplification”
of the wavenumber that corresponds to the external modulation frequency. It was
found that it is possible to synchronize the dust-density wave, when the wavenumber
lies within the natural spectrum of wavenumbers of the self-excited wave.

In this thesis, two different dynamical situations of the particle motion are addressed.
The first topic is focused on self-excited dust-density waves and the effect of an
external modulation with respect to synchronization. The purpose is to gain a better
understanding of the influence of the external modulation on the dust-density wave.
Therefore, the response is studied both in the frequency domain and with respect
to its spatial properties. The second topic addresses the formation of torus-shaped

2



dust clouds. There, the phenomenon of void formation in the presence of a magnetic
field and the origin of the particle streaming motion are interesting novel aspects. In
particular, two basic questions arise: First, is the principle void mechanism similar
to the voids in rf plasmas, and second, is the streaming of dust particles related to
the ion drag force, since the dust particles are not directly affected by the magnetic
field. Finally, is it possible to combine both questions within the same model?
The present work is a cumulative thesis and structured as follows: A brief intro-

duction regarding the physics on complex plasmas and the experimental setup, in-
cluding a description of the anodic plasma and the structure of trapped dust clouds,
is given in Chap. 2. For the understanding of the synchronization of dust-density
waves, a short introduction about aspects of synchronization obtained in nonlinear
dynamics is presented in Chap. 3. The experiments on the external modulation of
dust clouds are discussed in Chap. 4, and the formation of torus-shaped dust clouds
is studied in Chap. 5. A summary is given in Chap. 6.
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2 Properties of Dust Particles in a
Plasma

For studying the dynamics or the interaction of dust particles in a plasma, it is
necessary that these particles are confined within the plasma. Furthermore, the
understanding of the confinement of the dust particles itself is of interest, which is
intimately related to the understanding of the acting forces on a dust particle. In
this Chapter, a brief introduction into the physics of dust particles in a plasma is
presented. For a more detailed description, the reader is referred to textbooks [90–93]
and review articles [94–96].
In Sec. 2.1 a general description of the basic aspects of charging of dust particles

and the forces acting on a dust particle in a plasma is given. The specific details
regarding the situation in an anodic plasma is presented in Sec. 2.2. There, a short
introduction of the experimental setup, the properties of an anodic plasma, and the
confinement of a dust cloud is described. In the last Section the main aspects are
summarized.

2.1 Basic Description of a Dusty Plasma

The intention of this Section is to provide a brief description of the theoretical
background, which is needed for the discussion of the results obtained in this work.
A basic property of a plasma is its quasineutrality,

ne − ni � ne . (2.1)

Here, ne is the electron density and ni the density of singly positively charged ions.
In good approximation, it is justified to write this relation as ne = ni. When dust
particles are immersed in the plasma, they become charged. In laboratory plasmas,
the charge of dust particles is mainly defined by the collection of electrons and ions.
Due to the higher mobility of electrons, the charge of a dust particle is typically
negative, and the quasineutrality reads then as:

ne + Zdnd − ni = 0 . (2.2)

Here, Zd is the number of elementary charges on the dust particles and nd the
density of the dust particles.
The potential of a dust particle with particle charge qd = −Zde at radial distance

r from its center is described by the Debye-Hückel potential (aka Yukawa or screened
Coulomb potential) [90]:

Φ(r) =
qd

4πε0r
exp

(
− r

λD

)
. (2.3)
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2 Properties of Dust Particles in a Plasma

The typical range of the screening is given by the linearized Debye length

λD =
(
λ−2

De + λ−2
Di

)−1/2 (2.4)

with the electron λDe and the ion Debye length λDi:

λDe =

√
ε0kBTe

nee2
, λDi =

√
ε0kBTi

nie2
, (2.5)

where kB is the Boltzmann constant, Te the electron and Ti the ion temperature. In
case of streaming ions with ion velocity vi, the ion Debye length is modified by its
kinetic energy and the screening is described by an effective screening length [97,98],

λD,eff =

[
λ−2

De + λ−2
Di

(
1 +

miv
2
i

kBTi

)]−1/2

. (2.6)

For the screening of an object within the plasma, it is necessary that the number
ND of electrons and ions within a sphere with radius λDe is comparably large,

ND =
4π

3
neλ

3
De . (2.7)

A plasma is called ideal, when the relation ND � 1 is satisfied, which is justified in
the pure anodic plasma of the present experiment. However, for a complex plasma
this condition is, in general, not fulfilled since the dust system provides the ability
of strong coupling.
A different and important quantity of a plasma is its plasma frequency ωpl for the

electrons, ions and dust particles (l = e, i, d):

ωpl =

√
nlq2

l

ε0ml

. (2.8)

Here, ml is the mass and ql the charge of the plasma component. In view of the
charge-to-mass ratio, the ordering of the plasma frequencies is given as ωpe (GHz)�
ωpi (MHz)� ωpd (Hz).

2.1.1 Charging of a Dust Particle

In laboratory plasmas, dust particles typically carry a negative charge by initially
collecting more electrons than ions until an equilibrium is reached, in which the
electron current is reduced by the repulsive field. Other charging mechanisms that
can lead to a positive charge are, e.g., photoionization and secondary electron emis-
sion [1,92,99]. These charging mechanisms are important for astrophysical plasmas
but can be neglected here.
The charge qd of a dust particle with radius rd is calculated by the capacitance

model∗:
qd = 4πε0rdΦf = CΦf . (2.9)

∗In general: C = 4πε0rd(1 + rd/λD) ≈ 4πε0rd for rd � λD

6



2.1 Basic Description of a Dusty Plasma

The surface potential Φf of a dust particle is determined by the floating condition,
which is given by the equilibrium of the ion current Ii and electron current Ie reaching
the dust particle, Ii(Φf) + Ie(Φf) = 0.
This is a similar problem corresponding to the determination of the probe po-

tential, i.e., floating potential, in probe diagnostics [90, 91, 100]. The first approach
describing the currents upon an object in a plasma was given by Mott-Smith and
Langmuir [100] in terms of the Orbital Motion Limited (OML) theory.
The electrons can be treated as thermalized. The electron current on a sphere is

then described by means of the OML theory as [100]

Ie = −πr2
dneeve,th exp

(
eφf

kBTe

)
, (2.10)

where ve,th = (8kBTe/πme)
1/2 is the mean thermal electron velocity.

Due to an electric field in the present experiment, the ions are streaming, and the
OML current of the ions is calculated for a shifted Maxwellian velocity distribution
[99],

Ii = πr2
dnievi

[(
1 +

v2
i,T

2v2
i
− 2eΦf

miv2
i

)
erf
(
vi0

vi,T

)
+ . . . (2.11)

+
vi,T√
πvi

exp

(
− v2

i

v2
i,T

)]
. (2.12)

Here, vi is the ion drift velocity, mi the ion mass, vi,T = (2kBTi/mi)
1/2, and erf(x)

the error function.
By using the floating condition, Ie(Φf) + Ii(Φf) = 0, an implicit equation for the

floating potential Φf is obtained that can be numerically solved, and the charge qd

of the dust particle is then calculated by using the capacitance model (2.9) as well.

2.1.2 Forces on a Dust Particle

Force of Gravity: The gravitational force acting on a dust particle reads as follows:

~Fg = md~g =
4

3
πr3

dρd~g , (2.13)

where md is the mass of a dust particle with radius rd and mass density ρd, and ~g
the gravitational acceleration. The force of gravity is a considerably large force for
particles with a radius of some micrometers, while it can be neglected for nanometer-
sized particles. In the present experiment, the force of gravity on a dust particle is
Fg = 0.6 × 10−14 N, which is small compared to the total net force of the electric
field force and the ion drag force.

Electric Field Force: The electric field force is
~Fel = qd

~E . (2.14)

The charge of the particle is estimated with the capacitance model with the electric
field ~E (|E| ≈ 200 V/m). The magnitude of order of the electric field force is of
about Fel ≈ 10−13 N, and hence considerably larger than the gravitational force.

7



2 Properties of Dust Particles in a Plasma

Neutral Friction Force: In most experiments it is valid to assume that the neutral
drag force is a friction force. The force is due to collisions of neutrals with the dust
particles. For a moving dust particle with velocity vd, the force can be written in
the following form,

Fn = −mdβvd , (2.15)

with the Epstein coefficient β = δ(8/π)p(rdρdvn,th)−1 [101], gas pressure p, and the
thermal velocity of neutrals vn,th =

√
8kBTn/πmn. The parameter δ is in the range

between 1 (for specular reflection) and 1.44 (for diffuse reflection).

Ion Drag Force: The ion drag force on a dust particle was studied analytically
[97,102–104], numerically by means of simulations [105,106] as well as experimentally
[107–111]. The main task for calculating the ion drag force analytically is to specify
an appropriate value for the radial distance between ions and the dust particle up to
that the ions still contribute to the ion drag force. The first description [102] used
the Debye length, but that led to an underestimation of the ion drag force. This
could be improved by choosing the electron Debye length, which results in a larger
ion drag force [103]. By now, it is accepted to take a velocity-dependent cutoff [104].
Moreover, the influence of collisions on the ion drag force is still an active topic of
research [112–115].
The ion drag force Fi is composed of a collection part Fc and an orbital part Fo,

Fi = Fc + Fo . (2.16)

The collection part is caused by the momentum transfer of ions directly hitting the
dust particle, and the orbital part is due to the momentum transfer of scattered ions
by the Coulomb interaction.
The OML collection force for a shifted Maxwellian distribution of the ion velocity

is given by

Fc = nir
2
dmiv

2
i,T

√
π

2u2

{
u(2u2 + 1 + 2χ)e−u

2

+ . . .

+
[
4u4 + 4u2 − 1− 2(1− 2u2)χ

] √π
2

erf(u)

}
. (2.17)

Here, u = vi/vi,T is the normalized flow velocity of the ions and vi,T =
√

2kBTi/mi

the thermal ion velocity. The normalized potential is given by χ ≡ −eφf/kBTi.
An analytical expression for the ion drag force for superthermal ions was given

by Daugherty and Graves [116],

Fo(vi) =
2nimi

vivi,T
√
π

∫ ∞
0

σ(v)v3 exp

(
−v

2 + v2
i

v2
i,T

)
× . . . (2.18)

×
[

cosh

(
2viv

v2
i,T

)
− v2

i,T

2viv
sinh

(
2viv

v2
i,T

)]
dv . (2.19)
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2.1 Basic Description of a Dusty Plasma

Herein, the cross-section for Coulomb scattering is given by

σ(v) = 4πρ0(v)2Λ(v) (2.20)

with ρ0(v) = −qde/4πε0miv
2 and the Coulomb logarithm ln Λ(v) [104].

For the Coulomb logarithm ln Λ the expression from Khrapak et al. [104] is used:

ln Λ = ln

(
b90 + λs

b90 + rp

)
, (2.21)

where b90 = rdeφf/miv
2
i is the impact parameter for 90◦ scattering in Coulomb

collisions and λ2
s = r2

d + λ2
De/[1 + 2kBTe/miv

2
i ] the effective Debye length.

Hutchinson [105] studied the ion drag force numerically with a particle-in-cell
code. For comparison, the following analytical expression for the orbital part Fo
was used [105]:

Fo = ni
q2

i φ
2
f

miv2
i,T

r2
d8πG(u) ln Λ , (2.22)

where G(u) ≡ [erf(u) − 2ue−u2
/
√
π]/(2u2) is the Chandrasekhar function [117]. A

good agreement between the analytic expressions and the simulations was found,
when the following expression for an effective drift velocity veff [105] is taken:

miv
2
eff =2kBTi +miv

2
i × . . .

×
1 +

[
vi/
√
kBTe/mi

0.6 + 0.05 ln(M) + (λDe/5rd)(
√
kBTi/kBTe − 0.1)

]3
 , (2.23)

M being the ion mass in units of hydrogen mass.
The ion drag force acts along the direction of the ion flow, which is determined

by the stationary equation of motion,

miνin~vi = e
(
~E + ~vi × ~B

)
. (2.24)

Here, νin is the ion-neutral collision frequency. For a homogeneous magnetic field
~B = (0, 0, B), the ion drift velocity is then given by

~vi =

 1
1+µ2B2

µB
1+µ2B2 0

− µB
1+µ2B2

1
1+µ2B2 0

0 0 1

µ~E (2.25)

with µ = e/miνin being the mobility of ions. The mobility of argon ions in their
parent gas was experimentally determined by Frost [118],

µ(E, p) = µ̄
p0

p

(
1 + A

E

p

)− 1
2

, (2.26)

with µ̄ = 0.146 m2/Vs, p0 = 133 Pa and A = 0.035 Pa m/V.
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2 Properties of Dust Particles in a Plasma

Figure 2.1: Sketch of the Matilda-II device.

Due to the axial magnetic field, the matrix describing the ion flow contains off-
diagonal elements. These elements lead to a curvature of the ion flow, i.e., an ion
velocity component vi,ϕ pointing in azimuthal direction. Depending on the strength
of the magnetic field, this component is only about a few percent for a weak magnetic
field, as it is in the present experiment, or dominates the ion motion at high magnetic
fields. Then, the ions become magnetized and are mainly streaming in axial direction
with a helical shape of the ion flow. The decomposition of the ion drag force into
its components is needed for the understanding of the formation of the torus-shaped
dust clouds.

2.2 The Anodic Plasma

In this Section, a brief description of the experiment, the plasma parameters, and
the confinement of dust particles in an anodic plasma is given.

2.2.1 Experimental Setup

The experiments were performed in the Matilda-II setup, which is sketched in
Fig. 2.1. The typical magnetic field strength was about B = 20 mT for the in-
vestigations on the dust-density waves, and the parameter study on torus-shaped
dust clouds was performed within a range of B = (5−150) mT. The experiments
were performed in argon gas at a gas pressure of about p = (3−8) Pa. An rf source
plasma was produced at typical power of Prf = 1 W and Prf = 3 W for the observa-
tion of the dust-density waves and the torus-shaped dust clouds, respectively.
The anodic plasma, i.e., a dc plasma, is generated in front of a stainless-steel disk

with a diameter of d = 30 mm, which is referred to as anode. The anode is positively
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2.2 The Anodic Plasma

Figure 2.2: Enlarged views of the anode and the observation geometry. For clarification,
the used coordinate system are shown in both sketches. (a) The stainless-steel anode is
driven with a dc voltage, and for an external modulation a sinusoidal ac voltage can be
superimposed. The dust particles are illuminated by a horizontal laser sheet (x−z plane),
and the scattered light is recorded with a camera located at the top section. (b) Setup of
the indium-tin-oxide (ITO) anode. The dust particles are illuminated by a vertical laser
sheet (y−x plane), and the scattered light is recorded via a mirror behind the ITO anode.

biased at voltages of UA = (60−90) V [IA = (5−14) mA]. For an external modulation
of a dust cloud, a sinusoidal signal of ∆UA = 10 Vpp can be superimposed on the
dc bias.
The plasma parameters can be measured with an emissive probe and a cylin-

drical Langmuir probe. The probes are axially movable and rotatable, thus a two-
dimensional profile can be measured assuming rotational symmetry. Typical plasma
parameters are density ne = 1015 m−3, electron temperature Te = 3 eV and ion tem-
perature Ti = 0.1 eV.
The temperature of the ions exceeds the neutral gas temperature Tn due to a drift

motion of the ions within an electric field that leads to ion heating [79,119]:

Ti(vi) = Tn +
π − 2

6

1

kB

miv
2
i . (2.27)

The dust particles (melamine formaldehyde) used in the experiments were spher-
ical and monodisperse with a diameter of dd = (0.97 ± 0.05) µm [120]. For the
observation of the dust particles, they were illuminated by a horizontal laser sheet
(λ = 532 nm, P = 200 mW), and the scattered light was recorded at right angle with
a camera located at the top section of the experiment, as sketched in Fig. 2.2 (a)
along with the used coordinate system. Here, the x- and the z-coordinates span
the horizontal observation plane, where the x-direction is orientated parallel to the
anode disk, and the z-direction coincides with the magnetic field direction. The
y-direction defines the vertical scanning direction. Most results were obtained with
this horizontal observation geometry, where the anodic plasma is generated by the
stainless-steel anode.
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2 Properties of Dust Particles in a Plasma

For the torus-shaped dust clouds, a radial section would be desirable. This could
be achieved by using an indium-tin-oxide coated glass disk (ITO anode). This
electrode is transparent but also electrically conducting. By placing a mirror behind
the ITO anode, a dust cloud can now be observed in axial direction [121]. The setup
with the ITO anode is sketched in Fig. 2.2 (b) together with the used coordinate
system. The ITO anode has an exposed diameter of the conducting material of
d = 26 mm.

2.2.2 Basic Properties of the Anodic Plasma

In this Section, the main characteristics of the anodic plasma are reported. The first
comprehensive study on such type of discharge was performed by Malter, Johnson
and Webster [122]. Their work describes the principle behavior of low pressure arcs
and gives a classification of the observed discharge modi.
Depending on the anode voltage, the anodic discharge is divided in three modes:

The anode-glow mode at low voltages, the ball-of-fire mode and the temperature-
limited mode, where a constant anode current for increasing anode voltage is found.
For the anode-glow mode, the plasma production only takes place in the small

region of the Debye sheath in front of the anode surface, where the electric field is
strong enough to accelerate the electrons to high thermal velocity, and a faint glow
close to the anode surface can be found [122–124].
In the ball-of-fire mode, the plasma is generated in an expanded volume in front

of the anode. The shape of the plasma is spherical and forms a ball, when no
magnetic field is present [122, 125, 126]. If a uniform magnetic field is applied, the
ball is stretched in direction of the magnetic field lines, and forms an elongated
plasma glow, which is referred to as “firerod” [127]. The present experiments were
performed in the ball-of-fire mode.
The temperature-limited mode is characterized by a constant anode current with

increasing anode voltage. In this regime, the ionization within the volume is not
further increased with rising anode voltage. The term “temperature-limited” has its
origin from the thermionic discharge, where the maximum electron current depends
on the temperature of the emitting material, e.g., tungsten or tantalum filaments.
The limitation of the anode current in this experiment is determined by the ambient
source plasma. Thus, the maximum value of the anode current depends on the
external discharge parameters, e.g., an increase of the rf power of the source plasma
leads to an increase of the anode current as well.
A phenomenon in current carrying discharges is the development of “double lay-

ers” [128, 129] due to the preference of a plasma to screen electric fields. Double
layers describe a thin region, where a large potential drop of a few volts within a
small distance occurs. This potential drop arises due to counterpropagating flows
of electrons and ions along an electric field. The double layers are located at the
boundary of a plasma region and a sharp boundary of the plasma glow is observed.
In anodic plasmas, these double layers were verified and studied [126,127], and dust
clouds could be confined within an anodic plasmas that supports double layers [130].
Nevertheless, in the present setup at the used discharge parameters no double layers
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2.2 The Anodic Plasma

Figure 2.3: (a) The measured ion density ni (circles) and the anode current IA of
the discharge (triangles) are plotted vs. the magnetic field strength. A non-monotonous
dependence of the magnetic field on the ion density with a maximum at B ≈ 20 mT
is found. (b) The ion density is plotted vs. the anode current for a variation of the
magnetic field strength (circles), the anode voltage (squares), and the rf power (triangles).
Additionally, lines of best fits are shown for low anode currents (solid line) and higher
anode voltages (dashed line). A close correlation between the anode current and the ion
density is found. (Adapted from Ref. [131])

are detected. However, a discharge mode that supports these double layers can be
achieved by changing the discharge parameters [79].
For the understanding of the confinement of dust particles, it is necessary to know

the plasma parameters of the anodic plasma. The two-dimensional measurements
of the plasma potential [see Appendix B.2, Fig. 7 and Fig. 2.4 (a)] have revealed a
convex curvature of the plasma potential, where the electric field close to the central
axis points in axial direction. For distances larger than 5 mm away from the central
axis, a sufficiently large electric field in radial direction is apparent.
The ion density in the central region of the anodic plasma was measured with a

Langmuir probe. For a characterization of the anodic plasma, the ion density was
determined depending on the discharge parameters, i.e., anode voltage, rf power
and magnetic field strength [131]. In Fig. 2.3 (a) the behavior of the ion density
depending on the magnetic field is shown. In this diagram, the ion density ni as well
as the variation of the anode current IA is plotted vs. the magnetic field strength
B. A non-monotonous influence of the magnetic field strength on the ion density is
found with a maximum at B ≈ 20 mT. The similarity between the general behavior
of the anode current and the ion density implies a correlation between both.
In Fig. 2.3 (b) the ion density for different discharge parameters is plotted vs.

the discharge current. Here, the parameter variation of the magnetic field strength
(circles), the anode voltage (squares), and the rf power (triangles) are shown. It
is found that the ion density depends linearly on the anode current for low anode
currents (solid line). For the variation of the rf power a knee at an anode current of
about IA ≈ 15 mA is found. There, the ion density can be described by a straight line
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2 Properties of Dust Particles in a Plasma

with lower slope (dashed line). Hence, the anode current is a good approximation
of the ion density.

2.2.3 Confinement of Dust Particles in an Anodic Plasma

A first estimate of the confining forces on dust particles in an anodic plasma was
given by Barkan and Merlino [130]. They have studied a spherical dust cloud con-
fined in the double layer of the anodic plasma. Based on the measurement of a
two-dimensional plasma potential, the forces acting upon a particle were calculated.
In that experiment polydisperse dust particles were used, whereas the averaged ra-
dius of the particles was determined as rd = 5 µm. In this case, the equilibrium of
gravitational force and electric field force was deduced for the confinement of the
dust cloud. Additionally, the influence of a neutral gas drag and the ion drag force
on the dust particles were discussed.
In contrast, the confinement of dust particles in the present anodic plasma is

defined by a force equilibrium of the electric field force and the ion drag force [79,98].
The electric field, as described in Sec. 2.2.2, points away from the anode, so that
the electric field force, acting on the negatively charged particles, points towards the
anode. Hence, the dust particles are attracted to the anode. The ions are flowing
along the electric field lines, and therefore, the ion drag force Fi on the dust particle
is opposed to the electric field force Fel. Due to the small dust particles, the force of
gravity is small compared to the above mentioned forces, and hence, negligible for
the confinement of dust particles.
The model described by Trottenberg et al. [79,98] is more sophisticated compared

to a determination of the force equilibrium of a dust particle. Here, the confinement
potential was calculated along the central axis. The radial confinement was supposed
to be due to the high electric fields in radial direction that act as a barrier for the
dust particles. A non-conservative trap potential energy W was derived from the
total net force F = Fi + Fel. The ion drag force was determined following the
approach of Daugherty and Graves [116], see Eq. (2.18).
A force equilibrium of the electric field force and the ion drag force was found at an

electric field strength of about E ≈ 200 V/m. For smaller electric fields, the ion drag
overcomes the electric field force and vice versa. In Fig. 2.4 (a) a measurement of the
two-dimensional plasma potential is shown. The corresponding forces acting on a
dust particle and the resulting axial confinement potential are given in Fig. 2.4 (b).
The calculated potential well (thick solid line) has a minimum close to 20 mm, and
the region, where dust can be confined (hatched region), is found to agree very well
with the observed location of the dust cloud, shown in Fig. 2.4 (a).
The model in Refs. [79,98] is a good basis for the understanding of the confinement

of dust particles in an anodic plasma. It has turned out that the responsible forces
are the electric field force and the opposing ion drag force. The radial confinement
is due to the high radial electric fields.
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2.2 The Anodic Plasma

Figure 2.4: (a) A two-dimensional diagram of the plasma potential is shown. On the
left-hand side the anode is placed, and the location of a dust cloud is indicated. (b) The
calculated forces of the electric field force (dashed line) and the ion drag force (dashed-
dotted line) are plotted vs. the axial distance from the anode. The confinement potential
(solid thick line), resulting from the force balance of these forces, is shown, and the re-
gion, where dust particles can remain, is indicated by the hatched region. (Adapted from
Ref. [79])

Overview on Observed Dust Clouds

Before the specific details of the investigations are described, first, an overview of
the observed dust clouds and their general structure is given. In Fig. 2.5, snapshots
of the dust clouds are shown. The snapshots (a)-(c) were taken in the horizontal
section representing the x−z plane; whereas image (d) was taken in the vertical
section, and the plasma was generated in front of the ITO anode.
At first glance, the dust clouds can be divided into compact dust clouds

[Fig. 2.5 (a)-(c)] and torus-shaped dust clouds [Fig. 2.5 (d)]. In case of the torus-
shaped dust cloud, the particles are arranged in a ring-like structure with the ring
plane orientated parallel to the anode surface. A dust-free region, i.e., the void,
is clearly visible. The dust particles are not at rest, rather, they rotate about the
torus axis in clockwise direction with a higher velocity on the downward-streaming
branch (in direction of gravity) than on the upward-streaming one (against direction
of gravity), as can be conjectured from the imaging of the dust particles. On the
left-hand side, the shape of a dust particle is point-like, whereas, on the right-hand
side, the dust particles appear streak-like due to a displacement of the dust parti-
cles during the exposure time of the camera. The details of the torus-shaped dust
clouds are described in Sec. 5 in terms of the experimental results and a hierarchical
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2 Properties of Dust Particles in a Plasma

Figure 2.5: Snapshots of observed dust clouds. A horizontal section (x−z plane) is
shown for compact dust clouds of varying sizes: (a) small, (b) medium-sized and (c) large
dust clouds. Self-excited dust-density waves are found in medium-sized and large dust
clouds, whereas no wave activity is observed in a small dust cloud. (d) The snapshot of
the torus-shaped dust cloud was taken in the vertical observation geometry using the ITO
anode. The dust particles are streaming in clockwise direction with a higher velocity at
the down-streaming branch than at the up-streaming one.

single-particle model.
The compact dust clouds are further divided into (a) small, (b) medium-sized, and

(c) large dust clouds. This classification refers to the observation that in medium-
sized and large dust clouds self-excited dust-density waves emerge. Therefore, the
clouds are specified by the ratio of cloud length d and wavelength λ of a typical
dust-density wave:

(a) d < λ: small,

(b) d & λ: medium-sized,

(c) d� λ: large.

The small dust cloud is nearly spherical in shape with a diameter of about 4 mm. The
medium-sized dust cloud has an elliptical shape with a length of about 8 mm, and
two wave crests can be recognized. Both the small and the medium-sized dust cloud
are not centered on the anode axis but are shifted downward in vertical direction,
i.e., in the direction of the gravitational force. This vertical shift is related to the
observation of the torus-shaped dust cloud with a void in the center. It is suggested
that the ion drag force on the dust particle is responsible for the shift because the
force of gravity is of second order. In contrast, the large dust cloud is aligned with
the central axis of the anode. The cross-section of the cloud is elliptical but in
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2.2 The Anodic Plasma

Figure 2.6: (a) A phase-synchronous averaged frame at vertical position y = −3 mm
and (b) the bond orientational order determined by an average of 100 single images. A
pronounced alignment in stripes perpendicular to the magnetic field is found. The bond-
orientational order reveals a mixture of fourfold and sixfold symmetry.

vertical direction the dust cloud is stretched in electric field direction. Furthermore,
several wave crests are well reproduced.
A vertical scan through an externally modulated dust cloud of medium size (see

Appendix B.1, Fig. 3) has revealed a kind of crystalline or rather an ordered state
at the top section of the dust cloud. For lower positions, wave activity is found.
In Fig. 2.6 (a), a phase-synchronous averaged image of the dust cloud at vertical
position of y = −3 mm is shown. In this figure, a clear preference to an alignment
of particles perpendicular to the magnetic field direction is found. In the central
region the strips of particles are more disturbed compared to the boundary region
of the cloud, resulting in a blurred region due to the time-averaging.
The ordering of the particles can be analyzed in more detail by calculating the

bond-orientational order angle θij of next neighbors. The angle is defined by

θij = arctan

(
zi − zj
xi − xj

)
, (2.28)

where (xi, zi) denotes the position of the particle i. The particles included for the
calculation have a distance of less than 130 % of the average interparticle distance.
A histogram

h(θ)∆θ =
N∑
i=1

∑
i 6=j

δ(θ − θij)∆θ (2.29)

was calculated by an average over 100 frames and normalized to unity.
In Fig. 2.6 (b), the histogram is shown as a polar diagram. Sharp peaks at angles

of 90◦ and 270◦ are found, which is the orientation perpendicular to the magnetic
field. There are four other lobes present, whereas the histogram at angles of 0◦ and
180◦ does not vanish. Hence, the particles are ordered in a mixture of fourfold and
sixfold symmetry with a preferred alignment of particles in stripes perpendicular to
the magnetic field direction. It is suggested that the ordering in stripes perpendicular
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2 Properties of Dust Particles in a Plasma

to the magnetic field can be explained by a slow rotation of the dust cloud, thus a
preference to an arrangement in “flow”-direction exist.
Details of the external modulation of these compact dust clouds are given in

Chap. 4.

2.3 Summary

In this Chapter, the basics of the confinement of dust particles in an anodic plasma
were briefly described. The confinement of the dust particles is well understood in
terms of a force equilibrium of the ion drag force and the electric field force. The
gravitational force is negligible for the confinement.
The ion density can be approximated by the magnitude of the anode current, and

it is found that the ion density varies according to a variation of the magnetic field
in a non-monotonous behavior. The presence of the magnetic field also gives rise to
a small azimuthal component of the ion flow.
Besides the compact dust clouds, torus-shaped dust clouds are observed which

emerge due to the magnetic field. The compact dust clouds are studied regarding
self-excited dust-density waves and the response to an external modulation. The
results will be presented in Chap. 4. The properties of the torus-shaped dust clouds
will be described in more detail in Chap. 5.
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3 Synchronization of Oscillating
Systems

The periodic motion of an oscillating system and its dynamical evolution in time
and space is a general problem in a large variety of physical systems. Of specific
interest is the interaction of such systems with others of the same kind or with an
external modulation that is applied to achieve control of the system.
In this Chapter, a brief description of the synchronization of dynamical systems

is presented. The intention of this Chapter is to introduce basic aspects of synchro-
nization∗. For a comprehensive discussion, the reader is referred to textbooks of
nonlinear dynamics [83–87,132].
A general definition of synchronization can be given as follows [84]:

“Synchronization is an adjustment of the time scales of oscillations due
to interaction between the oscillating processes.”

This statement includes three basic aspects: First, synchronization is a phenomenon
of oscillating systems. Second, it is an interaction of at least two oscillators. Third,
due to this interaction, the time (or spatial) scales, i.e., frequency (or wavelength),
of the oscillating systems are adjusted. The latter one is an effect that can directly
be measured. For the others, it is necessary to define which type of oscillator can
describe the present system, and what kind of interaction has to be considered. In
the following, the interaction of one oscillating system with an external driving term
acting as a “control parameter” will be studied.
The standard example of a linear oscillator in mechanics is the harmonic oscillator.

The differential equation of the driven harmonic oscillator with damping term γ and
eigenfrequency ω0 reads:

ẍ+ γẋ+ ω2
0x = B cos(ωit) . (3.1)

The dynamics of this oscillator caused by the external modulation with amplitude
B and frequency ωi is described in terms of resonance. This means that, after a
transient behavior, the motion of the harmonic oscillator is only defined by the
properties of the external driving force, i.e., frequency and amplitude. Without
the external forcing term no oscillation would appear, and further, if the driving
force would be “switched off”, the oscillator would be damped until it comes to rest.
It is evident that such an oscillator does not provide the ability to interact with
∗The literature of nonlinear dynamics commonly uses a couple of different terms for synchroniza-
tion like entrainment, mode-lock, phase locking, and frequency locking. In this work, these
terms will be used synonymously.
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Figure 3.1: Schematic representation of the stability chart of a parametric oscillator: (a)
without friction and (b) with friction. The parameter ω is the frequency and ε a measure for
the modulation degree. The shaded region denotes unstable solution where the amplitude
of the oscillator is growing, whereas the other regions provide stable solutions. When
friction is included, a threshold of the modulation amplitude is needed to excite unstable
solutions. (Adapted from [133])

the external driving force. Therefore, the properties of an oscillating system that
possesses the feature to support synchronization has to be of a different type.
For studying the dynamical interaction between oscillating systems so-called self-

oscillations have to be considered. These dynamical systems are described by some
basic properties. The self-oscillation does neither stop its motion, although damping
is present, nor grow unboundedly. Therefore, this oscillator has to be self-excited
(aka self-sustained) due to a constant force, which can vary in time but is not periodic
in time. The shape, amplitude and time scale of the oscillations are defined by the
properties of the oscillating system itself. Hence, a self-excited system comprises
dissipation, a power source, and a nonlinear coupling between the power source and
the dissipation. For a linear coupling, the amplitude of the oscillator would be either
continuously amplified, i.e., energy sustain exceeds damping, or equal to zero (no
oscillation), i.e., damping exceeds energy sustain.
In the following, examples of dynamical systems are briefly introduced: The para-

metric oscillator, which is commonly described by the Mathieu equation [87, 133],
the circle map and a relaxation oscillator of van der Pol type [134].

Parametric Resonance: In this case, the oscillation is forced by an internal pa-
rameter that is periodically modulated†. A standard example is a swing that has a
periodically modulated effective length by a variation of the center of mass by the
person sitting on it. A parametric excitation including friction can be described by
Mathieu’s equation [133] as follows:

ẍ+ γẋ+ ω2[1 + ε cos(t)]x = 0 . (3.2)

ε and ω are real numbers that describe the periodic change of the length and the
frequency of the system. In dependence on the parameters (ω, ε) stable and unstable
†Note that the periodic modulation is not necessarily equal to an external periodical forcing of
the system, but rather a property of the system itself.
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Figure 3.2: Diagram of the ε−α plane of the circle map where ε denotes the strength
and α the frequency of the driving force. The shaded regions depict the range where the
oscillator is synchronized, and these regions are referred to as Arnol’d tongues. For driving
amplitudes ε > 1 a complex behavior with a transition to chaotic oscillations is found.
(Adapted from [135])

solutions are possible. The stability chart of the oscillator is schematically shown in
form of a ω − ε plane in Fig. 3.1 (a) without an influence of friction (γ = 0), and
Fig. 3.1 (b) depicts the influence of friction (γ > 0) on the stability of the parametric
oscillator. The shaded regions mark the parameters where the oscillator is unstable,
and the other regions refer to stable solutions. For unstable solutions, the amplitude
of the oscillator is growing without limits. Nevertheless, in real systems only finite
amplitudes can be attained because nonlinear effects become effective. It is found
that the parametric oscillator is amplified when the frequency ν fulfills ω/ν = k/2
(k = 1, 2, . . . )‡. A feature of parametric resonance is that the amplification is
strongest when the exciting frequency is twice the characteristic frequency (ν = 2ω).
When a friction term is included, it is found that the unstable regions are vertically
shifted, and a threshold value of ε has to be overcome to amplify the oscillator.
Without friction, an arbitrarily small disturbance is sufficient to force an oscillation.

The Circle Map: For studying the basic properties of synchronization the circle
map is a suitable model. This map describes the phase evolution and interaction of
two oscillators with nonlinear coupling in terms of a one-dimensional mapping on
the unit circle:

Φn+1 = Φn + α + ε sin(Φn) . (3.3)

The angle Φn is defined on the interval [0 2π]. The interaction of the oscillator is
described by the ratio of the frequencies of both oscillators α = fi/f0, where fi is the
frequency of the external driver and f0 the frequency of the modulated oscillator.
The parameter ε is proportional to the amplitude of the external modulation and is a
measure of the nonlinear coupling between the oscillators. The dynamical behavior
of the circle map is determined by these parameters, and a diagram of the parameter
plane ε−α is schematically shown in Fig. 3.2. At this point, it is suitable to introduce
the concept of the rotational (winding) number µ, which is the time-averaged angular

‡In Eq. (3.2) the frequency ν is normalized to 1
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Figure 3.3: Phase space (x, ẋ) diagram and time-dependent behavior of the amplitude
of the van der Pol oscillator for β = 1 and (a,b) ε = 0.1 and (c,d) ε = 4. The limit
cycle is attained for initial amplitudes lying inside (outside) of the limit cycle, because of
amplification (damping) of the system, as indicated in (c). For small values of ε, the limit
circle is well described by a circle and a sinusoidal oscillation is found. For larger values
of ε, the influence of the nonlinearity becomes apparent and anharmonicity is observed for
the limit cycle and the oscillation.

rate of rotation of the oscillator [86]:

µ = lim
i→∞

Φi − Φ0

2πi
. (3.4)

When the rotational number is rational, it is found that the oscillator is locked to
the driver frequency. In the diagram, these regions are shaded and they are referred
to as Arnol’d tongues. In case of the linear circle map, i.e., ε = 0, the rotational
number simplifies for the locking condition to µ = fi/f0 = p/q (p, q ∈ N), where
p and q denote the ratio of the frequencies. Hence, it is found that it is possible
to synchronize an oscillator not only at its fundamental frequency, i.e., µ = 1/1,
but also for rational multiples of its fundamental. For parameters lying outside of
these Arnol’d tongues, the rotation number is irrational and quasiperiodic states
are found. The described behavior is found for amplitudes of ε < 1. For ε = 1 the
Arnol’d tongues cover the interval [0 2π] densely; and, for higher amplitudes, the
Arnol’d tongues can overlap each other, and a transition to a chaotic behavior is
observed.

van der Pol Oscillator: This relaxation oscillator is a so-called integrate-and-
fire oscillator, meaning that a constant force is acting upon the oscillator until a
threshold is reached, and the oscillator relaxes [83,86,87,136]. For example, a vessel
is constantly and slowly filled with water (integration) as soon as the threshold is
reached, the vessel tips over and is quickly depleted (firing), and a new cycle begins.
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Figure 3.4: Diagram for the synchronization regimes of the van der Pol oscillator. The
driver amplitude B is plotted vs. the normalized driver frequency ν = ω0/ωi. On the left
hand side the Arnol’d tongues for harmonic and subharmonic synchronization and on the
right hand side the higher-harmonic synchronization is shown. (From [87])

The forced van der Pol equation reads:

ẍ− ε(1− βx2)ω0ẋ+ ω2
0x = B cos(ωit) . (3.5)

The special feature of the van der Pol oscillator is its dependence of the amplitude x
on the damping. The parameter ε and β in the damping term denote the degree of
nonlinearity and the energy feeding of the system, respectively. For small amplitudes
(βx2 < 1) the system is amplified, whereas for large amplitudes (βx2 > 1) the system
is damped. Because of the interplay of friction and energy sustain, the undriven van
der Pol oscillator (B = 0) attains a limit cycle in the phase space (x, ẋ). For
small values of ε, the oscillator has a nearly harmonic behavior, and the limit cycle
is represented by a circle, see Fig.3.3 (a,b). For higher values of ε, the limit cycle
becomes anharmonic, and the van der Pol oscillator behaves as a relaxation oscillator
with two markedly different time scales, see Fig. 3.3 (c,d).
The solution of equation (3.5) reveals a manifold behavior depending on the am-

plitude B and the frequency ωi of the external modulation. In so doing, it can be
distinguished between three ranges of synchronization:

• ωi < ω0: subharmonic synchronization,

• ωi ≈ ω0: harmonic synchronization,

• ωi > ω0: superharmonic (higher-harmonic) synchronization.

In analogy to the circle map, the regions where the oscillator can be synchronized
are shown in Fig. 3.4. Here, the amplitude B of the external modulation is plotted
vs. the normalized frequency ν = ω0/ωi of the driver. On the left hand side, the
diagram for subharmonic synchronization and, on the right hand side, for super-
harmonic synchronization are schematically shown. The harmonic synchronization
region is indicated in both diagrams. In agreement with the synchronization ranges
of the circle map, these regions are also termed Arnol’d tongues. The Arnol’d tongue
of the harmonic spans a broad region and overlaps with the subharmonic as well as
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the superharmonic synchronization regions. The width of the Arnol’d tongues de-
creases for an increasing multiple (fraction) of the eigenfrequency for superharmonic
(subharmonic) synchronization. For that reason, these Arnol’d tongues are difficult
to detect, and the driving frequency has to be nearly commensurate to the multiple
(fraction) of the eigenfrequency.
For the regions outside the Arnol’d tongues, quasiperiodic behavior with two inde-

pendent frequencies is observed. Close to the edge of an Arnol’d tongue, incomplete
synchronization, i.e., periodic pulling [137], of the oscillator is found, in which the
phase angle as well as the amplitude of the oscillator varies periodically. Similar to
the circle map, the van der Pol oscillator also provides the ability to chaotic behav-
ior.

To summarize, in this Chapter basic aspects of oscillating systems with emphasis
on the properties of the self-excited oscillator and the interaction of an oscillator
with an external force was described by means of the circle map and the van der
Pol oscillator. The self-excited oscillator requires friction, an energy source and a
nonlinear coupling between these quantities. For a periodical forcing of this type
of oscillator, harmonic as well as sub- and superharmonic synchronization can be
found. This means that it is possible to drive the oscillator with frequencies not only
close to its eigenfrequency but also with multiples or fractions of the eigenfrequency.
It is worth mentioning that the described behavior of the van der Pol oscillator was

successfully adopted to describe the dynamical behavior of waves with and with no
external forcing, e.g., Refs. [138–141]. Furthermore, it was shown that an excitation
of dust-particle oscillations in the sheath of an rf plasma can be understand in terms
of a parametric excitation [142,143].
The concept of synchronization of an oscillator caused by an external force is

captured in Chap. 4, where the response of small dust cloud and of self-excited
dust-density waves to an external modulation will be studied.
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4 Dynamical Response of Dust
Clouds to an External
Modulation

A periodic external stimulus of a dust particle or of the entire dust cloud is a useful
tool to gain more information about the dynamical response of the system. The
modulation or excitation can be achieved electrically via a biased wire [33–35] or by a
low frequency modulation of the voltage superimposed to the dc bias of an electrode
[144–146], by laser manipulation [36, 49, 147] or by a neutral drag [51, 148]. By
applying such an external modulation, it was possible to determine the charge of dust
particles [12, 144, 149, 149] or the interaction force between dust particles [49, 147].
Furthermore, it was possible to excite Mach cones [27–31] and dust lattice waves
[33–40], or to study the dispersion of dust-density waves [73, 77–81,145,146,150].
The charge of dust particles levitated in the sheath of an rf plasma was deter-

mined by measuring the resonance curve of the oscillation amplitude depending on
the applied low frequency modulation [12, 149]. The resonance frequency, which is
characterized by an effective parabolic potential well, is proportional to the particle
charge.
Laser manipulation was used to study one-dimensional [33, 151] as well as two-

dimensional dust lattice waves [36,39,40,152,153], Mach cones [29,154,155] and the
intershell rotation of two-dimensional dust clusters [48].
By applying a neutral-gas drag, shock waves could be excited [148] and a rotation

of a two-dimensional dust cluster was studied due to a gas drag induced by a rotating
disk [51].
The dispersion of dust-density waves could be measured either by synchronizing

the self-excited wave [73, 78–81, 145, 146] or by changing the discharge parameters
(gas pressure, discharge voltage) [77, 150] and therewith the plasma parameters
(density, plasma potential, electron temperature). For the latter technique only a
single point of the dispersion relation is determined for a set of plasma parameters,
and, for a representation in one diagram, these single measurements have to be
normalized. Therefore, the plasma parameters have to be measured for each data
point. By using the technique of synchronization, the plasma parameters are equal
for all data points, but a small disturbance due to the modulation has to be assumed.
In this Chapter, the influence of an external modulation on small dust clouds is

studied in Sec. 4.1. The synchronization of dust-density waves is investigated in
Sec. 4.2 regarding the properties of self-excited waves and the range of frequencies,
where dust-density waves can be synchronized. The results are discussed in Sec. 4.3.
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4 Dynamical Response of Dust Clouds to an External Modulation

Figure 4.1: Response of a small dust cloud to the external modulation (fmod = 4 Hz):
(a) left turning point, (b) equilibrium position and (c) right turning point. The position
of the center of mass (red dot) and the second moments (red lines) are indicated. A
pronounced shift of the entire dust cloud (sloshing) that is accompanied by a compression
and stretching of the cloud length (stretching) is observed. (d) The amplitude of the
sloshing and the stretching motion in axial direction are plotted vs. the frequency of the
modulation. A resonance-like behavior for both the sloshing and the stretching motion is
found. (Adapted from Appendix B.1)

4.1 Sloshing Motion of Small Dust Clouds

In small dust clouds, no self-excited dust-density waves were observed. The particles
were found in a gaseous state where they performed a fast irregular motion. The
dust cloud was externally modulated with a sinusoidal signal superimposed on the
dc voltage of the anode. The external modulation of a small dust cloud is interesting
because its behavior to the modulation is determined by the confining potential, and
thus, a measure of the qualitative properties of the potential well.
The response of these clouds to an external modulation was studied over a fre-

quency range of (1−65) Hz. It was found that the modulation does not lead to
an excitation of dust-density waves in these clouds. Instead, at low frequencies
[fmod = (1−15) Hz], a sloshing motion, i.e., a periodic motion of the entire dust
cloud, and a stretching motion, i.e., a periodic variation of the cloud boundary, was
observed. Snapshots of this motion are shown in Fig. 4.1 (a)-(c), where the anode
is located on the left hand side of the image. It can be seen that the position as
well as the shape of the dust cloud is affected by the external modulation. The
cloud boundary is stretched when the dust cloud moves away from the anode (right
turning point), and it is compressed when the cloud moves in direction to the anode
(left turning point). The equilibrium position shows a nearly circular cross-section
of the dust cloud.
For studying the sloshing and stretching motion in more detail, the center-of-
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4.2 Dust-Density Waves

mass position and the second moment, which is a measure for the deformation of
the cloud, were calculated (see Eqs. (2) and (3) in Appendix B.1).
The obtained results for the sloshing (full circles) and the stretching amplitude

(open circles), depending on the frequency of the external modulation, are shown in
Fig. 4.1 (d). In this diagram, the motions in z-direction, i.e., in axial direction, are
represented. The motion in x-direction has a similar behavior but at lower ampli-
tudes. For both motions in z-direction, a resonance-like behavior is found. First, the
amplitudes increase with higher modulation frequency until a maximum at about
4 Hz is reached. Then, a steep drop of the sloshing amplitude with increasing fre-
quencies is found, whereas the decrease of the stretching amplitude is more gradual.
At modulation frequencies of about 15 Hz, nearly constant values for the amplitudes
are reached. These amplitudes are consistent with the amplitudes determined for
the motion of the dust cloud without external modulation, i.e., the thermal motion
of the dust cloud. For higher modulation frequencies, no excitation of dust-density
waves was observed but the dust cloud remained in a state comparable to the ther-
mal motion of the undisturbed dust cloud.
The influence of the sloshing motion on self-excited dust-density waves in a large

dust cloud is studied in Sec. 4.2.3.

4.2 Dust-Density Waves

Dust-density waves emerge spontaneously in dust clouds due to streaming ions [66].
These waves are compressional waves at low frequencies of tens of Hertz. In this
thesis, a main objective is the analysis of the interaction between an external mod-
ulation and the self-excited a dust-density wave.
A short overview on the research of dust-density waves is given in Sec. 4.2.1; the

properties of a self-excited dust-density wave are described in Sec. 4.2.2, and the
results of the external modulation of dust-density waves are given in Sec. 4.2.3.

4.2.1 Status of Research

The existence of a dust-acoustic wave was predicted by Rao et al. [60] in terms
of a fluid description. The specific property of the dust-acoustic wave is a linear
dispersion, i.e., phase and group velocity of the wave coincide, at low wavenumbers.
In this thesis, the wave is termed dust-density wave which is a more general term
and allows a dispersion for low wavenumbers, i.e., phase and group velocity of the
wave are not the same. The first observation of a dust-acoustic wave was described
by Chu et al. [61] in the edge of an rf discharge, and later interpreted by D’Angelo
as a dust acoustic wave [62]. In anodic plasmas, a dust-acoustic wave in front of
a positively biased anode was found by Barkan et al. [63]. The first measurement
of the dispersion relation was made by Thompson et al. [78] with the technique of
synchronizing the dust-acoustic wave by an external driving force.
On the experimental side, the measurement of the dispersion relation is an impor-

tant task. Thus, this information can be well compared with theoretical predictions.
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4 Dynamical Response of Dust Clouds to an External Modulation

There are two attempts to measure the dispersion of a dust-density wave. The first
method is to measure the wavenumber and the frequency of the wave at different
discharge parameters [77, 156]. This approach has the benefit that the self-excited
dust-density wave is studied; on the other hand, it has the disadvantage that for each
measurement the plasma parameters have to be measured, because this information
is needed for a comparison with theory. The second approach is to apply an external
modulation, and to synchronize the dust-density wave at the driving frequency. In
this way, the dispersion relation can be measured simply by changing the driving
frequency [78–81,145,146]. The benefit of this method is that only one measurement
of the plasma parameters is needed to compare the experimental results with the
theoretical predictions. The limitation of this technique is that it is necessary to
verify that the wave frequency is locked to the driving frequency, and it has to be
assumed that the disturbance of the plasma is small.
On the theoretical side, several approaches exist for the description of a dust-

density wave including fluid theories [60, 68–71] or kinetic theories [66, 72, 73]. The
theories have taken different aspects into account, like a charge variation of dust
particles [69,74–77], boundary effects due to the finite size of a dust cloud [68,70,71],
and recently the effect of a finite temperature of the dust particles [73].
Not only the experimental measurements of the dispersion relation of dust-density

waves are of interest for comparison with the theoretical approaches, but also the
dynamics of dust particles within the propagating wave fronts have gained attention
[157–159]. By using the particle image velocimetry technique the growth rate of the
wave [65,160,161] and the dust temperature [81,162] was measured.

4.2.2 Self-Excited Dust-Density Waves

Before the influence of an external modulation is described, the properties of the
self-excited wave are investigated. Here, the self-excited dust-density waves in large
dust clouds and the methods for studying the wave dynamics are briefly described.
For obtaining an overview on the propagation of a dust-density wave, the space-

time diagram [Fig. 4.2 (c)] is a suitable presentation. For composing such a di-
agram, a region of interest (ROI) is chosen, see Fig. 4.2 (a), and averaged along
the x-direction for each image of a movie. The obtained one-dimensional intensity
profile Im(z, t) (black solid line) and the time-averaged intensity profile 〈Im(z)〉 (red
dotted line) are shown in Fig. 4.2 (b). The time-averaged intensity profile, which
is proportional to the averaged density profile, has a parabolic shape. For the one-
dimensional profile, it is found that the wave amplitude is increasing from the left
to the right. Hence, the wave emerges at the anode facing side of the cloud. The
highest modulation is observed in the core region of the dust cloud. At the far
side from the anode, particle granulation becomes evident and the density of the
modulation of the wave is reduced.
For the analysis of the dust-density wave only the variation of the dust-density,

i.e., the dust-density fluctuation ñd(z, t), is of interest. The dust density fluctuation
is calculated by subtracting the time-averaged intensity from the intensity profile
for each time step t, ñd(z, t) = Im(z, t) − 〈Im(z)〉. This quantity is composed in
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4.2 Dust-Density Waves

Figure 4.2: (a) A snapshot of a self-excited dust-density wave in a large dust cloud.
The region of interest (ROI), chosen for the analysis of the temporal evolution of the dust-
density wave, is indicated. (b) The one-dimensional intensity profile Im (black solid line),
obtained by averaging the vertical width of the ROI, and the time-averaged profile 〈Im〉
(red dotted line) are displayed. (c) The space-time diagram, which is composed of the
one-dimensional intensity profiles and corrected for the time-averaged profile, Im(t)−〈Im〉.
(From Appendix B.3)

the space-time diagram where the time t is plotted vs. the propagation direction
z of the dust-density wave. Hence, the color-coded intensity is a measure of the
dust-density fluctuation.
The result is shown in Fig. 4.2 (c). Here, the red stripes indicate regions of

enhanced dust density and, therefore, are identified as wave crests. The blue stripes
are the wave troughs. A regular wave propagation, i.e., constant frequency and
wavelength, would be found in the space-time diagram as a set of parallels with
constant phase speed vϕ = dz/dt. Instead, the wave pattern observed for the self-
excited dust-density wave shows narrow wave crests of varying slopes. This indicates
an incoherent wave pattern with changing propagation speed that leads to changing
wavelength and wave frequency. Furthermore, merging of wave fronts is observed,
where two or more wave fronts are found to intersect and propagate as a single
wave front afterwards. This is a second mechanism that affects the wavelength and
frequency.
In this situation, appropriate methods for measuring the local and instantaneous

phase speed need to be applied. One suitable method is based on the shift of the
wave front in subsequent movie frames, which can be quantitatively extracted by
cross correlation analysis. The averaged phase speed is then determined to vϕ,m =
(75± 5) mm s−1.
Based on the description of the temporal and spatial evolution of the self-excited

dust-density wave, it turns out that the frequency of the wave and the spatial distri-
bution of the frequency are of particular interest. The frequency of the self-excited
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4 Dynamical Response of Dust Clouds to an External Modulation

Figure 4.3: (a) Snapshot of a dust-density wave in a large dust cloud. (b) Spectra at
different position of the dust cloud, as indicated in the two-dimensional images, (a) and
(c), and referred to as with Roman numerals. The spectra were obtained by averaging over
a rectangular region, which is indicated as well. (c) The two-dimensional frequency map
showing the distribution of the mean frequency. A gradual shift of the mean frequency
from higher values at the anode-facing side to lower ones at the far side is found. (Adapted
from Appendix B.3)

dust-density wave was calculated with a fast fourier transformation (FFT) algorithm
for each pixel position within the frame. The spectrum of a single pixel contains a
large number of spectral components, and is therefore inherently noisy. It is assumed
that this is due to the incoherent wave pattern as well as an influence of particle
granulation.
Therefore, in Fig. 4.3 (b) spectra averaged over rectangular regions of interest

are shown for different locations within the dust cloud. The spectra are labelled by
Roman numerals and the position is indicated in the two-dimensional frames. It
is found that all three spectra show a broad frequency distribution over a range of
(20−50) Hz depending on the position. The frequency distribution in spectrum no.
I), which is recorded at the front region of the cloud, is shifted to higher frequencies
compared to the other two spectra no. II) and III), which represent the middle and
the far region of the dust cloud, respectively.
For the calculation of a spatial frequency distribution, the mean frequency f̄ of

the spectra at each pixel position (x, z) was calculated by the weighted spectral
intensity:

f̄ =

∫
P (f ′)f ′df ′∫
P (f ′)df ′

, (4.1)

with P (f) being the spectral power density. The mean frequency is color-coded
in a two-dimensional diagram, where the color assigns the value of the frequency
at that position. This diagram is termed “frequency map”, and the result for the
self-excited dust-density wave is shown in Fig. 4.3 (c). Here, it is found that the
frequency distribution is not homogeneous, which would have been already expected
regarding the time evolution of the wave crests in the space-time diagram. But it
is also found that, at the anode-facing side (left-hand side), the frequency is higher
compared to the anode-far side (right-hand side). The transition is found to be
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Figure 4.4: Three-dimensional reconstruction of the complex wave function C(x, z) +
iS(x, z) of the wave fronts measured in horizontal sections. Displayed are (a) the real part
C(y, z) and (b) the imaginary part S(y, z). The insets depict the horizontal reconstruction
at y = −7 mm for the real part and the imaginary part, respectively. The wave propagates
at an angle with respect to the horizontal with a slightly higher wavelength than the one
measured in the horizontal section. (c) The measured dispersion of the dust-density wave
plotted together with theoretical curves of the dust acoustic wave (dashed and dotted lines)
and the cylindrical wave guide mode (solid lines) for two limiting cases of the Debye length
λD. (Adapted from Appendix B.1)

gradual. This result is in agreement with the observation of the merging of wave
fronts in the space-time diagram.

4.2.3 Synchronization of Dust-Density Waves

In this Section, the influence of an external modulation on the self-excited dust-
density wave is studied. Regarding to the observed frequency range of a self-excited
dust-density wave of (20−50) Hz, the frequency modulation is divided into three
domains: First, the range of low frequency modulation (f ≤ 15 Hz), where sloshing
and stretching of a small dust cloud could be excited; the intermediate domain
[f = (16−45) Hz], which is close to the frequency range of the self-excited wave and
synchronization of a dust-density wave is found; and a high frequency region, where
the frequency of the applied modulation is even larger than the frequencies found
for the self-excited wave.
The medium-sized clouds are investigated regarding the propagation direction of

the wave fronts and the dispersion of a dust-density wave with respect to finite size
effects. The investigation of dust-density waves in a large dust cloud is focused on
the influence of a sloshing motion and the synchronization of the wave.
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Medium-Sized Dust Clouds (d & λ)

The self-excited dust-density wave in the investigated medium-sized dust cloud could
be synchronized via the external modulation in a frequency range of f ≈ (18−40) Hz.
Besides the possibility to measure the dispersion properties by applying an external
modulation, the external synchronization is also suitable to determine the three-
dimensional structure of a dust-density wave (see Appendix B.1).
For the reconstruction of the three-dimensional wave fronts, it is assumed that the

wave can be described by a complex spatial wave function C(x, z) + iS(x, z) with

C(x, z) =
N∑
l=1

Bl(x, z) · cos(2πfmodtl) (4.2)

S(x, z) =
N∑
l=1

Bl(x, z) · sin(2πfmodtl) . (4.3)

Here, Bl(x, z) is the frame at time step tl and the modulation frequency fmod is
specified by the external modulation signal, but is also verified in the spectra de-
termined with a FFT algorithm. The resulting complex wave function represents a
time-averaged snapshot of the dust-density wave.
In Fig. 4.4, the wave fronts in a y−z cross-section for (a) the real and (b) the

imaginary part are shown. The cross-section is reconstructed from a set of x−z
observations at different height y. The insets depict a horizontal x−z reconstruction
of the real and the imaginary part at a vertical position of y = −7 mm. The position
of the medium-sized dust clouds is specified with respect to the anode center. It
is found that the wave fronts of the dust-density wave are propagating in axial as
well as in vertical direction at an inclination angle of about α = 45◦ with respect
to the axial direction. The observed propagation direction of the dust-density wave
is in accordance with the electric field direction and, therewith, the direction of the
streaming ions, as can be seen in Fig. 4.5 for a large dust cloud.
Due to the inclination angle α, the measured wavelength λ∗ within the horizontal

sections has to be corrected by that inclination, λ = λ∗ cosα, for a determination
of the dispersion relation. The resulting dispersion relation is shown in Fig. 4.4 (c),
where the applied frequency (ωmod = 2πfmod) is plotted vs. the wavenumber (k =
2π/λ). A typical error of measurement is indicated. Additionally, the theoretically
obtained dispersion relations for the dust acoustic wave [60],

ω = ωpdλsk , (4.4)

and the cylindrical-waveguide mode [68],

ω = ωpd

(
k2 + γ2

k2
s + k2 + γ2

)1/2

, (4.5)

are plotted. Here, ωpd is the dust plasma frequency, λs the shielding length,
ks = 1/λs, γ = 2.4/R, and R is the radius of the cylinder of the waveguide. The
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Figure 4.5: A vertical reconstruction of the wave fronts in a large dust cloud. The
self-excited dust-density wave was externally synchronized at a frequency of 20 Hz. The
electric field (red arrows), calculated from a two-dimensional plasma potential measurement
at comparable discharge parameters, is overlaid onto the vertical image of the dust-density
wave. The propagation direction of the wave fronts is in good agreement with the electric
field direction.

fundamental mode of the waveguide is given by ks and γ, and in the limiting case,
k = 0, a cutoff-frequency ωmin is found,

ωmin =
ωpdγ√
k2

s + γ2
. (4.6)

Both dispersion curves, i.e., the dust acoustic wave and the waveguide mode, are
shown for the limiting case of the ion Debye length λDi and of the order of the
electron Debye length λDe. The first case describes the situation for thermal ions,
Ti = 0.1 eV, Ti � Te; and the shielding length is given by the linearized Debye length
as λD ≈ λDi = 74 µm. The latter case characterizes the situation for ions streaming
with Bohm velocity, vB = ωpiλDe, where the ion Debye length is of the order of the
electron Debye length leading to a shielding length in terms of the linearized Debye
length of λD ≈ 2−1/2λDe = 263 µm. The measured data points lie in between these
two cases. It is found that the waveguide-mode describes the group velocity of the
experimental data better than the dust acoustic wave dispersion. Therefore, it can
be concluded that the dispersion of the dust-density wave in a medium-sized dust
cloud is affected by its finite size and a cutoff frequency for the long wavelength
limit, i.e., k = 0, is expected.

Large Dust Clouds (d� λ)

Compared to medium-sized dust clouds, the wave activity in large dust clouds is
more pronounced, and emerges in a larger fluctuation amplitude of the wave crests
and troughs. Furthermore, longer wavelengths can fit into the cloud because of the
extended length of the cloud.
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Figure 4.6: Low-frequency response to the external modulation of 1 Hz (a,b) and 2 Hz
(c,d). (a) and (c) space-time diagrams in which the center-of-mass position (solid line)
and the boundary of the dust cloud (dashed lines) are indicated. (b) and (d) calculated
velocities of the center of mass motion vs (red curve) and the phase velocity of the dust-
density wave vϕ (black curve). The sloshing motion is manifested as the periodical motion
of the center of mass and the cloud boundary. Furthermore, a periodical modulation of
the phase velocity of the wave is observed. (From Appendix B.3)

For comparing the propagation direction of a dust-density wave in a large dust
cloud with the direction of the ion flow, a vertical reconstruction is shown in Fig. 4.5
together with the electric field (red arrows) obtained from a two-dimensional plasma
potential measurement at comparable discharge parameters. Here, the dust-density
wave was synchronized by the external modulation (fmod = 20 Hz) for studying a
coherent wave pattern. The three-dimensional recording was performed by using
a scanning video microscopy technique introduced by Menzel et al. [163] for self-
excited dust-density waves. The dust-density wave was recorded at a framerate
of ν = 8 × fmod in the horizontal section, and the combination of laser sheet and
camera was vertically moved. Every eighth image was chosen and composed into
a three-dimensional matrix representing a three-dimensional stroboscopic image of
the wave.
It is found that the propagation direction is closely aligned with the electric field

direction. Close to the anode axis (y = 0 mm), the wave fronts are found perpen-
dicular to the z-direction, so that no inclination angle is present and a measured
wavelength has not to be corrected. At larger distance, the wave fronts tilt and the
wave propagates under an inclination angle. These observations are in agreement
with the propagation direction of the dust-density wave found in the medium-sized
dust cloud.
In the following, the response of the dust-density wave to the external modulation

is studied with emphasis on the different modulation frequencies: low, intermediate
and high. Special attention is focused on the question whether the dust-density wave
is locked to the modulation frequency, and whether the sloshing motion interacts
with the dust-density wave at a low-frequency modulation.
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Sloshing Excitation at Low Frequencies: For small dust clouds, the low fre-
quency excitation has led to a distinct sloshing and stretching motion of the entire
dust cloud. The response of a large dust cloud is more complex because of the nat-
urally excited dust-density waves, as shown in Fig. 4.6 for an external modulation
frequency of (a,b) 1 Hz and (c,d) 2 Hz, respectively.
At low modulation frequencies the effect on the dust cloud is two-fold: On the one

hand, the sloshing is verified by the periodical movement of the center of mass, and
an oscillation of the cloud boundary is found. The variation of the cloud boundary
at the anode-facing side agrees with the period of the modulation frequency, while
at the far side, the boundary oscillates at twice the modulation frequency. On the
other hand, the phase velocity vϕ of the dust-density wave is periodically modulated
due to the sloshing motion, leading to an alternating slope of the wave crests in the
space-time diagram. The phase velocity of the wave and the sloshing velocity vs are
found to vary in a range of vϕ = (60−120) mm s−1 and vs = (−25 . . . 20) mm s−1,
respectively.
In a first approximation, it is suggested that the sloshing motion and the propa-

gation of the self-excited dust-density wave are independent of each other, so that
the observed wave pattern can be described by a superposition of the two effects.
Then, the phase velocity of the resulting wave pattern can be estimated as:

vϕ = vs + vϕ,m . (4.7)

The phase velocity of the self-excited dust-density wave was previously determined
as vϕ,m = 75 mm s−1. The addition of the phase velocity of the self-excited wave
and the sloshing velocity results in a variation of the phase velocity of about (50−
95) mm s−1. Comparing this with the obtained phase velocity, it is found that the
measured phase velocities are slightly higher than expected from the superposition.
It is supposed that this could be understood by an energy gain of the wave through
an acceleration of the potential well, which might be similar to a swing-by maneuver
(aka gravitational slingshot) of a spacecraft in the gravitational field of a planet. The
curves of the sloshing velocity and the phase velocity are found to be in phase, i.e.,
the acceleration of wave fronts occurs when the dust cloud is shifted in direction of
the propagation of the dust-density wave, and deceleration is found when the dust
cloud is shifted in opposite direction. This second observation agrees well with the
assumption of a superposition of both types of motions.

Synchronization of Dust-Density Waves: The response of the dust cloud to a
modulation at higher frequencies is compiled in Fig. 4.7. Here, a combination of dia-
grams is given for modulation frequencies of 1, 5, 10, 20, 30, and 120 Hz. From top to
bottom, a snapshot of a single frame, the space-time diagram, the two-dimensional
frequency map, and examples of single spectra are shown, their locations are indi-
cated in the snapshots and in the frequency maps, and, for reference, labelled with
Roman numerals. Note that the spectra are normalized by the largest spectral com-
ponent; hence, a comparison between the intensities of spectra is not possible. The
spectra of the modulated dust-density wave show distinct frequency components in
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Figure 4.7: Overview of the response of the dust-density wave to an external modulation.
From left to right: the results obtained for modulation frequencies of 1, 5, 10, 20, 30, and
120 Hz are shown. From top to bottom an individual snapshot, the space-time diagram,
the frequency map and, for instance, single spectra at three positions in the dust cloud are
displayed. The spectra are labelled with Roman numerals, and the position is indicated
in the snapshot and in the frequency map. The marks sub, 1st, 2nd, 3rd, and 4th are
referred to as the subharmonic, first (fundamental), second, third, and fourth harmonic of
the applied frequency. (Adapted from Appendix B.3)

contrast to the spectra of the self-excited wave, which have a broad frequency distri-
bution. Therefore, the frequency maps are color-coded by the component with the
largest spectral intensity instead of the mean frequency. A more detailed overview
on the dynamics is shown in Figs. 4 and 6 of Appendix B.3.
The column depicting the response at a modulation of 1 Hz reveals the previously

described behavior. The frequency map represents the observation of a travelling
dust-density wave in the core region of the dust cloud. There, a noisy distribution of
frequencies is found, as can be seen in more detailed in spectrum II). It is found that
the spectrum within the core region is similar to the spectrum obtained for the self-
excited dust-density waves. At the outer region of the dust cloud, an oscillation due
to the external modulation is observed, see spectra I) and III). The spectra contain
not only the first harmonic, i.e., the fundamental of the modulation frequency, but
also higher harmonics are present. At the far side, a region with a higher intensity
of the second harmonic is found. This is in agreement with the observation within
the space-time diagram that, at the far side, the cloud boundary oscillates at twice
the modulation frequency.
For higher frequencies, it is found that, even at a low modulation frequency of

5 Hz, the wave is synchronized by the signal, but a complex wave pattern emerges.
This is well reproduced in the space-time diagram, and a clear difference to the
wave pattern of the self-excited dust-density wave is observed. The influence of the
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external modulation is also visible in the frequency map and in the spectra. The
frequency map shows a larger number of regions where the higher harmonics have a
larger spectral intensity than the fundamental. But, at the outer regions of the dust
cloud, the fundamental is still dominant. In the core region, a shift from the anode-
facing side, where the fourth harmonic has the highest spectral intensity, towards
the far side is found, where lower harmonics become more important.
An interesting observation in the space-time diagram is found for the modulation

frequency at 10 Hz. Here, backward travelling wave crests, i.e., against the streaming
direction of ions, are observed. For example, a wave crest at position z ≈ 14 mm
and time t ≈ 0.1 s is propagating backward to the position z ≈ 13 mm at time
t ≈ 0.15 s. It is found that a faint wave front of weaker intensity is slowed down and
propagates towards the anode until the wave front merges with the following wave
front.
For intermediate modulation frequencies (fmod = 20 Hz), close to the frequencies

of the self-excited dust-density wave, the wave is found to be synchronized at the
driving frequency (i.e., the fundamental) over the entire cloud, despite a nested shell
structure at the boundary of the cloud in which the second harmonic dominates.
This shell structure can be attributed to reflected wave fronts or particle reflection at
the cloud boundary [164]. This synchronized state is valid for excitation frequencies
in the range of (14−24) Hz. In the space-time diagram regularly propagating wave
fronts are found, which means that the wave fronts are parallel to adjacent wave
fronts. Further, it can be seen that the slope increases, i.e., the phase velocity of
the wave is reduced, close to a z-position of 15 mm.
For a higher frequency of 30 Hz merging of wave crests is found. There, a slower

propagating wave front is overtaken by a faster one, and these wave fronts merge
to a single wave front, which then propagates with the phase velocity of the slower
wave front. This merging of the wave fronts is accompanied by a halving of the
frequency of the wave. Thus, the first subharmonic at fmod/2 becomes dominant,
and a doubling of the wavelength is observed. The doubling of the wavelength can be
seen in the space-time diagram, where the wave crests are marked, as well as directly
in the snapshot. The frequency map shows two large regions, indicating a dominant
frequency at the 1st harmonic (30 Hz), which is located at the anode-facing side,
and a region indicating a dominant spectral component at the first subharmonic
(15 Hz).
In case of the modulation at frequencies of 120 Hz, a response at a frequency

of 20 Hz is found, which corresponds to the subharmonic at 1/6 of the excitation
frequency. This hints at superharmonic synchronization. The modulated dust-
density wave is found to be more regular than the self-excited one. For comparison,
Thomas et al. [80] and Williams et al. [81] have observed that the high frequency
modulation does not lead to a synchronization of the dust-density wave, and the wave
was found to propagate at a frequency similar to the frequency of the self-excited
wave. Furthermore, Thomas et al. [80] reported a high frequency modulation of the
wave fronts superimposed to the self-excited wave. This effect might be attributed
to the use of polydisperse dust particles [81].
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4.3 Discussion

The external modulation by a variation of the anode voltage was studied for small,
medium-sized and large dust clouds. Depending on the applied frequency, i.e., low,
intermediate and high frequencies, the response of the dust cloud differs qualitatively.
A simplified picture how the external modulation couples to the dust cloud is as

follows: The confinement potential of a dust cloud is defined by the force balance
of the electric field force and the ion drag force. An external modulation of the
anodic plasma only marginally affects the electric field, but the ion density varies
periodically because of the modulation. In good approximation, the electric field
force remains nearly constant whereas the ion drag force is periodically modulated
because of the variation of the ion density. For a low-frequency modulation, it
is reasonable that the effective potential well is adiabatically shifted due to the
modulation of the ion drag force. This is justified because the ion plasma frequency
(ωpi ∼ MHz) is large compared to the applied modulation frequency (ωmod ∼ Hz).
This simplified picture can be understood in terms of a parametric excitation since
an internal plasma parameter, i.e., the ion density, is periodically modulated.
The low-frequency modulation excites a sloshing and stretching motion in small

dust clouds. A resonance frequency at about 4 Hz was obtained. For higher frequen-
cies, no dust-density wave was excited in a small dust cloud. The stretching motion
of the dust cloud is an indication that the confinement potential has an anharmonic
component, because, for a harmonic confinement potential, only a rigid-body mo-
tion would be excited [165]. However, the resonance frequency can be estimated by
the curvature of the axial confinement potential, which is of about 12.6 Hz. This
difference can be ascribed to a weaker confinement potential at the location of the
small dust cloud. Since the estimated frequency depends on the local curvature of
the confinement potential at the position of the dust cloud.
An interaction of the excited sloshing motion and the self-excited dust-density

wave was found in a large dust cloud. There, the motion of the entire dust cloud in
axial direction led to a superposition of the sloshing velocity and the phase velocity
of the self-excited dust-density wave. It was found that the phase velocity of the
observed dust-density wave could be fairly well described by a superposition of the
sloshing velocity and the phase velocity of the self-excited wave for low frequencies
of fmod = (1−3) Hz. At the far side, a response at twice the excitation frequency
was observed. It is supposed that the weaker curvature of the confinement potential
at the far side exerts a smaller force to the dust particles when the potential well
is moving towards the anode. Then the dust particles might be slowed down more
softly due to their inertia.
A synchronization of the self-excited dust-density wave was found over a wide

frequency range. For low frequencies of fmod = (4−12) Hz, a subharmonic synchro-
nization was observed. This means that the low frequency modulation excites higher
harmonics and the dust-density wave is propagating at multiples of the modulation
frequency. But the modulation does not lead to a monochromatic wave, i.e., a reg-
ular wave propagation with fixed frequency and wavelength, rather, it leads to a
complex wave pattern with varying phase velocity and merging wave fronts caused
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by the external modulation.
In contrast, for the modulation of the dust-density wave at high frequencies of

fmod = (70−140) Hz, the wave pattern is found to be more coherent, and a kind of
superharmonic synchronization was observed. Here, the high frequency modulation
leads to synchronization at a subharmonic of the modulation frequency.
The intermediate range of the frequency modulation reveals also a complex be-

havior. It was found that it is possible to synchronize the dust-density wave over a
frequency range of about fmod ≈ (16−40) Hz. A synchronization at the fundamen-
tal over the entire cloud length was observed for frequencies of fmod ≈ (16−24) Hz,
despite a narrow shell structure at the cloud boundary which can be attributed to
a reflection of the wave front [164] or particle reflection. For the frequency range
of fmod ≈ (26−40) Hz, the dust-density wave is also synchronized by the external
modulation, but a spatial merging of wave fronts leads to a halving of the frequency
and a doubling of the wavelength.
It is suggested that this observation can be explained by the adjustment of the

dust-density wave to the boundary of the dust cloud and an influence of nonlinear
effects. For the self-excited dust-density wave, a spatial distribution of the mean
frequency was found. There, the mean frequency varies gradually from higher fre-
quencies at the anode-facing side to lower frequencies at the far side. It is assumed
that such a variation of the frequency could be ascribed to an adjustment of the
wave to the cloud boundary. This assumption is supported by a measurement of the
dispersion relation of a self-excited dust-density wave, which was recently reported
by Nosenko et al. [166] in a comparable experimental setup. At low wavenumbers, a
cutoff frequency was measured, and this result was ascribed to the particle confine-
ment, which determines a boundary condition. Therefore, an influence of the cloud
boundary in the present situation is reasonable as well. For the synchronized dust-
density wave, the frequency of the wave is specified by the external modulation and
regions with constant frequency are observed. These regions are related by an inte-
ger fraction, and the boundary between the regions is determined by the position of
wave-front merging. It is suggested that the regions with different frequencies might
occur to satisfy the preferred natural distribution of the wave frequency, as found
for the self-excited wave. The existence of these regions is allowed by the wave-front
merging, and this effect may be attributed to a nonlinear behavior of the medium.
For the modulation of the medium-sized dust cloud, it was found that the dust-

density wave could be synchronized over a frequency range of fmod ≈ (18−40) Hz.
The obtained dispersion relation suggests a cutoff frequency for the long wavelength
limit, which can be explained by boundary effects of the cloud and is understood in
terms of waveguide modes [68].
The mechanism of the synchronization of a dust-density wave is not completely

solved by now. Based on the observations of the self-excited dust-density wave,
which exhibit a complex structure of merging wave fronts and varying phase velocity,
it can be concluded that this wave is certainly a self-oscillating system. Additional
experiments, which were performed to find characteristic features of the van der Pol
oscillator such as periodic pulling, have given no hint to such a type of synchroniza-
tion. Instead, it is suggested that a parametric excitation due to the variation of the
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ion density is a reasonable model. Compared to the low-frequency excitation of the
sloshing motion, which can be understood in terms of a adiabatically shifted poten-
tial well, the frequency modulation of dust-density waves might be coupled to the
wave via the Debye length, which depends on the ion density. Hence, a modulation
of the Debye length would also lead to a variation of the wave velocity∗.
A different approach of studying the synchronization was made by Williams et al.

[81,82]. There, it was concluded that the dust-density wave can be synchronized by
the modulation frequency if the corresponding wave lies within the natural (broad)
spectrum of the self-excited wave. A possibility of synchronizing the dust-density
wave by sub- or superharmonic frequencies was not reported by now.

∗Dust acoustic wave velocity: cDAW = ω
k = ωpdλD
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5 Void Formation in Magnetized
Plasmas

The void formation in an unmagnetized rf plasma is a well understood mechanism.
The principal reason for the appearance of the dust-free region is based on the force
balance of the outward-directed ion drag force and the inward-directed electric field
force.
In a magnetized plasma, the motion of the plasma components, i.e., electrons,

ions and dust particles (l = e, i, d) is constrained by the magnetic field, which
induces a rotation of the plasma components. The strength of this influence can be
characterized by the Hall parameter hl = ωcl/νln, which is the ratio of the cyclotron
frequency ωcl and the collision frequency νln. The plasma components can perform
a complete gyro orbit when hl > 1. However, for even lower values of hl > 0.1 the
Hall effect becomes noticeable, whereas a E ×B drift requires large values, hl � 1.
The low magnetic fields in the Matilda-II device lead to magnetized electrons and

weakly magnetized ions, while the dust particles remain unmagnetized. Therefore,
the electrons propagate mainly in direction of the magnetic field (z-direction). The
ions are mainly following the electric field line, but they also have a small azimuthal
drift component perpendicular to the electric field ~E and the magnetic field ~B due
to the Hall effect. This Hall component of the ions is responsible for a torque of the
ion drag force and results in new effects in dusty plasma experiments.
For a strong magnetic field, it is possible that the dust particles become magne-

tized and their gyromotion can be studied [167]. The influence of a weak magnetic
field, where the dust particle are unmagnetized and do not perform a gyromotion,
on a two-dimensional dust cluster, confined in an rf sheath, was studied by Konopka
et al. [49]. It was found that the dust cluster performs either a rigid-body rotation
or a sheared rotation depending on the discharge parameters. The driving mecha-
nism was attributed to a torque of the ion drag force caused by the magnetic field.
Recently, a similar experiment was conducted by Carstensen et al. [51]. There it
was found that the cluster rotation can be opposite to the local ion Hall-motion.
This effect could be explained by a global rotation of the neutral gas background.
The influence of a weak magnetic field on three-dimensional dust clouds in dc

plasmas was also investigated [130, 168–170], and it was generally concluded that
the ion drag force is responsible for an induced rotation of the dust particles. For
instance, in an anodic plasma [130] a dust ball was found to rotate in the direction
of the E ×B drift of the ions.
The physical principles of torus-shaped dust clouds with a central dust-free region,

i.e., void, are analyzed in this Chapter, which is organized as follows: In Sec. 5.1
the existence of voids in dusty plasmas is described with emphasis on the experi-
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mental findings. The experimental results on the existence range and the variation
of external plasma parameters of torus-shaped dust clouds as well as the theoretical
approaches on the confinement and the particle rotation are presented in Sec. 5.2.
In Sec. 5.3 the results are summarizing discussed.

5.1 Void Phenomena in Dusty Plasmas

The first observation of a void was described in an rf plasma with nanometer-sized
carbon particles in terms of a “great void mode”, where the void was azimuthally
rotating [52]. The nanometer-sized dust particles fill the plasma volume, because the
weight force is so small that sedimentation in the rf sheath becomes negligible; but
a direct observation of single particles is not possible because of the small particle
size.
A void surrounded by micrometer-sized dust particles was described in rf plasmas

under microgravity conditions [54,57]. There, the force of gravity is absent and the
particle fill the plasma except for a region in the center of the chamber. Contrary
to the “great void mode” a stable void boundary can be observed. Due to the
ambipolar diffusion, which is the main loss mechanism in low-pressure discharges,
the ions are streaming from the center outwards to the chamber walls, and by means
of Coulomb collisions transfer a momentum on the dust particles. Therefore, the
dust particles are pushed out of the central region until an inward-directed electric
field force balances that ion drag force.
Besides the experiments under microgravity conditions, it is also possible to study

three-dimensional dust clouds by applying a thermophoretic force, via a temperature
gradient, that is able to counterbalance the gravitational force [56].
The void formation in the rf discharge was also studied theoretically [57,171–173]

as well as in terms of simulations [174–176]. Recently, the closure of the void under
microgravity conditions was reported [58] and also described by means of simulations
[59].
A similar observation of a void was found around negatively biased Langmuir

probes [177–179], which were positioned in a dust cloud. The mechanism of the
void formation is similar to the void formation under microgravity, but the ion drag
force points inward and the electric field force outward.

5.2 Torus-Shaped Dust Clouds

The discovery of torus-shaped dust clouds was surprising [180, 181], but the mech-
anism of the formation was not studied in detail so far. The dust particles rotate
about the major axis of the torus and a dust-free region in the center appears, which
corresponds to a formation of a void in a weakly magnetized plasma. For the under-
standing of the responsible mechanisms, a systematic analysis of the experimental
conditions is needed, and the forces, which are accountable for the formation of the
torus-shaped dust cloud, are of particular interest.
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Figure 5.1: Overview of the formation of a torus-shaped dust cloud. The three-
dimensional reconstruction of a dust cloud is shown for varying magnetic field strength
of (a) low B = 10 mT, (b) medium B = 20 mT, and (c) high magnetic field strength
B = 74 mT. A torus exists for a medium magnetic field strength, whereas for lower and
higher values a, in direction of the ion Hall motion, shifted dust cloud with few particles
rotating about the torus axis is observed. (From Appendix B.2)

Therefore, the behavior of the torus-shaped dust clouds is studied regarding the
variation of external plasma parameters. Moreover, it is the aim to develop a simple
model that describes, in principle, the mechanism of the formation of a torus-shaped
dust cloud and the streaming of dust particles.

5.2.1 Experimental Results

By reason of the knowledge that the ion drag force in combination with a weak
magnetic field is able to exert a torque on a dust cloud, which causes a rotation of
it, the formation of the torus-shaped dust clouds depending on the magnetic field,
and hence the strength of the Hall component of the ion drag force, is of specific
interest. Therefore, the shape of a torus-shaped dust cloud is studied with respect
to the variation of the magnetic field strength, while other discharge parameters
(p ≈ 5.4 Pa, Prf = 3 W, UA ≈ 65 V) were kept constant, whereas the anode current
IA adjusts itself to a set of discharge parameters. The three-dimensional structure of
the cloud was reconstructed using a vertical scanning technique, which is described
in Appendix B.2, and the results of the reconstruction are shown in Fig. 5.1.
For a low magnetic field strength of B = 10 mT (IA = 14.1 mA), no fully-formed

torus is observed. Instead, an azimuthally shifted dust cloud is found, where only
a few particles are rotating about the torus axis. A nearly symmetric torus-shaped
dust cloud with balanced branches is found for a medium magnetic field strength
of B = 20 mT (IA = 12.3 mA). For higher magnetic field strength B = 74 mT
(IA = 4.8 mA), the branches of the torus-shaped dust cloud become asymmetric
again.
By switching the polarity of the magnetic field, it could be shown that the az-

imuthal component, i.e., the Hall component, of the ion drag force determines the
direction of the displacement of the cloud as well as the direction of the particle
streaming. Since, for an inverted magnetic field, the dust cloud is shifted in the
opposite direction (see Fig. 3 of Appendix B.2).
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Figure 5.2: Waterfall diagrams of the integral dust-density distribution for a variation
of (a) the magnetic field, (b) the primary discharge rf power, and (c) the anode voltage.
The void diameter d (circles) and the axial distance z (triangles) of the torus from the
anode are shown for (d) the magnetic field variation, (e) the rf power variation and (f) the
anode voltage variation. An increase of the magnetic field leads to an increase of the void
diameter, whereas the branches become strongly asymmetric. With rising rf power, and
hence, increasing ion density, the void diameter increases and the torus branches remain
nearly symmetric. The rise of the anode voltage leads to a reduction of the asymmetry of
the torus branches, and the void diameter increases until a saturation is reached. (From
Appendix B.2)

Dependence of Torus-Shaped Dust Clouds on External Parameters: To gain a
comprehensive overview of the formation of a torus-shaped dust cloud while varying
the discharge parameters, i.e., magnetic field, rf power and anode voltage, a fixed
midsection was chosen to observe the dust cloud. The interesting quantities of the
torus-shaped dust cloud are its axial position, void diameter and the time-averaged
dust density of the torus branches. For a qualitative representation of the differences,
the intensity of time-averaged images is summed up along the z-direction. The
resulting intensity profile is a measure of the dust-density distribution of the torus
branches. For an overview, the results of the parameter variation are compiled in
terms of a waterfall diagram in Figs. 5.2 (a)-(c) for varied magnetic field, rf power
and anode voltage. The typical discharge parameters were pressure p = 5.4 Pa,
magnetic field B = 20 mT, rf power Prf = 3 W and anode voltage UA = 67 V. A
more quantitative analysis of the diameter of the void (circles) and the axial distance
z of the center of mass of the dust cloud (triangles) is shown in Figs. 5.2 (d)-(f).
In Figs. 5.2 (a) and (d) the results obtained for the magnetic field variation are

shown. The inset shows a second measurement of the parameter variation. For
both variations the same general behavior is found. At low magnetic field strengths
the branches are nearly symmetric in shape. For an increasing magnetic field the
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torus-shaped dust cloud becomes asymmetric with an enhanced intensity in the left
branch of the torus. In Fig. 5.2 (d) it is seen that the diameter of the torus increases
with the magnetic field strength until a constant value of about 11 mm is reached.
The distance of the torus-shaped dust cloud from the anode decreases down to a
constant value of about 20 mm.
The changes of the torus-shaped dust cloud on a variation of the rf power is shown

in Figs. 5.2 (b) and (e). For a low rf power of 1 W two peaks can be seen but the
center is not dust-free. These peaks are separating with increasing rf power, and
represent the intersection with the formed torus. For low rf power, the torus is
asymmetric and the left peak has a larger amplitude than the right one. For even
higher rf power, the torus-shaped dust cloud becomes nearly symmetric. However,
two additional peaks (dashed peaks) also appear, and represent a secondary torus
that is located between the anode and the primary torus. This secondary torus is of
smaller diameter and it contains much finer dust particles that, e.g., originate from
sputtering of the monodisperse melamine particles. The presence of the secondary
torus was neglected for the quantitative measure of distance and diameter, which
are shown in Fig. 5.2 (e). The diameter of the torus-shaped dust cloud continuously
increases with rising rf power, whereas for higher rf power the slope decreases and
a trend towards a constant value can be suggested. The distance from the anode
decreases while the rf power is increased until a constant value of approximately
18 mm is reached.
In Figs. 5.2 (c) and (f) the diagrams for the variation of the anode voltage are

shown. These measurements were directly performed after the variation of the
rf power. Hence, finer dust particles are still present and form also a secondary
torus-shaped dust cloud (dashed peaks). For a low anode voltage of 51 V, only a
displaced dust cloud is observed. For higher anode voltages, a torus-shaped dust
cloud is formed with nearly symmetric branches. The diameter of the primary torus
increases with increasing anode voltage up to a value of d ≈ 12 mm, and the distance
from the anode decreases until a value of about 24 mm is reached.

Streaming of Dust Particles along the Torus: The mean velocity of the stream-
ing dust particles was determined using a particle image velocimetry (PIV) algo-
rithm. For the analysis the software package MatPiv [182] was chosen. As pre-
viously described, the torus-shaped dust cloud was mainly observed in horizontal
sections. Because of this observation geometry, only the horizontal velocity compo-
nent is obtained. Nevertheless, it is reasonable to assume that in a top and a bottom
section the velocity is mainly defined by its horizontal component, and the vertical
component is small compared to the horizontal component.
The results of the analysis are shown in Fig. 5.3 for (a) the top section and

(b) the bottom section, as sketched in the insets. The image axis are scaled in
millimeters but do not refer to the position of the anode. The measurements of
the velocity confirm the rotation of dust particles. In the top section, a positive
sign of the velocity is found, and in the bottom section the sign of the velocity is
inverted. Thus, the particles are flowing in opposite direction in the top and the
bottom section. Furthermore, a velocity gradient with increasing velocity in flow
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Figure 5.3: Particle-image-velocimetry (PIV) measurement of the horizontal component
of the particle velocity (a) in the upper part and (b) in the lower part of the torus, as
indicated by the insets. (c) Vertical PIV measurement of the velocity for a different torus-
shaped dust cloud. A pronounced velocity gradient along the torus is found. (Adapted
from Appendix B.2 and Ref. [121])

direction, i.e., in direction towards larger x values, is obtained. It is found that
the slope is linear. Different from this finding, the velocity profile in the bottom
section is parabolic with a negative extremum. The absolute value of the velocity is
found higher in the bottom section (|vmax| ≈ 100 mm s−1) than in the top section
(|vmax| ≈ 80 mm s−1).
In Fig. 5.3 (c) a measurement of a vertical section through a torus-shaped dust

cloud is shown. Here, the absolute value of the velocity is presented. A similar
gradient of the velocity in the top section is found. For the down-streaming particles,
i.e., the right branch, the particle velocity is further increased. A maximum value
of the velocity is found close to the “five o’clock” position and is about 90 mm s−1.
Then, the velocity decreases and even a velocity close to zero at the “nine o’clock”
position for the up-streaming branch is observed.

5.2.2 Model of the Torus-Shaped Dust Cloud

For the understanding of the formation of a torus-shaped dust cloud, a single-particle
model to describe the particle motion is proposed. The acting forces on a dust
particle are sketched in Fig. 5.4, and the origin of the rotation angle ϕ is defined at
the “nine o’clock” position with increasing angle in clockwise direction. The forces
are splitted up into a radial component and an azimuthal component. The radial
components (10−13 N) of the acting forces are larger than the azimuthal components
(10−14 N). The confinement of the particles is determined by the radial forces (first-
order approximation), whereas the streaming of the dust particles is caused by the
azimuthal components (second-order approximation). In this sense, the proposed
model gives a hierarchy of processes involved.

Confinement of Torus-Shaped Dust Clouds: The axial confinement of dust
particles is described, in Sec. 2.2.3, by a force equilibrium of electric field force
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Figure 5.4: A sketch of the forces acting on dust particles, which are confined within
a torus-shaped dust cloud. The first-order approximation describes the force equilibrium
given by the radial component of the ion drag force Fi,r and the electric field force Fel,r.
The second-order approximation describes the driving mechanism of the rotation of dust
particles about the torus axis. The azimuthal component of the ion drag force Fi,ϕ has
to exceed the gravitational force Fg at the position of “nine o’clock”. The rotation angle
ϕ has its origin at “nine o’clock”, and the angle increases in clockwise direction. The
gravitational force Fg,ϕ depends on the rotation angle, whereas the absolute value of the
azimuthal component of the ion drag force is constant for any angle position. The resulting
force Fd on a dust particle is depicted.

and ion drag force [98]. The confinement potential is calculated along the central
axis. In case of the torus-shaped dust clouds, it is found that no dust particles are
confined there. Instead, a dust-free region is observed. For a calculation of the force
equilibrium, the forces have to be calculated along the flow direction of the ions,
i.e., along the electric field lines.
A measurement of the plasma potential obtained with an emissive probe is shown

in Fig. 5.5 (a). The electric field lines are indicated with arrows, whereas the length
of an arrow represents the electric field strength. Additionally, two electric field lines
are highlighted to reflect the curvature of the electric field, and hence, the main flow
direction of the ions.
The ion drag force is calculated using Hutchinson’s formula, Eq. (2.23), in stream-

ing direction of the ions, Eq. (2.25).
A radial profile of the total forces is shown in Fig. 5.5 (b). The axial position

is indicated in Fig. 5.5 (a) by a dashed vertical line. The distance is chosen at
z = 25 mm, where the torus was found. Here, the ion drag force is shown for
three different ion densities of ni = 4 × 1014 m−3 (5), ni = 6 × 1014 m−3 (♦) and
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Figure 5.5: (a) Measurement of the plasma potential. The plasma potential is given in
units of volts. The electric field lines are indicated by arrows and the length is a measure
of the field strength. Two examples of electric field lines are given by the red lines. (b)
Total electric field force (◦) and total ion drag force plotted vs. x at an axial distance
z = 25 mm, as indicated by a dashed line in (a). The ion drag force is shown for different
ion densities of ni = 4 · 1014 m−3 (5), ni = 6 · 1014 m−3 (♦), and ni = 8 · 1014 m−3 (4).
(Adapted from Appendix B.2)

ni = 8 × 1014 m−3 (4). The electric field force (◦) has a parabolic shape with a
steep slope at the outer edges of the anodic plasma. In the central region, the ion
drag force exceeds the electric field force, so that the particles are pushed out of this
region. Due to the steep slope of the electric field force, the intersection of the ion
drag force and the electric field force is less dependent on the ion density. However,
the ion density determined for the experimental conditions is the mean value of the
shown ion densities. The intersection points are at approximately 7 mm. This value
is in agreement with the location of the torus branches found in the experiment.

Model of the Azimuthal Dust Particle Motion: In first-order approximation,
the force equilibrium is described by the radial component of the ion drag force Fi,r

and the opposing electric field force Fel,r. The azimuthal component of the forces
are not taken into account for the approximation of the force balance.
In second-order approximation, it is suggested that the azimuthal ion drag force

is responsible for the streaming of the dust particles along the torus. This force is
balanced by the gravitational force, and for an onset of the streaming of dust particles
the azimuthal component of the ion drag force has to exceed the gravitational force
Fg = 0.6× 10−14 N at an angle of ϕ = 0◦ (nine o’clock).
The azimuthal component of the ion drag force is constant for all angular positions.

Contrariwise, the gravitational force varies in azimuthal direction with the angle ϕ,
Fg,ϕ = −Fg cos(ϕ). At the upward-streaming branch, the gravitational and the
azimuthal ion drag force are opposing; whereas at the downward-streaming branch,
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Figure 5.6: (a) PIV measurement within the vertical observation geometry. The absolute
values of the rotation velocity are given in units of millimeter per second. The origin of
the rotation angle ϕ is at “nine o’clock” position and the angle increases in clockwise
direction, which agrees with the flow direction of the dust particles. (b) The velocity at
different angular positions is plotted vs. the rotation angle. The velocity is normalized to
its maximal value and the theoretical angular velocity (red line) is shown. (Adapted from
Refs. [121,183])

they are parallel. It is obvious that a minimum value of the ion drag force is required
to overcome the gravity in the “nine o’clock” position. This defines a threshold
condition, which separates the state of an azimuthally displaced compact cloud from
a torus-shaped dust cloud. At the top and the bottom section, the gravitational force
is perpendicular to the streaming direction and does not contribute to the streaming
velocity of the particles.
The threshold condition can also be used to estimate the particle velocities: Sug-

gesting that the azimuthal ion drag force has at least to be equal to the value of the
gravitational force, it is possible to estimate the expected velocity of a dust particle.
The forces acting on a dust particles are given by

Fi,ϕ + Fg,ϕ + Fn = 0 . (5.1)

Here, the azimuthal ion drag force Fi,ϕ and the gravitational force Fg,ϕ is balanced
by the neutral gas friction Fn = −mdβvd,ϕ, Eq. (2.15).
A typical value of the azimuthal component of the ion drag force is Fi,ϕ =

0.8 × 10−14 N. This leads to an azimuthal velocity of a dust particle of vd,ϕ ≈
(60−420) mm s−1 depending on the angular position. For the top (ϕ = 90◦) and
the bottom position (ϕ = 270◦) a value of 240 mm s−1 is found. In the downward-
streaming direction (ϕ = 180◦) the dust velocity has its largest and in the upward-
streaming direction (ϕ = 0◦) its lowest value.
Comparing this value with the one obtained in the experiment in the top and

bottom section [vd,ϕ ≈ (80−100) mm s−1], it is found that they are of the same
order of magnitude but a factor of about three larger.
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The vertical observation geometry allows a more detailed analysis of the stream-
ing velocity of the dust particles. In Fig. 5.6 (a), the PIV measurements within the
vertical section is shown again. Here, the absolute value of the particle velocity is
color-coded, keeping in mind that the streaming direction is in clockwise direction.
The measured velocities are in agreement with the one obtained in the horizontal
top and bottom section, respectively. The particle velocities at different angular
positions are shown in Fig. 5.6 (b). Here, the velocity obtained by the PIV mea-
surement is plotted vs. the angle ϕ. The velocities are normalized by its largest
value, and a cosine function (red line) showing the expected theoretical behavior is
displayed. In general, the theoretical curve resembles the obtained curvature of the
velocity. But the theoretically expected values of the velocities are still too large,
and the maximum of the rotation velocity is found at an angular position of about
240◦ (five o’clock).

5.3 Discussion

The description of the torus-shaped dust clouds in terms of a single-particle model
makes predictions for the confinement, the onset of particle streaming, and the
expected velocities. The model is hierarchical with two orders of approximation
based on the magnitude of the acting forces.
In the first-order approximation, the confinement of dust particles is described in

terms of the force equilibrium on a dust particle by the large force components of
the ion drag force and the electric field force in the x−z plane. The force equilibrium
is calculated along the electric field lines, i.e., the streaming direction of the ions. It
was found that the ion drag force exceeds the electric field force in axial direction;
thus, dust particles cannot remain there. Instead, an equilibrium position of the
forces at |x| ≈ 7 mm is found, which is in agreement with the location of the torus
branches.
In the second-order approximation, the mechanism of the particle streaming is

described by the minor forces of the azimuthal ion drag force and the gravitational
force. There, a threshold exists for the onset of the particle streaming. The threshold
is defined by an exceeding of the azimuthal ion drag force Fi,ϕ on the dust particle
to its gravitational force Fg. This assumption gives a minimum value for the az-
imuthal ion drag force, and hence, an estimate for the particle velocity. However,
the estimated velocity of a dust particle is by a factor of about three larger than the
measured velocity. A reason for this difference could be “collective effects” between
the dust particles, e.g., the Coulomb repulsion. These effects are not considered
in the single-particle model, which would reduce the threshold condition and the
corresponding velocity scale.
The variation of the particle velocity in angular direction can be generally de-

scribed in terms of the single-particle model. The influence of the gravitational
force varies with the angular position, because only the component in azimuthal
direction has to be considered for the driving mechanism of a dust particle. This
leads to a cosine modulation of the particle velocity, which is in good agreement
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with the measured velocity distribution. A small difference remains with respect to
the angular position of the maximum speed, which is at the “three o’clock” position
in the single-particle model and at the “five o’clock” position in the experiment.
The crucial parameter for the formation of a torus-shaped dust cloud is the az-

imuthal ion drag force. This force varies with the product of the radial electric field
strength and the magnetic field strength and with the ion density. A variation of the
radial electric field strength does not lead to a considerable change in the ion drag
force, therefore this influence can be neglected. Whereas an increase of the mag-
netic field strength would lead to an increase of the ion drag force for constant ion
density. But, as described in Sec. 2.2, the ion density depends non-monotonously on
a variation of the magnetic field with a maximum of the ion density at a magnetic
field strength of about 20 mT. When the magnetic field is further increased, the ion
density decreases until a constant value is reached. Hence, the correlation of the ion
density and the magnetic field strength explains why the torus-shaped dust cloud
disappears for higher magnetic field strength.
In comparison to the void formation in unmagnetized rf discharges (i.e., under mi-

crogravity conditions [54, 57, 174–176], studying nanometer-sized particles [52, 184],
and around Langmuir probes [177–179]), the formation of the described torus-shaped
dust cloud in a weakly magnetized anodic plasmas reveals one basic similarity. The
general mechanism of the void formation, and hence, the determination of the equi-
librium position of the void edge, is the same and defined by the force equilibrium
of the electric field force and the opposing ion drag force. This aspect is included
in the single-particle model in the first-order approximation, which describes the
confinement condition in terms of the mentioned force equilibrium. The new aspect
of the torus-shaped dust cloud is that the visibility of the void is due to the fact that
the dust particles are streaming via an azimuthal component of the ion drag force,
which is caused by the magnetic field, acting as the driving force. The streaming
of the dust particles is only present if a threshold (Fi,ϕ > Fg) is exceeded. When
the threshold is not exceeded, only an out of the central region shifted dust cloud is
found.
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6 Summary and Conclusions

In this work, the dynamical properties of dust clouds in a magnetized anodic
plasma for naturally occurring motions, i.e., self-excited dust-density waves and
dust-particle rotation, were studied. Moreover, the influence of an external modu-
lation on the dynamics of dust-density waves was of particular interest. The dust
clouds were classified into two structures, forming so-called compact and torus-
shaped dust clouds. The response of compact dust clouds to an external modulation
was investigated in terms of a sloshing motion of the entire dust cloud and synchro-
nization of dust-density waves over a large frequency range, which includes sub- and
superharmonic synchronization regions. Furthermore, the formation of torus-shaped
dust clouds was experimentally investigated regarding a variation of the discharge
parameters. By means of a hierarchical single-particle model, the mechanism of
both the formation of a torus-shaped dust cloud and the onset of particle rotation
about the torus axis could be clarified.

Self-Excited Dust-Density Waves in Compact Dust Clouds: The dust-density
waves in compact dust clouds are spontaneously excited. It was found that the
dust cloud has to exceed a minimum size of at least one typical wavelength for
wave emergence. It is pointed out that the self-excited wave can be understood
in terms of the self-oscillations described in nonlinear dynamics. The energy to
feed the wave is provided by the ion streaming through a two-stream instability of
Buneman-type [185, 186]. The damping of the wave is determined by the neutral
gas friction. Such a nonlinear coupling of damping and feeding is observed in many
plasma situations.
The self-excited dust-density wave was found as an incoherent wave pattern. In

general, two mechanisms can be deduced for the occurrence of the local frequency
and wavenumber: First, a variation of the phase speed, and second, defect structures,
in which wave-front merging occurs. The latter effect is predominant, whereas the
variation of the phase velocity leads to a weaker disturbance of the wave pattern.

Three-Dimensional Structure of Wave Fronts and Finite Size Effects: It
was possible to reconstruct the three-dimensional structure of the wave fronts of
medium-sized and large dust clouds by applying the technique of synchronization.
It was found that, at larger distances from the anode center, the wave propagates
at an inclination angle. This behavior is explained by the fact that the propagation
direction of the wave coincides with the electric field direction, and therewith the
streaming direction of the ions.
Finite size effects were identified by a cutoff frequency at the long wavelength

limit in terms of a waveguide-mode theory [68]. The cutoff frequency explains the
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difference of phase and group velocity.

Sloshing Motion of Dust Clouds: It was possible to excite a sloshing motion of
a small dust cloud at low frequencies. This sloshing motion is accompanied by a
stretching motion and a resonance-like behavior with a resonance frequency at about
4 Hz is found. The stretching motion indicates that the confinement potential has an
anharmonic component. Otherwise, a rigid-body motion of the dust cloud should
have been observed. The measurement of a resonance curve shows that, at low
modulation frequencies, the dust cloud behaves like a driven harmonic oscillator,
which is a linear oscillator.
An interaction of the sloshing motion and a self-excited dust-density wave in a

large dust cloud was found for low frequencies of (1−3) Hz. The observed wave
pattern is fairly well described by a superposition of both motions. It is reasonable
to relate the excess of the wave velocity over the sum of the linear effects to an
exchange of energy from the accelerated potential well and the dust cloud, which
might be similar to the speedup that a spacecraft can gain in a swing-by maneuver
with a planet.

Synchronization of Dust-Density Waves: The synchronization of the dust-
density wave in a large dust cloud has revealed a complex dynamic. First, at low
modulation frequencies, the interaction of the sloshing and wave motion in terms
of a linear superposition was found, but also a subharmonic synchronization of the
wave was observed, which is a nonlinear effect. However, the space-time diagram
revealed an irregularly propagating wave, and the spectra have shown various com-
ponents at multiples of the modulation frequency. Thus, the complex wave pattern
has its origin in the interplay of the large number of frequency components.
Second, the range of harmonic synchronization, where the dust-density wave is

synchronized at the modulation frequency over the entire dust cloud, covers only a
small frequency range of (14−24) Hz. For larger frequencies, a spatial wave decay
to the subharmonic of the modulation frequency is observed, which is accompanied
by a doubling of the wavelength. It is suggested that this effect is intimately related
to the gradual distribution of the mean frequency of the self-excited dust-density
wave. The observed monotonous variation of the mean frequency can be described
by the properties of the medium, e.g., the dust-density profile or boundary effects.
For instance, Nosenko et al. [166] have attributed their measurement of a cutoff
frequency, for a self-excited dust-density wave in a large dust cloud, to the particle
confinement, which defines the properties of the cloud boundary. The external
modulation causes a synchronized state of the dust-density wave, and the previously
gradual variation of the frequency has changed to regions with constant frequency
that are separated by merging of wave fronts. These regions are related by an integer
fraction, and the preference to form such regions could be ascribed to an effect of
the nonlinearity of the system.
Finally, the modulation at high frequencies has shown that a superharmonic syn-

chronization is also possible. At least, the external modulation leads to a more
coherent wave pattern compared to the self-excited dust-density wave.
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This complex findings modify the generally expected model of linear waves, where
the external modulation specifies the frequency of the wave and the wavelength
adjusts to the variation of the inhomogeneous medium. For the nonlinear waves in
the present experiment other rules apply: Different regions of the wave field can
synchronize to different multiples of the modulation frequency. The coexistence of
these regions are allowed by the process of wave-front merging.
In addition, it is worth mentioning that nonlinear waves that are excited by a

Buneman-type instability still fulfill the linear dispersion relation to a good degree
of accuracy [187]. Thus, an effect of nonlinearity does not contradict the comparison
of the dispersion properties with linear models.

On the Coupling of the External Modulation to the Cloud Dynamics: The
main influence of the external modulation on the plasma parameters of the anodic
discharge is a periodical modulation of the ion density and therewith the ion drag
force. The variation of the ion drag force would lead to a periodically shifted confine-
ment potential. Such a modulation of an internal parameter is known as parametric
excitation. A specific feature of a parametric oscillator is the existence of instability
regions for sub- and superharmonic frequencies of the eigenfrequency. Therefore,
the mechanism of a parametric excitation is a possible and reasonable process for
the coupling.

Formation of Torus-Shaped Dust Clouds: The torus-shaped dust clouds were
qualitatively and quantitatively analyzed for a variation of the external discharge
parameters. A transition from an azimuthally shifted dust cloud to a fully-formed
torus-shaped dust cloud was observed. The azimuthal ion drag force, which is caused
by the magnetic field, is responsible for this shift and the particle rotation about
the major axis of the torus.
The mechanism of the formation of a torus-shaped dust cloud is understood in

terms of a single-particle model with a hierarchical order of forces. The first order
determines the confinement of the torus-shaped dust cloud by the electric field force
and the ion drag force in the x−z plane. The second-order approximation defines
the threshold condition for the onset of particle streaming. It is found that the
threshold is determined by the gravitational force, and the azimuthal component of
the ion drag force has to exceed this threshold for an onset of the particle streaming.
The experimental results are in good agreement with the estimated void diameter.

The calculated particle velocities, however, are overestimated by the single-particle
model, while the general behavior of the velocity distribution is well described. It
can be concluded that the general mechanism of the void formation, in comparison
to rf discharges and around Langmuir probes, is preserved while for the formation
of the void the torque of the ion drag force is essential, because the dust particles
have to be lifted against the gravitational field.

In this thesis two different dynamical states of dust clouds, i.e., dust-density waves
and streaming of dust particles in torus-shaped dust clouds, were studied. At first
glance, both situation appear unrelated. Nevertheless, the mechanism of the dy-
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namics is similar. It can be summarized that the driving force for the motion of
dust particles is caused by the streaming of ions and the transfer of momentum by
ion drag. The flow direction of the ions is mainly directed along the electric field
lines, but a small azimuthal motion, which originates from the weak magnetic field,
is present. In case of the dust-density wave, the influence of the azimuthal compo-
nent is negligible, and the wave activity is defined by the resonant coupling with
ions streaming along the electric field lines. On the contrary, for the formation of
torus-shaped dust clouds both components of the ion motion become essential in
terms of the ion drag force. The major component defines the equilibrium position
and therewith the void diameter, whereas the minor component is responsible for
the streaming of the dust particles.
The investigations on the synchronization of dust-density waves have shown that

the dynamical response of the wave is an interesting topic itself for studying the
dynamic by means of techniques of nonlinear dynamics. For instance, the influence
of noise on a self-excited dust-density wave could lead to a coherent wave pattern
via stochastic resonance. Moreover, the experiments focused on the mechanism
of synchronization have just started, and further interesting results regarding the
synchronization could be expected. For the understanding of the synchronization
of dust-density waves, it would also be beneficial to study the effect of an external
modulation by means of analytical models or simulations.
The basic mechanism of the formation of torus-shaped dust clouds is described

by means of the hierarchical single-particle model. However, differences between
the model and the experimental findings still exist. A possible reason could be
collective effects like Coulomb forces between the dust particles. Modelling of torus-
shaped dust clouds by means of computer simulation will certainly help clarifying
the remaining questions.

In conclusion, the streaming of ions and the influence of a momentum transfer of
the ions are of particular importance for the understanding of different types of
dust clouds and the observed particle motion. The emergence of dust-density waves
is caused by the resonant coupling of ions via a two-stream instability. The main
influence on the process of synchronization was ascribed to the variation of the
ion density by the external modulation. Such a variation leads to an adiabatically
shifted potential well and to a modulation of the Debye length, which varies the phase
velocity of a dust-density wave. For the formation of torus-shaped dust clouds with
a void in the center, the ion drag force determines the equilibrium position of the
void edge in balance with the electric field force. Moreover, the Hall component of
the ion drag force is essential for the streaming of dust particles and the appearance
of the void.
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Small dust clouds, which are confined in an anodic plasma, are studied with respect to their structure
and their response to modulation of the anode bias. The dust cloud is displaced from the center of
the discharge by a process similar to the void mechanism in radio-frequency discharges under
microgravity. The top layers of the dust cloud are in a crystalline state and the cloud performs a slow
rotation about the magnetic field direction. For modulation frequencies below 15 Hz, a sloshing and
stretching motion in the confining potential well is found. Spontaneously excited dust density waves
are observed when the dust cloud exceeds a minimum size. The waves are characterized by
sickle-shaped wave fronts. No standing waves were found. The wave dispersion shows an influence
of the boundedness of the system in terms of a frequency cutoff. © 2007 American Institute of
Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.2819315�

I. INTRODUCTION

Dust acoustic waves1 are very-low-frequency density
waves in a dusty plasma which involve the inertia of the dust
particles and their shielded interaction force. The first obser-
vation of a dust acoustic-like wave was made by Thompson
et al.2 as a self-excited mode in a dust cloud trapped in an
anodic plasma. The wave was excited by the ion current
through the dust cloud and the waves propagated in the di-
rection of the ion flow. Thompson et al. measured the dis-
persion relation of the wave by modulating the anode bias
and found an almost acoustic dispersion of the density wave,
as expected from the dust acoustic wave model.1 Other au-
thors studied a dust-acoustic instability in an inductive
plasma,3 the quenching of the unstable dust acoustic wave in
a dc glow discharge by collisions,4,5 or the spatial wave
growth by particle-image-velocimetry.6

More recent investigations of this phenomenon by Trot-
tenberg et al.7 were focused on the confinement of the dust in
the anodic plasma and on a refined analysis of the wave
dispersion by comparing with a kinetic model.8 The classical
dust acoustic wave assumes an environment of thermal elec-
trons and ions. Since the self-excited wave in experiments is
driven by an ion drift, we prefer to call the waves in this
more general situation dust density waves. Very recently, it
was found that, in unmagnetized plasmas, dust density waves
tend to propagate at an oblique angle to the ion drift when
the ion drift speed exceeds the ion thermal speed.9

A central question in studying dust density waves is the
influence of the system size on the wave propagation. Up to
now, the analysis of experimental data was based on the
comparison with theories that assume plane waves in an in-
finite homogeneous medium.2,4,7 The role of boundaries, that
act like a waveguide, on the dispersion of the wave were

theoretically discussed with respect to a frequency
cutoff.10–12

Small confined dust clouds that are embedded in a mag-
netized plasma and interact with an ion flow are interesting.
They have internal structure that, in some ways, is similar
and, in other ways, different from Yukawa balls.13,14

In the present paper we describe a detailed study of the
dynamical behavior of such small dust clouds with respect to
their structure, confinement, and internal density waves. The
paper is organized as follows. The experimental arrangement
is described in Sec. II and the shape and structure of the dust
cloud is presented in Sec. III. The dynamics is studied at low
modulation frequencies in terms of a “sloshing” motion in
Sec. IV and at higher modulation frequencies as wave mo-
tion in Sec. V. The different observations are separately
checked for consistency in Sec. VII.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

Figure 1�a� shows a longitudinal section of the plasma
chamber. The cylindrical vacuum vessel has 104 cm length
and 27 cm inner diameter. Ten magnetic field coils generate
a homogenous magnetic field of typically 20 mT in the di-
rection shown. A radio-frequency discharge at f
=27.12 MHz is generated between a plane powered elec-
trode �E� of 10 cm diameter and a plane grounded grid �G� at
a distance of 5 cm, which are positioned at the right end of
the device. This primary plasma source is operated at low
power �1 W�. The plasma expands through the grid and fills
a column of 10 cm diameter which extends over the entire
length of the vessel. Plasma density or plasma potential can
be measured as a function of radius and axial position with a
cylindrical Langmuir probe and an emissive probe,
respectively, each supported by a shaft having a dog-leg ge-
ometry �P�.

Our experiments are performed in argon gas at p=3 Pa.
The plasma has a typical density of ne=1015 m−3, an electrona�Electronic mail: pilch@physik.uni-kiel.de.
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temperature of Te=3 eV, and an ion temperature of Ti

=0.1 eV.7 We use spherical monodisperse dust particles
�melamine formaldehyde� of 0.97±0.05 �m diameter.

A secondary plasma is generated by biasing to high volt-
age 60 V�Ua�75 V a small disk electrode �A� of 3 cm
diameter, which is inserted axially. This phenomenon is
known from low-pressure arcs15 and was used as a plasma
contactor.16 At high values of currents drawn by the disk, a
“fireball” is formed which takes the shape of a cylinder, i.e.,
a “firerod,” in the presence of a magnetic field.17 In the fol-
lowing we refer to the disk as “anode” and call this second-
ary plasma “anodic plasma.” The formation of such an an-
odic plasma is also found in other experiments on dust
acoustic waves with confined dust.2,18,19

Dust lying on a small tray below is spontaneously re-
pelled from the tray and attracted into the anodic plasma
above a certain anode bias voltage, here Ua�120 V. The
confinement of dust in front of the anode disk was studied in
detail by Trottenberg et al.7 The potential contours in Fig.
2�a�, which is reproduced here for further reference, were
obtained from measurements of the two-dimensional poten-
tial structure with an emissive probe. The dust is trapped in
an effective potential well �see Fig. 2�b��, that is formed by
an inhomogeneous axial electric field and the ion drag force.
Radial confinement is made possible by a moderate magnetic
field, which is responsible for an enhancement of the radial
electric field compared to the axial electric field, which we
understand to be the influence of the different Hall param-
eters of electrons and ions.

Coherent waves can be generated by Thompson’s
technique2 of adding a sinusoidal modulation voltage to the
anode bias. We use an ac voltage of Umod=10 Vpp superim-
posed on the dc voltage of 60 V�Ua�75 V. The observa-
tion geometry and image acquisition method for the structure
and dynamics of small dust clouds are sketched in Fig. 1�b�.

The dust cloud is illuminated by a laser light sheet ��
=532 nm, 200 mW� and the scattered light is recorded by a
camera which is placed above the experiment. The camera
has a CCD sensor with 480�640 pixels and a frame rate of
150 fps at maximum resolution. Laser light sheet and camera
with a macro lens are mounted on a translation stage and can
be vertically positioned to image any horizontal plane of the
plasma. In this way, the dust cloud can be scanned volumetri-
cally in a series of horizontal slices.

Phase synchronous recording of the wave can be
achieved by triggering the camera shutter from the square-
wave output of the signal generator that delivers the modu-
lation voltage. The shutter time of the camera is small �2 ms�
with respect to the period of the modulation voltage. This
kind of recording gives a stroboscopic image of the wave,
which can be either used for averaging the image or for
detecting any jitter about the average image. The phase be-
tween the trigger pulse and the camera shutter can be varied
by a pulse delay unit. In a second mode of operation, the
camera is triggered from a signal generator at f =8� fmod that
is phase-locked with the modulation generator. Such a high
frame rate can be achieved by selecting a smaller region of
interest.

In the following, we use a coordinate system in which
the x-axis is aligned with the magnetic field direction, the
y-axis is in the horizontal plane, and the z-axis defines the
vertical direction. We will use the terminology of a “small”
dust cloud when the dimensions are smaller than a typical
wavelength of the dust density wave, d��. The cloud is
called “medium” size for 2��d�3� and “large” for d��.

FIG. 1. �a� Cross section of the MATILDA II plasma device. �b� A dust
cloud is trapped in the anodic plasma and observed with a combination of
horizontal laser fan and camera. For stroboscopic recordings the camera
shutter can be triggered from the signal generator.

FIG. 2. �Color online� Axial confinement of a dust cloud in the anodic
plasma �Ref. 7�. �a� Contours of electric potential and top view of the dust
cloud. �b� An effective potential well is formed by the electric force FC and
the ion drag force Fion.
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III. THE STRUCTURE OF THE DUST CLOUD

Small and medium sized dust clouds in the anodic
plasma take the shape of a prolate ellipsoid, which are
aligned with the magnetic field direction. A typical dust
cloud of medium size is shown in Fig. 3 as a series of hori-
zontal sections. Each image is generated with the strobo-
scopic technique and represents the average of 100 time-
adjacent frames. The dust cloud has a length of 10.5 mm and
a diameter of 7.3 mm. The numbers in each image indicate
the vertical position of the section in millimeters with respect
to the center of the anode disk. Obviously the dust cloud is
horizontally centered with the anodic plasma but we note
that it is shifted vertically �by 6 mm� to a lower position. The
mean interparticle distance is b=440 �m, which corresponds
to a dust density nd�b−3=1.2�1010 m−3. The total number
of particles in the dust cloud is Nd�3.8�104.

Inspecting the images in Fig. 3, two features become
immediately evident. First, there is a pronounced structure of
parallel stripes in the sections between −3.0 mm and
−6.0 mm, which become increasingly blurred at lower posi-
tions. The stripes have a distance of 450 �m, which corre-
sponds to the typical interparticle distance. Second, there are
curved wave fronts of a dust density wave visible in the
sections between −5.0 mm and −8.0 mm. The wave pattern
appears as alternating light and dark sickle-shaped wave
fronts.

The stripes are oriented exactly perpendicular to the
magnetic field. We interpret the equal spacing and alignment
of the stripes as a crystalline ordering in the upper part of the
dust cloud. The lower half of the cloud is in a liquid phase.
The cloud performs a slow rotation about the magnetic field
direction due to the azimuthal component of the ion motion,
which exerts a torque on the dust cloud by ion drag. In view
of the wave activity, we cannot perform a reliable three-
dimensional structural analysis by means of scanning video
microscopy, as it was done for Yukawa balls.13

However, we can analyze the intrinsic orientational order
in each individual frame of the stroboscopic movie. A single
frame of the movie corresponding to position z=−3 mm is
shown in Fig. 4�a�. In particular in the right half of the cloud,
an intrinsic order can be seen that prefers alignment in a
direction perpendicular to the magnetic field. This ordering
can be quantified by a histogram of the bond-orientational
order. For this purpose we define the bond angle of nearest
neighbors �nn� �ij =arctan��xi−xj� / �yi−yj�� and a histogram
function,

h��� = �
i=1

N

�
j��nn�

��� − �ij� . �1�

We define a nearest neighbor as particle having a distance of
less than 1.3 b, when b is the mean interparticle distance. At
last, the histogram is averaged over 1024 frames and normal-
ized to unity. The polar plot of this histogram in Fig. 4�b�
shows a sharp peak in the ±y-direction which indicates the
alignment perpendicular to the magnetic field direction. The

FIG. 3. �Color online� A series of hori-
zontal sections of the dust cloud ob-
tained by stroboscopic recording and
averaging of 100 subsequent frames.
The numbers refer to the z-position.

FIG. 4. �Color online� �a� The arrangement of the dust particles in a single
frame �corresponding to z=−3.0 mm in Fig. 3� hints at a preference to form
aligned ordering perpendicular to the magnetic field. �b� Polar plot of the
bond-order histogram observed in individual frames, averaged over 100
frames. The sharp peaks at 90°/270° confirm the alignment. The pattern can
be interpreted as the superposition of a sixfold and fourfold symmetry.
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polar plot has six pronounced lobes. This indicates a prefer-
ence for a sixfold symmetry. However, the maxima of the
broader lobes form angles of more than 60° with respect to
the aligned peaks and the minima between the broader peaks
are less deep than the minima adjacent to the sharp peaks.
This finding is a hint at the admixture of a fourfold
symmetry.

Careful inspection of the dust density distribution in a
horizontal section of the cloud �see, e.g., Fig. 3 at
z=−4 mm� shows a dark gap close to the boundary of the
dust cloud which contains no particles. Such a gap was also
observed in experiments with large Yukawa balls,13 which
tend to be in a liquid state, and was interpreted as an induced
radial order at the surface caused by the strong force gradient
of the confinement.

At higher magnetic field �50 mT� and gas pressure
�5 Pa�, large dust clouds can attain the topology of a torus
with a central hole. The shape of the cloud is reconstructed
here by measuring the intensity distribution of scattered light
in a sequence of vertically displaced slices and calculating
three-dimensional contour surfaces. Such an equidensity
contour is shown in Fig. 5. This torus is slowly rotating in

the j�i�B� direction. Torus formation requires a sufficient
amount of dust in the system and an azimuthal component of
the ion drag force that is able to lift the dust against gravity.

IV. SLOSHING MOTION

The dynamical response of a dust cloud of small or me-
dium size to a modulation of the anode bias depends on the
applied frequency. For modulation frequencies 1 Hz� fmod

�15 Hz, these clouds perform a periodic axial motion,
which we call “sloshing.” For medium-sized clouds, self-
excited internal density waves are found, which can be syn-
chronized by the external modulation force at higher fre-
quencies of 20 Hz� fmod�40 Hz.

An example for the response of a small dust cloud at
different phases during modulation at fmod=4 Hz is shown in
Fig. 6. The dc bias was Ua=70 V and the modulation voltage

Umod=10 Vpp. We find that the dust particles in this small
cloud are not crystallized but perform a fast irregular motion.
The figure shows the shape of the dust cloud �a� at the left
turning point, �b� at the equilibrium position, and �c� at the
right turning point. It becomes evident that the cloud is axi-
ally compressed in panel �a� whereas it is stretched in panel
�c�. Hence we can distinguish two different effects: The
cloud performs a periodic center-of-mass motion along the
x-direction, which is aligned with the magnetic field. Simul-
taneously, the cloud experiences a quadrupole-like deforma-
tion, which, however, is only seen in a cross section. The two
processes can be quantified by studying the center-of-mass
�c.o.m.� coordinate of the dust cloud, which we can estimate
from the center of scattered light intensity in a movie frame.
Let Bi,j be the brightness of a pixel at coordinates �xi ,xj�.
Then the center of mass becomes

xcom�t� =
1

Btot�t�
�
i=0

N−1

�
j=0

M−1

xjBij�t� , �2�

where Btot�t�=�i� jBij�t� is the total intensity in that frame
and xj is the x-coordinate corresponding to pixel index j.
Likewise, the stretching of the dust cloud is obtained by
calculating the second moment of the intensity distribution

dx
2 =

1

Btot�t�
�
i=0

N−1

�
j=0

M−1

�xj − xcom�t��2Bij�t� . �3�

The sloshing amplitude in the x-direction is dependent on the
applied frequency �full circles� in Fig. 7. The c.o.m. motion
at the lowest frequency �fmod=1 Hz� is representative for the

FIG. 5. Equidensity contour of the scattered light from a dust cloud of
submicron particles. The central hole of this toroidal shape is interpreted as
a void region, in which the ion drag force exceeds the radial electric field
force.

FIG. 6. Inverted-intensity image of the dust cloud in different phases of the
motion. �a� Left turning point of the motion, �b� equilibrium position, �c�
right turning point. The c.o.m. position xcom and the deformations dx ,dy are
indicated with bars.
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static shift of the dust cloud’s equilibrium position with ap-

plied anode bias Ua. With increasing frequency, the sloshing
amplitude becomes larger and attains a maximum at 4 Hz.
For even larger frequencies, the sloshing amplitude decreases
slightly more rapidly with increasing frequency. Obviously,
the sloshing motion has a resonant response to the external
modulation. A similar behavior with a resonance at the same
frequency is found for the stretching of the dust cloud
�circles in Fig. 7�. A periodic motion of the c.o.m. and a
quadrupole deformation is also observed in medium sized
dust clouds, however, with a lower amplitude than for small
clouds.

V. THE PHASE FRONTS OF DUST DENSITY WAVES

Here, we analyze the phase evolution of a dust density
wave in the central horizontal section of the dust cloud. We
can make use of the wave information contained in a long
movie consisting of F frames by observing that the spectral
power density has a dominant sharp peak at the frequency
fmod and has an additional peak at its harmonic 2fmod, which
together represent the coherent wave motion, see Fig. 8�a�.

For the determination of the phase fronts from a given
movie, the brightness distribution in each frame Bk�x ,y� of
the movie at time tk is projected on the fundamental modes
sin�2	fmodt� and cos�2	fmodt�. The smaller contribution of
the second harmonic is presently neglected. In this way, we
obtain the complex spatial wave function C�x ,y�+iS�x ,y�,

S�x,y� = �
k=1

F

Bk�x,y�sin�2	fmodtk� , �4�

C�x,y� = �
k=1

F

Bk�x,y�cos�2	fmodtk� . �5�

From the complex wave function we deduce the phase dis-
tribution 
�x ,y� and the wave intensity P�x ,y�,


�x,y� = arctan	 S�x,y�
C�x,y�
 , �6�

P�x,y� = �S�x,y�2 + C�x,y�2. �7�

These four functions are compiled in Fig. 8�b�, which was
recorded with the eightfold supersampling technique. The
complex wave function confirms the result of the strobo-
scopic measurement in Fig. 3 that the wave fronts are
curved. This curvature and the origin of the wave from a spot
on the left-hand side of the dust cloud become even more
evident in the phase distribution. The wave amplitude de-
creases towards the edge of the dust cloud.

Because the individual slices have a fixed phase relation-
ship we can deduce the shape of the phase fronts in a vertical
section through the center of the dust cloud from a sequence
of horizontal sections. In Fig. 9 the resulting wave function
is shown as real and imaginary part. For comparison, the
shape of the dust cloud is indicated by the dotted boundary
line. The wave fronts are inclined and show that the wave
propagation has both an axial and a downwards component.
This orientation is compatible with the assumed ion flow
direction which has the same pattern.

VI. WAVE DISPERSION

The dispersion of the density wave is estimated from the
apparent wavelength �* measured in a horizontal section of
the dust cloud. The true wavelength � corresponds to the
perpendicular distance between two wave fronts as seen in
Fig. 9 and �=�* cos �, where � is the inclination of the
propagation vector k� with respect to the horizontal. We use

FIG. 7. Sloshing amplitude and stretching amplitude of a small dust cloud
as a function of modulation frequency. Both amplitudes show a resonance
maximum at 4 Hz.

FIG. 8. �Color online� �a� Average spectral power density of the fluctuations
of scattered light in a central square of 21�21 pixels. �b� Reconstructed
wave function in terms of real part C�x ,y� and imaginary part S�x ,y� as well
as intensity distribution P�x ,y� and phase 
�x ,y�.
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an estimate of ��45° in the following. This measured
wavelength �* varies with the modulation frequency fmod as
shown in Fig. 10.

For comparison, we have plotted the long wavelength
limit of the dust acoustic wave dispersion, �=�pd�Dk, and
the cylindrical-waveguide mode of Shukla and Rosenberg,10

which, when dust neutral collisions are neglected, is given by

� = �pd� k2 + 2

kD
2 + k2 + 21/2

. �8�

Here, kD=1 /�D and =2.4 /R represents the fundamental
mode. This gives �at k=0� a cutoff frequency �min

=�pd �kD
2 +2�−1/2. At our experimental conditions �nd

=1.7�1010 m−3, Zd=3000� we obtain �pd�780 s−1. The di-
ameter 2R�5 mm of the waveguide is estimated from the
transverse dimension of the dust cloud in Fig. 9.

For the waveguide mode we consider two limiting cases.
In the first case, assuming thermal ions with kBTi=0.1 eV,
the ion Debye length becomes �Di=74 �m and, because Te

�Ti, �D��Di. Then the dust acoustic velocity becomes
74 mm /s, which is smaller than the observed phase veloci-
ties. In the second case, we assume that the ions have the
Bohm speed, vB=�pi�D,e. In this limit, ion shielding is re-
duced and the estimated ion shielding length is �D,i��D,e,
which results in �D�2−1/2�D,e.

The data points lie between both limiting cases and show
that, in the experiment, the group velocity is smaller than the
phase velocity. This effect is different from a dust acoustic
wave, which has identical group and phase velocity in the
long-wavelength limit. Such a difference, however, is found
in the waveguide modes as a consequence of the frequency
cutoff.

VII. DISCUSSION

A. Confinement

The small dust clouds were found vertically displaced
from the axis of the anodic plasma. One could imagine that
the levitation might be described by the balance of weight
force and electric field force, mdg=ZdeEr. For the known
electric field Er�103 V m−1, however, the dust charge esti-
mate becomes Zd=48 only, which is unreasonably small. The
model for axial confinement7 required Zd�2000–3000 in-
stead. Hence, the radial confinement is also determined by a
balance of ion drag force and electric field force. This means
that the observed radial displacement from the center of the
anodic plasma is equivalent to the formation of a dust-free
void20 in the center, as observed in rf discharges under
microgravity.21 The force balance at the void edge was re-
cently quantified experimentally.22

For slightly different plasma parameters and using a
large amount of dust, we have found a toroidal shape of the
dust cloud with a central hole. This is an immediate hint at
the formation of a central void region. In an earlier
investigation7 we had shown that the critical electric field for
void formation, at our present plasma parameters, has the
value of �180 V m−1. Comparing the potential contours in
Fig. 2, this is a realistic value expected at the position
z=−3 mm, where the force equilibrium for the top side of
the spheroidal cloud is established.

B. Structure

The formation of stripes on the topside of a small dust
cloud can be understood by crystallization in the top layer
and slow rotation of the cloud about the magnetic field di-
rection. The observed pattern is different from the nested
shell structure found in Yukawa balls.13 The assumed dust
charge Zd=3000 is sufficiently large that the Coulomb cou-
pling parameter �= �Zde�2 / �4	�0aWSkBTd� attains a large
value �=1900. Here, aWS= �3 / �4	nd��1/3 is the Wigner-Seitz

FIG. 9. �Color online� The reconstructed real �top� and imaginary part �bot-
tom� of the wave function in a vertical section of the dust cloud. The labels
give the x and z coordinates �in mm� with respect to the center of the anode
disk. The boundary of the dust cloud is marked by the dotted line.

FIG. 10. Measured dispersion in the center of a small dust cloud in com-
parison with the acoustic dispersion of a dust acoustic wave �dashed and
dotted line� and the fundamental waveguide mode from Ref. 10 �full lines�.
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radius, which becomes aWS=271 �m at nd=1.2�1010 m−3.
For comparison, the critical values for melting in an ex-
tended system with Yukawa interaction with a shielding fac-
tor �=aWS /�D are �crit=172,217,440,1185, . . . for �

=0,1 ,2 ,3 , . . ..23 Therefore, the parameters in our system al-
low crystallization provided that ��3 and that the dust is at
room temperature.

Rotational motion of dust clouds in a magnetic field is
attributed to the azimuthal component of the ion motion that
exerts a weak torque on the dust cloud. For our experimental
conditions, the ion Hall parameter takes a value of �ci /�in

�0.1, which means that the ion velocity is preferentially
oriented in the electric field direction and has a smaller azi-
muthal component, which is 10% of that velocity. Although
the torque is weak, the damping rate of the rotational motion
by dust-neutral friction is also small and allows a constant
rotation. The orientation of the electric field direction can be
estimated from Fig. 2�a�. At a distance of x=36 mm from the
anode and z=−8 mm, which corresponds to the center of the
dust cloud in Fig. 9, the electric field has an inclination of
60°–80° from the horizontal. This compares fairly well with
the inclination of the wavevector in Fig. 9.

The fact that the top layers of the dust cloud are crystal-
line while the lower layers are found in a liquid state may be
explained by the excitation of the dust density wave. This
wave attains large amplitudes in the center of the cloud,
which results in particle displacements that exceed the Lin-
deman melting criterion.24 Because the ion streaming direc-
tion has both an axial and a downward component, it is not
surprising that the top layer, where the wave has small am-
plitude, can remain crystalline while the growing wave am-
plitude leads to the melting down to the bottom of the cloud.

C. Sloshing and stretching

The observed sloshing motion attains a resonant en-
hancement at a frequency of 4 Hz. For comparison, the
eigenfrequency determined by the curvature of the effective
potential well shown in Fig. 2�b� at its lowest point is
12.6 Hz. This difference can be explained by assuming a
weaker curvature of the confining well at the position of the
small dust cloud.

The observed stretching of the dust cloud cannot be ex-
plained by the periodic motion in a strictly parabolic confin-
ing potential. In that case, the particle cloud would move like
a rigid body. The typical confining well shown in Fig. 2�b�,
however, has an asymmetric shape with a pronounced “soft-
ening” that becomes visible as an inflection on the right-hand
side. Hence, such an asymmetry, which we also expect for
the confining well of the small dust cloud, allows for a
stretching at the right turning point and a compression at the
left turning point.

D. Phase fronts of dust density waves

Different from the observation in extended dust
clouds,2,7 where the approximation of nearly plane waves
could be justified, the phase fronts in small dust clouds have
a pronounced curvature. This was already seen in the strobo-
scopic image in Fig. 3 and becomes even more pronounced

in the small dust cloud in Fig. 8. Apparently, the waves
emerge from a spot at the left-hand side of the dust cloud and
form a set of sickle-shaped regions that propagate to the
right.

One could imagine that the wave fronts are determined
by the eigenmodes of a small spheroidal cloud. Such eigen-
modes are composed of forward and reflected waves. In the
present case, the forward wave is an unstable wave that is fed
by the streaming ions. In the observed plane the ions have an
axial �parallel to x� and radial �parallel to ±y� velocity.
Therefore, all parts of the curved wave front can be consid-
ered as being amplified by the ion streaming motion. The
opposite situation is found for any reflected wave, which
propagates against the ion flow. Consequently, the reflected
wave is damped with a damping length comparable to the
wavelength. The damping of the reflected wave is therefore
responsible for the nonestablishment of global standing
waves.

We could extract the vertical structure of the wave fronts
from a set of individual horizontal slices which were mutu-
ally phase synchronous. The wave fronts are asymmetric
with respect to the dust cloud and describe a propagation
direction that has an axial and a downward component. This
orientation is consistent with the expected ion streaming
direction.

E. Wave dispersion

We have found that because of the inclined wave propa-
gation with respect to a horizontal section of the cloud, the
apparent wavelength �* is longer than the true wavelength �.
Varying the wave frequency, we find a dispersion that devi-
ates from the dust acoustic wave in an infinite medium. The
group velocity is found smaller than the phase velocity. This
behavior is found consistent with the waveguide mode,10 and
can be attributed to a frequency cut-off. A similar frequency
cutoff was found for dust acoustic waves in a plasma slab,12

which can be considered as a dielectric waveguide. There-
fore, the influence of the finite transverse dimension of the
dust cloud is insensitive to the kind of boundary condition
�metallic/dielectric�. Although the model of a cylindrical
waveguide is only a rough approximation for a small dust
cloud, the essential feature that results from a frequency cut-
off is reproduced in our experiment.

F. Consistency of the observations

The crystallization of medium size dust clouds requires
that ��3. Therefore, the linearized Debye length must be
�D�150 �m. Such an increase beyond the thermal ion De-
bye length �74 �m� is expected when the ion drift speed
comes close to the Bohm velocity. The ion mobility and the
radial electric field at the position of confinement result in
such a high speed. Hence, the structural properties of and the
wave dispersion in medium size dust clouds can be described
by a consistent set of plasma parameters.

The Schweigert instability25,26 involves chain formation
by wakefield attraction and excitation of short-wavelength
transverse modes, which eventually lead to melting of
plasma crystals. It was observed in unmagnetized plasmas
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with multilayer dust systems in the sheath of radio-frequency
discharges. This instability appears for ion drift speeds that
exceed the Bohm speed. In the present experiments, the ion
drift speed is close to the Bohm speed. Therefore, we cannot
rule out that wakefield attraction is also acting here. In me-
dium size dust clouds, the unstable dust density wave may
mask the Schweigert instability. One could also speculate
that a contribution from wakefield attraction favors the four-
fold symmetry in parts of the crystallized top layers. In small
dust clouds, the appearance of a fluid phase with high dust
velocities may hint at the action of the Schweigert instability.

The large dust clouds studied in Ref. 7 are not affected
by a vertical inclination of the wave front because these
clouds were nearly centered with the anode disk. Therefore,
a distinction between � and �* was unnecessary. Moreover,
the cross section of the cloud was larger by a factor of 2–3.
Since the radius of the waveguide enters as 1 /R2 in Eq. �8�,
the influence of the frequency cut-off becomes negligible and
the interpretation of the wave dispersion in terms of a kinetic
model is not affected by our new finding.

In summary, we present a first exhaustive survey of the
structure and dynamical features of small and medium size
dust clouds. Novel findings are the void formation in a dc
discharge, the strict alignment of a crystal axis perpendicular
to the magnetic field, and the competition of sixfold and
fourfold symmetry. The full three-dimensional structure of
the phase fronts of dust density waves reveals that the waves
propagate in the direction of the local electric field.
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Torus-shaped dust clouds trapped in a magnetized anodic plasma
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Dust particles confined in a magnetized anodic plasma can form a torus-shaped cloud with a
dust-free region �void� in the center. Most of the dust particles perform a rotational motion about the
major axis of the torus. The torus-shaped dust cloud and the velocity of the particles are studied by
varying the external plasma parameters like magnetic field strength and rf-power of the source
plasma. Two-dimensional potential contours are measured with an emissive probe. The results are
used to discuss the force balance between electric field force and ion drag acting on the dust
particles that determines the void size. © 2008 American Institute of Physics.
�DOI: 10.1063/1.3006085�

I. INTRODUCTION

In dusty plasmas, dust-free regions occur when the ion
drag force on the particles exceeds the opposing electric field
force and pushes the particles out of the central region. This
phenomenon is well known for radio-frequency �rf� dis-
charges under microgravity,1,2 where dust is inserted into the
discharge, and plasma processing discharges,3–5 where dust
particles are growing and a periodic growth and collapse of
the dust cloud was observed. In both experiments the plasma
production takes place in the central region of the discharge.
The ions, produced in the center, are drifting radially out-
wards. This ambipolar diffusion of the ions is acting on the
dust particles as the ion drag force6–9 and pushes the particles
out of the central region until the particles have reached an
equilibrium position established by the ion drag force and the
inward-directed electric field force. This equilibrium position
has a sharp boundary and particles are separated according to
their grain size. A quantitative description of this mechanism
could be achieved by computer simulations.10–13 Voids are
also found in the vicinity of Langmuir probes.14,15 The
mechanism of those voids is similar, but in that geometry the
confinement is induced by an inward-directed ion drag force
and an outward-directed electric field force.

In two-dimensional dust clusters dust-free regions can
also be observed.16,17 These clusters are orientated parallel to
the electrode and confined in the sheath of the rf plasma.
Here, void formation is different from the mechanism in the
volume of the rf discharge. The void in two-dimensional
clusters can be explained with a force balance between the
dust particles16 and recently it was found, in molecular dy-
namics simulations, that the void in the plasma crystal is due
to a potential bump caused by the cylindrical symmetry.17

The influence of a magnetic field perpendicular to the
two-dimensional dust cluster was investigated by Konopka
et al.18 and analyzed by means of simulation in Ref. 19. It
was found that the cluster performed a rigid-body rotation or
a sheared rotation depending on the discharge parameters. In
a recent experiment the role of the neutral gas in cluster
rotation was examined by Carstensen et al.20

In anodic plasmas21–23 dust clouds without a void region
can be confined. Barkan et al.21 have reported a dust ball
which performs a rigid-body rotation in the E�B direction
of the ions due to a magnetic field. Recently, we have re-
ported the formation of a torus-shaped dust cloud with a void
in the central region, which are confined in a magnetized
anodic plasma.24 The particles confined in the torus are ro-
tating in the E�B direction of the ions.

In the present paper we analyze this phenomenon in
more detail with emphasis on the existence regime, the shape
and the rotation of the dust clouds. The paper is organized as
follows. In Sec. II a brief description of the experimental
setup is given. The dependence of the torus-shaped dust
cloud on the discharge parameters is described in Sec. III.
Emissive probe measurements and the calculation of the ion
drag are given in Sec. IV. The experimental results are dis-
cussed in Sec. V.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND DIAGNOSTICS

The experiment consists of a primary source plasma,
which is generated by a radio-frequency plasma
�f =27.12 MHz� at a low power of 1–15 W. A secondary
anodic plasma is generated in front of a positively biased
disk anode. A detailed description of the experiment was
given in Refs. 22 and 24. A sketch of the anodic plasma is
shown in Fig. 1. The anode is operated at voltages of
60–90 V and low currents of 5–14 mA. The experiments
are performed in argon gas at pressures of 3–8 Pa. The mag-
netic field has a strength of about 5–150 mT. Typical plasma
parameters are density ne�1015 m−3 and electron tempera-
ture Te=3 eV. These parameters can be measured with an
axially movable and rotatable emissive probe or Langmuir
probe. Because of the scattering of ions, i.e., ion-neutral col-
lisions, the ion temperature is larger than the neutral tem-
perature and reaches Ti�0.1 eV.22

For our experiments we use spherical monodisperse dust
particles �melamine formaldehyde� of �0.97�0.05� �m di-
ameter. The dust is confined in the anodic plasma by a force
balance of the electric field and ion drag force. The axial
confinement of dust clouds in front of an anode disk was
studied in detail by Trottenberg et al.22a�Electronic mail: pilch@physik.uni-kiel.de.
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Our observation geometry is shown in Fig. 1. The dust
cloud is illuminated by a laser fan ��=532 nm, 200 mW�
and the scattered light is recorded by a camera viewing from
the top side at right angle. The camera is a CCD camera
with a frame rate of 150 fps at maximum resolution
�480�640 pixels�. By using a region of interest the frame
rate can be increased up to 473 fps. Camera and laser fan are
together mounted on a translation stage and can be vertically
positioned to image any horizontal plane of the dust cloud.

For our experiments we have used two different record-
ing methods. To record the three-dimensional shape of the
dust cloud, we are scanning vertically through the dust cloud
at a low frame rate to reduce the amount of data, because we
are not interested in single particle motion. For recording the
motion of particles in a fixed horizontal section of the dust
cloud, we typically choose three sections: the midsection to
observe the change of the torus size and a section of the top
and of the bottom to measure the horizontal velocity of the
particles.

The coordinate system we are using is sketched in Fig. 1.
The z-axis is aligned with the magnetic field direction, the
x-axis lies in the horizontal plane, and the y-axis defines the
vertical scanning direction.

III. DUST CLOUDS IN MAGNETIZED PLASMA

A. Topology of dust clouds

The three-dimensional shape of the dust cloud is recon-
structed from a vertical scan through the cloud with a low
frame rate of 25 fps. First we have subtracted an offset image
to remove spurious light reflections from the anode disk.
Then we have increased the scattered light intensity by av-
eraging over five consecutive frames. A three-dimensional
matrix was built with these images and the boundary of the
cloud was then calculated with a contour algorithm.25

In Fig. 2, three types of dust clouds are shown for dif-
ferent magnetic fields. The field direction points away from
the anode. The vertical scans were performed at gas pressure

�p�5.4 Pa�, rf-power �Prf=3 W�, and anode voltage
�UA�65 V�. Note that the anode current varies with the
magnetic field. For increasing magnetic field, the anode cur-
rent increases up to a magnetic field of B�15 mT and de-
creases again for higher magnetic field.

In earlier experiments24 we had found that an elliptic
dust cloud forms at weak magnetic field and lower gas pres-
sure, which was vertically displaced from the axis through
the anode disk. At high magnetic field and higher gas pres-
sure, a torus-shaped dust cloud appeared. Here we study the
formation of these clouds in detail.

In Fig. 2�a� a strongly asymmetric torus is found at low
magnetic field �B=10 mT, IA=14.1 mA�. A few particles are
found to rotate in the counterclockwise direction about the
major axis when seen from the anode. The center of the
cloud is dust-free and the center of mass of the cloud is

FIG. 2. Three-dimensional reconstruction of a dust cloud for constant dis-
charge parameters of pressure p�5.4 Pa, rf-power Prf=3 W and anode volt-
age UA�65 V at �a� low magnetic field �B=10 mT, IA=14.1 mA�, �b� me-
dium magnetic field �B=20 mT, IA=12.3 mA�, and �c� high magnetic field
�B=74 mT, IA=4.8 mA�.
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FIG. 3. A time averaged horizontal section through the midplane is shown
for different strength and sign of the magnetic field. �a� Magnetic field is
pointing towards and �b� away from the anode. With increasing magnetic
field the torus becomes asymmetric and disappears at high magnetic field of
61 mT.
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FIG. 1. �Color online� A dust cloud is trapped in the anodic plasma and
observed with a combination of a horizontal laser fan and camera, which can
be placed at any vertical position. An emissive or a Langmuir probe can be
used to diagnose the anodic plasma in a horizontal midsection. A sketch of
the used coordinate system is shown.
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shifted from the anode axis sidewards in the +x direction and
downwards. When the magnetic field is decreased further,
only a displaced cloud is found and no particle rotates about
the axis. These clouds at low magnetic field, however, are
difficult to study in detail, because the confinement of the
dust particles becomes weak and particles are gradually lost.
For higher magnetic field �B=20 mT, IA=12.3 mA�, as
shown in Fig. 2�b�, a nearly symmetric torus is formed. If the
magnetic field is increased further �B=74 mT, IA=4.8 mA�,
Fig. 2�c�, the torus becomes asymmetric again and only some
particles are able to rotate about the major axis. For even
higher magnetic field the torus collapses.

To observe the reaction of the dust cloud to the external
discharge parameters a fixed section of the midplane is ob-
served while one parameter was varied. In Fig. 3�a� a time-
averaged image is shown for different magnetic field
strength. The anode is located on the left side �z=0 mm� of
the figure. In this set of experiments, the magnetic field is
orientated in the +z direction. The time-averaged midsections
are taken from a vertical scan and compromise a layer of
�y=0.8 mm. The number of averaging frames is typically 20
and the averaged intensity profile shows some residual grain
structure.

At low magnetic field �B=20 mT� the torus is slightly
asymmetric and has a flat shape. By increasing the magnetic
field to 34 mT, the torus diameter and the distance from the
anode is reduced. The torus is slightly tilted with respect to a
plane z=const. The shape of the torus becomes more asym-
metric and the dust cloud is shifted in the direction of the
drifting ions. At high magnetic field �B=61 mT� the torus

has collapsed, and a radially displaced cloud remains. We
conjecture that the displacement of the cloud and the toroidal
particle rotation are caused by the azimuthal component of
the ion drag force. To verify this shift, we have inverted the
magnetic field direction and with it the azimuthal component
of the ion drift �Fig. 3�b��. The magnetic field now points
towards the anode. The same qualitative behavior is seen
again. With increasing magnetic field the torus size and the
distance to the anode is reduced. The dust is now pushed in
the opposite direction, as expected from the different rotation
direction of the ion wind.

The change of the torus diameter and the amount of
mass in the torus branches can be analyzed in a quantitative
manner in Fig. 4. Here, the row-summed intensity is plotted
versus x in terms of a waterfall diagram. In Fig. 4�a� the
magnetic field is varied �Prf=3 W, UA=67 V, p=5.4 Pa�, in
Fig. 4�b� the rf-power �B=20 mT, UA=67 V, p=5.4 Pa� and
in Fig. 4�c� the anode voltage �B=20 mT, Prf=3 W,
p=5.4 Pa�. Note that the step width of the magnetic field and
the anode voltage variation is not equidistant. In Figs.
4�d�–4�f� the modification of the torus is shown in more
detail. The diameter of the dust-free center �circles� and the
z-position of the center of mass �triangles�, i.e., the distance
from the anode, are plotted over the variation parameter, �d�
magnetic field, �e� rf-power, and �f� anode voltage.

For the magnetic field variation in Fig. 4�a�, it is found
that the torus diameter first slightly decreases and then in-
creases until a nearly constant value of about 11 mm is
reached. Also the asymmetric branches of the torus can be
seen. The intensity in the left branch of the torus rises with
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increasing magnetic field. Whereas the maximum amplitude
in the right arm is nearly constant, the width decreases. In
this dataset the torus does not completely disappear at high
magnetic field, but we expect that this would happen if the
magnetic field strength was further increased. The inset in
Fig. 4�a� shows a second measurement of the magnetic field
variation with less data points, which was performed directly
after the first run. The same behavior as before is observed,
but the intensity is reduced, because dust was lost at high
magnetic field strength. In Fig. 4�d� the movement of the
torus is shown in more detail. With increasing magnetic field
the distance from the anode decreases until a constant value
of 20 mm is reached.

In Figs. 4�b� and 4�e� the diagrams for a variation of the
rf-power of the source plasma is shown. The rf-power has an
influence on the ion density in the anodic plasma. The ion
density rises with increasing rf-power. At low power �1 W�
two peaks can be seen, which are not of the same intensity,
but no dust-free region is measured. By increasing the rf-
power these peaks tend to separate and a torus is formed. At
low rf-power this torus is asymmetric and the amplitude in
the left branch is larger than in the right branch. For higher
rf-power the torus becomes nearly symmetric. Two addi-
tional peaks, marked with a dashed line, appear, representing
a secondary inner torus, which consists of much finer par-
ticles that originate from sputtering of the melamine par-
ticles. This torus has typically a smaller diameter and is lo-
cated between the anode and the primary torus of

monodisperse particles. For the analysis of the inner diam-
eter and the z-position we neglect the secondary torus at high
rf-power. In Fig. 4�e� the inner diameter �circles� and the
axial distance �triangles� of the torus towards the anode are
plotted versus the rf-powerr. The inner diameter increases
with increasing rf-power and the axial distance decreases un-
til a constant value of approximately 18 mm is reached.

In Figs. 4�c� and 4�f� the diagrams for a variation of the
anode voltage are shown. As for the rf-power variation,
smaller particles are seen, because this measurement was
performed after the rf-power variation. It should be noted
that with increasing anode voltage also dust particles in the
vicinity of the anodic plasma can be attracted and confined
during a measurement. At low anode voltage �51 V� no torus
is observed. Only a displaced cloud appears, which later be-
comes the left branch of the torus. By increasing the anode
voltage a torus is formed with nearly symmetric branches.
The dashed peaks indicate the location of the secondary
torus, which is located between the anode disk and the pri-
mary torus. But in contrast to the secondary torus found dur-
ing the rf-power variation, which was residing between the
primary torus branches with a smaller torus diameter, rather
the present secondary torus has a diameter of the order of the
primary torus diameter and is located at the same x position.
The diameter of the primary torus increases with rising an-
ode voltage until a value of d�12 mm. The distance from
the anode is reduced until a value of about 24 mm is reached.

B. Dust rotation in tori

In our observation geometry, only the horizontal compo-
nent of the particle velocity can be measured. We have ana-
lyzed the mean particle velocity by particle image velocim-
etry �PIV� �Ref. 26� in a top section and in a bottom section
of the torus �see insets of Fig. 5�a� and 5�b��. One measure-
ment was defined over 50 samples of a PIV-measurement
and these measurements were averaged over 20. The results
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FIG. 5. �Color online� Particle image velocity measurement of the horizon-
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FIG. 6. The dependence of the particle velocity on the magnetic field was
measured in the top section of the torus. Shown are the results for different
pressures of 5.8 Pa �circles�, 6.3 Pa �crosses�, and 7.9 Pa �diamonds�.
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are shown in Figs. 5�a� and 5�b� for the top and bottom
section, respectively. The image axes are scaled in millime-
ters, but have an offset from the anode coordinate system.
For a rotation of the particles about the torus, we expect that
the sign of the particle velocity changes. Figure 5 shows that
in the upper part it is positive and in the lower part it is
negative. In the top section, a velocity gradient is observed.
Figure 5�c� shows a vertical section through the velocity pro-
file of the top section. The velocity increases in the
x-direction until the edge of the dust cloud is reached. Such a
velocity gradient is not seen in the bottom section of the
torus. Figure 5�d� shows the velocity along the indicated line
through the cloud. The velocity profile has a parabolic shape
with a negative extremum of the velocity.

In Fig. 6 the velocity is shown for varying magnetic field
at different pressures of 5.8 Pa �circles�, 6.3 Pa �crosses�, and
7.9 Pa �diamonds�. In order to confirm the results from the
PIV method, the velocity was determined with a particle
tracking algorithm.27 The averaged velocity obtained from a
pair of frames is defined as one measurement. The resulting
mean velocity is then determined as the average of about
1000 measurements. The displayed data points cover the re-
gion where a torus is formed. Except for lower magnetic
field values of 20 mT at the pressure of 7.9 Pa, the torus has
existed, but the velocity could not be measured. The veloci-
ties of the particles are found larger at higher gas pressures.
All three measurements show that with increasing magnetic
field the velocity of the particles is decreased. This decrease
is counterintuitive, because the azimuthal component of the
ion drag should increase with the magnetic field. Ion density
measurements with a Langmuir probe, however, have shown
that the plasma density decreases with increasing magnetic
field. For this reason, a variation of the magnetic field has
a non-negligible influence on the plasma production in the
anodic plasma.

IV. MEASUREMENT OF THE PLASMA POTENTIAL
AND CALCULATION OF THE ION DRAG
FORCE

A. Plasma potential

In order to understand the behavior of the dust clouds, it
is necessary to measure the plasma parameters and to deter-
mine the forces which are acting on a dust particle. Therefore
a two-dimensional scan of the plasma potential was per-
formed with an emissive probe that is axially movable �z�

and horizontal rotatable ���. We assume that the anode po-
tential contours have a rotational symmetry about the z-axis
and convert the �-z coordinates to x-z coordinates.

In Figs. 7�a� and 7�b� two measurements of the plasma
potential are shown for different magnetic field strengths
B=20 mT and 50 mT, respectively. The plasma potential is
given in Volt and the magnetic field points in the direction
towards the anode disk. The plasma potential has a nearly
symmetric shape about the midsection x=0 mm. The con-
tours are convex curved and elongated. If the magnetic field
is increased the structure of the potential changes signifi-
cantly. The potential is decreased and the contour becomes
narrower and more elongated. The radial electric field in-
creases as can been seen from the higher density of contour
lines.

B. Modelling the ion drag

1. Ion velocity

With the emissive probe a two-dimensional data set of
the plasma potential in the x-z plane was obtained. For rota-

tional symmetry E� =−�� lies in the x-z plane and it is pos-
sible to determine the electric field vector inside the anodic
plasma. The azimuthal component of the electric field is
Ey =0. The stationary equation of motion for the ions reads

mi�inv� f = e�E� + v� f � B� � , �1�

�in being the ion-neutral collision frequency, mi the ion mass,

and v� f the ion drift velocity, E� = �Ex ,0 ,Ez� and B� = �0,0 ,B�.
This yields for the drift velocity

v� f =�
1

1 + �2B2

�B

1 + �2B2 0

−
�B

1 + �2B2

1

1 + �2B2 0

0 0 1
��E� . �2�

�=e /mi�in is the mobility of the ions. Frost28 found the
mobility of argon ions in their parent gas as
��E , p�=�0p0 / p · �1+AE / p�−1/2, with �0=0.146 m2 /V s,
p0=133 Pa, and A=0.035 Pa m /V.

The ion velocity components are shown for the potential
structure of the low magnetic field �Fig. 7�a�� in Figs. 7�c�
and 7�d�, �c� showing the radial and axial velocity compo-
nents in the x-z plane. The ions follow mainly the electric
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FIG. 7. The two-dimensional plasma potential profiles given in Volt for �a� low magnetic field, B=20 mT and �b� high magnetic field, B=50 mT. The
magnetic field points in the direction of the anode disk. �c� Calculated ion velocity and �d� the azimuthal component of the ion velocity at low magnetic field.
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field, the magnetic field forces them to describe a curved
trajectory, giving rise to a small azimuthal component of ion
drift velocity of a few percent of the drift velocity. In Fig.
7�d� the azimuthal velocity component vi,� is shown. It is
obvious that the sign of the velocity changes between the
upper half �x	0� and the lower half �x
0�.

Due to the drift motion of the ions their temperature is
elevated above the neutral gas temperature Tn �Refs. 22 and
29� �kB being the Boltzmann constant�

Ti�v f� = Tn +
� − 2

6

1

kB
miv f

2. �3�

2. Ion drag force

There are many models that estimate the ion drag force
on a spherical particle.6–9 Hutchinson6 by means of simula-
tions showed that most of the analytic expressions underes-
timate the ion drag. Therefore, he proposed an effective ion
velocity which gives a good agreement between simulations
and an analytic expression. We follow his calculations for the
ion drag force for singly charged ions.

The ion drag force consists of a collection part by direct
momentum transfer of ions hitting the dust particle �Fc�, and
an orbital part from scattered ions �Fo�. The orbital motion
limited �OML� collection force is given for a shifted
Maxwellian distribution with flow velocity v f in terms of
u=v f /vti, normalized to the ion thermal velocity
vti=�2kBTi /mi,

Fc = nirp
2mivti

2
��

2u2	u�2u2 + 1 + 2��e−u2

+ �4u4 + 4u2 − 1 − 2�1 − 2u2���
��

2
erf�u�
 �4�

with ��−ep /kBTi being the normalized potential of the
particle. The orbit force reads as follows:

Fo = ni

qi
2p

2

mivti
2 rp

28�G�u�ln � , �5�

where G�u���erf�u�−2ue−u2
/��� / �2u2� is the Chan-

drasekhar function,30 qi is the ion charge, rp is the particle
radius, and ln � is the Coulomb logarithm. The surface po-
tential p is estimated using the floating condition for a dust
grain in the OML approximation

�e�p� =
1

4
ne��8kBTe

�me
1/2

exp�ep/kBTe�

= ne�vti
u

4	�1 +
1

2u2 +
�

u2erf�u� + ¯

+
1

u��
exp�− u2�
 = �i. �6�

For the Coulomb logarithm ln � the expression from
Khrapak et al.7 is used: ln �=ln��b90+�s� / �b90+rp��, where
b90=rpep /miveff

2 is the 90° scattering impact parameter for
Coulomb collisions and �s

2=�De
2 / �1+2kBTe /miveff

2 �+rp
2 the

effective Debye length. Good agreement between this ana-
lytic expression and simulations was found if one takes the
following expression for an effective drift velocity veff:

6

miveff
2 = 2kBTi + miv f

2	1 + � v f/�kBTe/mi

0.6 + 0.05 ln�M� + ��De/5rp���kBTi/kBTe − 0.1�
�3
 , �7�

M being the ion mass in units of hydrogen mass. Using Eqs.
�2�–�7� we have calculated the ion drag force along the drift
direction of the ions at every point in the area of interest.
Splitting the drag force into their components along the
coordinate axes and assuming rotational symmetry, it is
possible to obtain the three-dimensional ion drag force.
Using the capacitance model for the dust grains charge

qd=4��0rpp, the electric field force F� el=qdE� is also
obtained.

The confinement in the axial and radial direction is
maintained by the balance of the radial and axial component
of the ion drag force and the electric field force. For a de-
tailed discussion of the axial confinement, see Ref. 22.

In Fig. 8 the total electric field force �circles� and the
total ion drag force along the electric field line for different
ion densities of ni=4�1014 m−3 �squares�, 6�1014 m−3

�diamonds�, and 8�1014 m−3 �triangles� are plotted versus x

at z=25 mm. The intersection of the ion drag and the electric
field force defines an equilibrium position where the dust can
be confined. The ion drag force increases with rising ion
density. But the position of the force equilibrium does not
change that much, because of the strong gradient of the elec-
tric field force. In the midsection of the anode the ion drag
force exceeds the electric field force and pushes the particles
out of the central region. If the ion density would be smaller,
the electric field force exceeds the ion drag force and no dust
would be confined at an axial position of z=25 mm.

Due to the assumption of rotational symmetry of the
anodic plasma, no azimuthal component of the electric field
is present. However, an azimuthal part of the ion drag
force results from the off-diagonal part of the ion drift veloc-
ity. This azimuthal component of the ion drag has to be bal-
anced against the azimuthal part of the gravitational force
and neutral friction. As long as Fi,� does not exceed
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Fg=0.6�10−14 N, no rotation of the dust particles about the
axis is possible and hence the cloud shape of 2 �a� is ob-
served. If now Fi,�	Fg rotation is possible and the torus-
shaped dust cloud 2 �b� results.

To get an estimate of the dust rotation velocity, we as-
sume that Fi,�−Fg,�+Fn=0, i.e., the excess of Fi,� over Fg,�

is balanced by neutral friction, Fn=−md�v�, with v� the ro-
tation velocity. �=��8 /��p�rp�pvth,n�−1 is the Epstein
coefficient31 with p the pressure, �p the mass density of the
particles, vth,n the thermal velocity of the neutrals, and � a
parameter in the order of unity. Typical values of Fi,�

are 0.8�10−14 N, which give a rotational velocity of
v��200 mm s−1. Compared to the velocity measured in the
experiment it is of the same order, but a factor of about 3
larger.

V. DISCUSSION

In this paper we have studied the existence regime, the
shape and the rotation of toroidal dust clouds in a magne-
tized plasma. With increasing magnetic field strength, we
have found a transition from a radially displaced dust cloud
to a torus. The dust particles perform a rotational motion
about the torus axis in the E�B direction of the ions.

We conclude that the central void in the torus is created
by the same mechanism that generates the voids in unmag-
netized rf-discharges, i.e., in the center, the ion motion is
predominantly radial and the ion speed is low. Therefore, the
ion drag force becomes stronger than the opposing electric
field force. The net force then removes the dust particles

from the central region. The position of the force equilibrium
�Fig. 8�, which determines the void edge, is found at
x�7 mm for a typical density in our experiment of
ni=6�1014 m−3. The observed void radius in Fig. 2 is in
reasonable agreement with this equilibrium point. Hence, the
zero-order equilibrium of the dust particles is determined by
the radial and axial forces. This observation confirms our
earlier conclusion in Ref. 24 that the displacement of small
dust clouds from the center of the anodic plasma is caused by
the ion drag force.

The weight force of the small dust particles is only a few
percent of the radial electric field force. Therefore, dust par-
ticles can be set into rotation about the torus axis by similar
weak forces. One of these weaker forces is the azimuthal
component of the ion drag force. A balance of these two
forces is already achieved at a weak magnetic field of
10 mT. Below this threshold, no torus is formed, above the
threshold a torus is formed and becomes increasingly sym-
metric, as shown in Figs. 2�a� and 2�b�.

The observed streaming velocities of the dust particles in
the upper part of the torus show a velocity gradient, which is
consistent with a simplified picture of adding the azimuthal
components of weight force and ion drag force, which even-
tually are balanced by friction with the neutral gas, which is
assumed to be at rest. The radial part of the weight force
slightly shifts the zero-order radial equilibrium. On the side
where the dust rises, the speed is low, whereas, on the falling
side ion drag and weight force add up and give an increased
speed. However, this simplified single-particle model is still
incomplete, because it cannot explain the almost constant
velocity in the bottom part of the torus and would predict a
very high speed on the side where the dust descends. One of
the weaker forces, which we have neglected is the electro-
static repulsion between dust grains, which becomes impor-
tant in denser parts of the torus. Such an electrostatic pres-
sure force would introduce nonlocal aspects into the force
balance. However, an increase of the dust speed on the de-
scending branch, which would result from the single-particle
model, manifests itself indirectly by a reduced cross section
of the torus.

An influence of a neutral drag caused by motion of the
background gas was neglected so far. This can be justified,
on the one hand, by the construction of the gas-feed and
vacuum system. The gas inlet and vacuum pump are
mounted on the same port at the end of the vacuum vessel.
Therefore, any directed gas flow is prevented and argon gas
enters only by diffusion. Observing the behavior of small
dust grains at weak magnetic field showed that effects from
neutral gas motion are negligible. Further, the symmetry of
the dust rotation under reversal of the magnetic field rules
out rotational gas flows of this kind. On the other hand, gas
rotation from an azimuthal ion velocity which is effected
through ion-neutral collisions cannot be excluded a priori.20

If such a gas rotation would contribute to the observed rota-
tion of dust particles about the torus axis, the threshold for
the onset of rotation would be lowered, because neutral drag
and ion drag force would act in the same direction. The
relative contribution of ion drag and neutral drag, however,
can only be deduced from a global model of ion and gas

FIG. 8. Total electric field force �circles� and total ion drag force along the
electric field line for different ion densities of ni=4�1014 m−3 �squares�,
6�1014 m−3 �diamonds�, and 8�1014 m−3 �triangles� are plotted vs x at
z=25 mm.
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motion, which is not available yet. However, since our analy-
sis of the forces in Sec. IV gives a proper estimate for the
onset of dust rotation, we conclude that ion drag is more
important than neutral drag for the observed dust particle
rotation.

The dependence of the torus shape and rotation on the
discharge parameters can be generally explained by the in-
fluence of the discharge parameters on the ion density and
ion drag force, respectively. The ion density increases with
rf-power or discharge current and decreases with magnetic
field strength �approximately B	15 mT�. We had found that
the torus-shaped dust cloud exists for an intermediate region
of the discharge parameters. The torus collapse at high mag-
netic fields is caused by a reduction in plasma density, which
leads to a stronger reduction of the azimuthal ion-drag force
than the gain from the increasing tilt of the ion-drag force
towards the azimuthal direction. At low magnetic field the
torus collapses, because of a weak confinement potential and
a low azimuthal ion drag force component. The influence of
the rf-power and the anode voltage on the anodic plasma
production is similar, with increasing parameter the ion den-
sity rises.

In summary, the presented investigations give a compre-
hensive picture of toroidal dust clouds and the formation of
voids in magnetized dusty plasmas.
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Dust clouds can be confined in anodic plasmas by an equilibrium of the electric field force and the
ion drag force. In these dust clouds self-excited dust density waves are observed as soon as the cloud
length exceeds typical wavelengths. By superimposing an external modulation signal on the anode
bias, the self-excited wave can be synchronized at the modulation frequency when the frequency is
close to the natural frequency of the self-excited wave. For very low frequencies, an interaction of
the center of mass motion of the cloud with the self-excited wave is found. For intermediate
frequencies, close to the natural frequency of the self-excited modes, entrainment is observed, and
for slightly higher frequencies a spatial cascade to subharmonic modes is found. At the highest
frequencies, an influence of the modulation is still present, the wave is entrained if the modulation
frequency is close to a rational factor of the natural frequency, as can be seen by the narrowing of
the spectral components. © 2009 American Institute of Physics. �doi:10.1063/1.3274928�

I. INTRODUCTION

A dusty �complex� plasma consisting of ions, electrons,
and macroscopic dust particles can be confined in anodic dc
discharges1 by an equilibrium of ion drag force and electric
field force.2,3 In these dust clouds dust acoustic waves4 or
rather self-excited dust density waves appear due to stream-
ing ions.5 Besides their dynamical aspects these waves are
also of interest for measuring the particle charge, which de-
pends on the plasma parameters, e.g., electron temperature
and ion mass. The particle charge can be estimated by deter-
mining the onset of the wave instability6,7 or by measuring
the dispersion properties8 for the particular situation.

The present models of dust density waves range from a
simple fluid theory4 to a kinetic theory5 including several
effects like a variable particle charge or finite size. For com-
paring the experiments with the known theoretical ap-
proaches, and thus to distinguish which assumption is valid,
the linear dispersion relation is commonly measured. This
can be done by varying the external discharge parameters
�e.g., anode current, rf power� and by simultaneously analyz-
ing the effect on the self-excited wave.9 The disadvantage of
this method is that the plasma parameters �e.g., electron den-
sity� have to be accurately known for a normalization of the
measurements. A better and more suitable method is to
modulate the discharge current, thus driving the self-excited
wave at the modulation frequency. This method is indepen-
dent of the discharge parameters, but requires that the plasma
is only little disturbed by the modulation signal.

The synchronization of dust acoustic waves was first in-
troduced by Thompson et al.,10 who found an agreement of
the observed wave dispersion with the dust acoustic wave
theory4 over a region of �5–40� Hz. A comparison with the
kinetic theory was performed by Trottenberg et al.2 over a
frequency range of �16–40� Hz. There, a reduction in the
wavelength in direction of the wave propagation was also

observed. Recently, Thomas, Jr., et al.11 and Williams et al.12

analyzed the response of a self-excited wave to modulation
signals at high frequencies above 100 Hz. It was found that
the dispersion cannot be described by the previously used
theories. This was attributed to a modification of the disper-
sion by a finite kinetic temperature of the dust particles that
was neglected before. A recent model by Rosenberg et al.13

includes these temperature effects and finds good agreement
with the measured data.

Nevertheless, the mechanism responsible for the syn-
chronization of the self-excited wave in the present situation
is still an open issue although it was studied in other plasma
systems.14,15 The nature of the dust density wave is complex
because it is an extended three-dimensional oscillatory sys-
tem with varying growth and damping rates. Therefore, it is
interesting to study the nonlinear dynamics that are excited
by the external modulation. One of the interesting aspects is
sub- and superharmonic entrainment of the self-excited
waves.

The established synchronization models range from the
simple resonance of a driven harmonic oscillator over para-
metric excitation and circle map to the van der Pol oscillator,
which includes nonlinear damping. An introduction to these
dynamical aspects can be found in numerous textbooks.15–18

The van der Pol oscillator was extensively studied in laser
physics19 where it describes injection locking. Alternatively,
in laser physics, injection seeding is also analyzed, where a
coherent external signal competes with noise. The laser me-
dium amplifies the modulation signal until it becomes the
strongest growing mode.

Concerning the synchronization of dust density waves,
only few theoretical approaches were made. A theory includ-
ing a parametric excitation due to a periodical modulation of
the dust charge was proposed by Yaroshenko and Morfill.20

Mathieu’s equation was derived from a fluid model including
charge variation. It was mentioned that a reduction of a fluid
model to Mathieu’s equation is possible for any kind of pe-a�Electronic mail: pilch@physik.uni-kiel.de.
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riodical modulation, in particular density fluctuations of ions
and electrons. On the experimental side, Pramanik et al.21

studied wave turbulence in dependence of the neutral gas
pressure. They found that the wave becomes more incoherent
at low gas pressures.

In the present paper, we describe the influence of an
external modulation on the self-excited dust density wave
over a wide frequency range of f = �1–140� Hz. We previ-
ously found22 that the modulation signal at low frequencies
�f �15 Hz� leads to a sloshing and stretching motion of the
entire dust cloud for small clouds ���L, wavelength � and
cloud length L�. The sloshing motion is the movement of the
center of mass and the stretching the deformation of the
cloud shape. In medium-sized ���L� and large clouds ��
�L� self-excited waves occur. These waves could be syn-
chronized over an estimated frequency range of about f
��18–40� Hz. Hence, it was concluded that the sloshing
motion is only present for low frequencies and therefore no
interference with the wave propagation at higher frequencies
was expected. Now, we analyze the spatial frequency distri-
bution in a large dust cloud and discuss the influence of a
sloshing motion at low frequencies on the propagation of the
self-excited dust density wave. Furthermore, the entrainment
regime close to frequencies of the self-excited wave is stud-
ied. Finally, the influence of a modulation at high frequencies
with respect to the frequency of the self-excited wave is ana-
lyzed. In the following, we will use the terms synchroniza-
tion and entrainment synonymously.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The experiment consists of a primary source plasma gen-
erated by a radio-frequency discharge �f =27.12 MHz� at
low power of 1 W. The dust is confined in a secondary an-
odic plasma which builds up in front of a positively biased
disk-shaped anode. A detailed description of the experiment
was given in Refs. 2 and 22. A sketch of the anodic plasma is

shown in Fig. 1. The anode is operated at a bias of Ūa

=+60 V with reference to the grounded discharge vessel and
low currents of about Ia�7 mA. For the modulation of the
dust clouds a sinusoidal signal of �Ua=10 Vpp can be super-
imposed. The experiments are performed in argon gas at a
pressure of 3 Pa. The magnetic field has a strength of about
20 mT. Typical plasma parameters are density ne

�1015 m−3 and electron temperature Te�3 eV.
The dust particles �melamine formaldehyde� used during

the experiments are spherical and monodisperse with a diam-
eter of �0.97�0.05� �m. The dust is confined in the anodic
plasma by a force balance of the electric field force and the
ion drag force. The axial confinement of dust clouds in front
of an anode disk was studied in detail by Trottenberg et al.2

The observation geometry is shown in Fig. 1. The dust
cloud is illuminated by a horizontal laser fan ��=532 nm,
200 mW�, and the scattered light is recorded at right angle by
a camera viewing from the top. The camera is a charge
coupled device camera with a frame rate of 302 fps by se-
lecting a region of interest �ROI�. Camera and laser fan are
mounted together on a translation stage and can be vertically

positioned to image any horizontal section of the dust cloud.
For recording the dust density waves, a fixed horizontal sec-
tion of the dust cloud was chosen.

III. SELF-EXCITED DUST DENSITY WAVE

Dust clouds exhibit self-excited waves when the cloud
size exceeds the typical wavelength. A snapshot of the ob-
served self-excited wave is displayed in Fig. 2�a�, the pixel
intensity is inverted, and the contrast is enhanced. The hori-
zontal lines mark the ROI, which is chosen to analyze the
dynamics of the dust density wave.

In this region of about 1.6 mm width, it can be assumed
that the wave front is sufficiently straight along the x-axis.
The z-axis defines the propagation direction of the wave. The
intensity profile Im�z , t�, which is assumed to be proportional
to the dust density distribution, is then estimated by averag-
ing along the x-axis over the pixel intensity I�x ,z , t� at posi-
tion z and time t. The averaging region is defined by the
boundary of the ROI �pixel x1 and x2�,

Im�z,t� =
1

�x2 − x1� �
x=x1

x2

I�x,z,t� .

This ensures that the profile is smoother and less affected by
particle granulation. The time-averaged intensity profile
�Im�z�� is calculated by averaging over the entire time series

�Im�z�� =
1

N
�
t=1

N

Im�z,t� .

In Fig. 2�b� the intensity profile Im�z , t� at a given time
step t and the time-averaged intensity profile �Im�z�� are
shown with a solid and a dashed line, respectively. For com-
parison, the same snapshot is chosen as in Fig. 2�a�.

B

camera

dust cloud

laser fan

x

y

z

=

~ AC

DC
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FIG. 1. �Color online� A dust cloud is confined in the anodic plasma and is
observed with a combination of a horizontal laser sheet and a camera, which
can be positioned at any vertical position.
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The cloud has a length of L�19 mm, and the wave-
length of the self-excited wave is approximately �
��2–3� mm; thus, according to our previous definition, we
classify this cloud as large. The wave fronts are visible as
narrow dark regions in the snapshot where the dust density is
increased. The modulation degree of the dust density wave is
M = �Imax− Imin� / �Imax+ Imin�= �0.11–0.25�. The wave fronts
appear narrower than the troughs, introducing some anhar-
monicity.

In order to study the dynamics of the dust density wave,
the dust density fluctuations ñd�z , t� are calculated by sub-
tracting the time-averaged intensity profile ��nd�z��
� �Im�z��� from the intensity profile for each time step
�nd�z , t�� Im�z , t��,

ñd�z,t� = Im�z,t� − �Im�z�� .

Finally, these fluctuations are composed to a two-
dimensional map, where the time evolution is displayed over
the z-axis, which is the propagation direction of the wave.
This representation is referred to as space-time diagram, and
the used colormap in this article is given in pixel intensity of
the dust density fluctuations.

The space-time diagram is shown in Fig. 3�a�. By track-
ing single wave fronts in the space-time diagram a variation
of the slope is observed. For a regularly propagating wave, a

constant frequency and wavelength would be expected. In
the space-time diagram the wave fronts would appear slanted
forming a set of parallels. In fact, the inclination of the wave
fronts in the space-time diagram is not constant and varies in
the z-direction, forming complex patterns.

For a quantitative measure of the phase velocity of the
wave, the spatial shift between the wave fronts of consecu-
tive intensity profiles was determined. This shift was ob-
tained from the maximum of a cross-correlation function.23

In the representation of the space-time diagram, the phase
velocity is then v	=dz /dt. Hence, the varying slope of the
trajectories of a maximum indicates the variability of the
instantaneous phase velocity. Nevertheless, it is possible to
estimate an averaged phase velocity of the wave v	,m

= �75�5� mm s−1.
Furthermore, it is found that the wavelength is not con-

stant over the entire cloud length. This observation is attrib-
uted to the propagating wave fronts with different phase ve-
locities. For the same reason, a merging of wave fronts
occurs. This wave-front merging develops without a period-
icity and a faster propagating wave front overtakes a slower
one.

The frequency spectrum of the wave is obtained by a fast
Fourier transformation �FFT� algorithm.23 In Fig. 3�b� aver-
aged spectra over a square region are displayed. The position
of the regions is indicated in Fig. 3�c� and labeled with Ro-
man numerals. For a better representation, the spectra are
normalized by their largest component, so that a comparison
of spectral intensities between the shown spectra is not pos-
sible. All three spectra show no dominant spectral compo-
nent but a noisy distribution. However, a shift from higher to
lower mean frequencies from the anode-facing side �left� to
the far side �right� is observed.
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FIG. 2. �Color online� �a� A snapshot of the self-excited wave �inverted
color�. The gray �red online� lines mark the ROI, which is analyzed. �b� The
intensity profile �black line� averaged along the x-axis in the ROI and the
time-averaged intensity profile �red dashed line� are displayed.
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hertz.
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For obtaining a spatial two-dimensional diagram of the
typical frequency at each position, a FFT of the time series

was calculated for each pixel position. The mean frequency f̄
is the weighted spectral intensity,24

f̄ =
	P�f��f�df�

	P�f��df�
,

with P�f� being the spectral power density. This mean fre-
quency was calculated for every pixel position and used to
color code the pixel. We will call this representation fre-
quency map.

The frequency map for the self-excited wave is shown in
Fig. 3�c�. Here, the observation of the frequency shift found
in the spectra �Fig. 3�b�� is also identified. The boundary
region of the dust cloud has a smaller frequency compared to
the core region. At the anode-facing side, higher frequencies
of about 40 Hz are found and a decay toward smaller fre-
quencies of about 20 Hz at the far region on the right hand
side is observed.

IV. LOW-FREQUENCY MODULATION: SLOSHING
AND WAVE INTERACTION

In the previous section, the self-excited wave was stud-
ied. Now, a low frequency sinusoidal modulation is applied
to the anode voltage and the response of the cloud is ana-
lyzed.

In Fig. 4, a representative selection of measurements at
modulation frequencies of 1, 5, 8, 10, 12, and 14 Hz is com-
piled. In the first row, snapshots of the dust cloud are dis-
played to visualize the shape of the wave fronts. The wave
dynamics can be studied in the space-time diagrams shown
in the second row. In the third row, the frequency maps are
compiled. Deviating from the frequency map of the self-

excited wave in this representation, the dominant frequency
is used instead of the mean frequency. Selected frequency
spectra of a single pixel can be found in the bottom row. The
position, where the spectra were calculated, is indicated by
open circles in the previous plot and labeled with Roman
numerals.

At an excitation frequency of 1 Hz, the shape of the
wave fronts is similar to the shape of the self-excited wave
fronts, but the wave fronts are sharper. The wave pattern,
shown in the space-time diagram, has a similar structure as
the self-excited wave pattern. Here, only a fraction of the
period of the modulation signal is displayed. The sloshing
motion is described in more detail below. The phase velocity
of the wave is varying, as can be seen from the alternating
slope of the wave fronts. A noisy core with a central fre-
quency regime of f ��18–25� Hz is found in the frequency
map. These frequencies resemble those observed for the self-
excited wave. This can be seen in more detail in spectrum
�II�. Here, a noisy and broad frequency distribution is found.
This is a hint that the self-excited wave propagates in the
core-region nearly independently of the modulation signal.
On the anode-facing side, the dominant frequency compo-
nent is found at 1 Hz and corresponds to the modulation
frequency �spectrum �I��. The frequency of the dominant
component at the far side is twice the exciting frequency, see
spectrum �III�.

Different from that, even at a modulation frequency as
low as 5 Hz, the wave is entrained at the modulation fre-
quency, which can be seen by the sharp frequency compo-
nents in the spectrum. The wave fronts are broader in shape
and the dust density in the maxima is higher compared to the
self-excited wave. The space-time diagram shows no regular
wave propagation, which would be seen as a linear slope
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FIG. 4. �Color online� Response of the cloud on different modulation frequencies �from left to right: 1, 5, 8, 10, 12, and 14 Hz�. Displayed are in columns
the raw images, the space-time diagrams, the frequency distribution of the dominant component and the corresponding spectra at positions marked with open
circles and labeled with Roman numerals at 1 Hz. The labels 1st, 2nd, 3rd, and 4th refer to the regions of the first, second, third, and fourth harmonic.
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over the entire cloud length in the space-time diagram. In-
stead, a varying pattern of merging wave fronts with alter-
nating phase speed is found. Here, a faster wave front over-
takes a slower and the wave fronts merge. The resulting
wave front then propagates at the higher phase velocity. The
structure of the varying wave pattern has a period of the
external modulation. Thus, the self-excited wave is entrained
by the modulation signal.

In the center regions, the two-dimensional frequency
map shows dominant peaks of higher harmonics. The highest
component is found at the anode-facing side and toward the
far side the dominant harmonics are shifted to lower harmon-
ics. This is in good agreement with the space-time diagram,
because the wave merging reduces the number of wave
fronts from the anode-facing side toward the far side, thus
reducing the effective wave frequency. The occurrence of
these higher harmonics hints at a subharmonic synchroniza-
tion, where an oscillator is synchronized at higher harmonics
of the external modulation signal. Here, it is found that the
fourth harmonic �20 Hz� is of the order of the self-excited
wave spectrum. At the boundary region of the cloud the fun-
damental frequency from the modulation is dominant.

For increasing frequencies, the self-excited wave be-
comes more entrained at the modulation frequency and the
wave propagation becomes more regular, as can be seen in
the space-time diagrams. One interesting observation is
found at a modulation frequency of 10 Hz. Here, the space-
time diagram shows faint wave fronts of weak intensity,
which are reaching a stagnation point and then travel in the
opposite direction until they merge with the consecutive
wave fronts, e.g., from 14 mm at 0.1 s to 13 mm at 0.15 s. At
close inspection, this is also found at 8 Hz at the cloud
boundary of the far side. For higher frequencies, the wave
fronts become more regular until at approximately 14 Hz the
wave is completely entrained at the modulation frequency
over the entire cloud.

A. Sloshing motion

For a more detailed analysis of the sloshing motion, the
space-time diagrams for 1 and 2 Hz are shown in Figs. 5�a�
and 5�c� over a time interval of 1 s. The center of mass
motion �solid line� and the envelope of the cloud boundary
�dotted lines� are marked in Figs. 5�a� and 5�c�. This repre-
sentation visualizes that on the anode-facing side a modula-
tion of the cloud boundary at the excitation frequency and on
the far-side edge a response of twice the modulation fre-
quency was found. This is in agreement with the spectral
components shown in Fig. 4 spectra �I� and �III�.

Furthermore, the sloshing motion is more pronounced at
the far side. This is found in a stronger shape variation of the
cloud boundary at the far side. The sloshing and stretching
motion of small dust clouds showed a similar behavior.
There, a distinct stretching motion at the far side and a com-
pression at the anode-facing side was found.22

As mentioned before, the slope of the wave fronts varies
with time and has a lower inclination, i.e., the wave propa-
gates faster, in the expansion phase of the sloshing motion
when the dust cloud is pushed away from the anode to the

right hand side �see, e.g., time interval 0.8–1.0 s�. In Figs.
5�b� and 5�d� the sloshing velocity vs �gray line �red online��
and the phase velocity of the wave v	 �black line� are shown
for 1 and 2 Hz, respectively.

To understand the interaction of an externally excited
sloshing motion and a simultaneously propagating wave,
both motions are expected to be independent. Hence, the
observed wave pattern can be approximated by a superposi-
tion of both. This simple assumption is supported by the
observed spectra, where in the core region of the cloud �Fig.
4 no. �II�� at 1 Hz modulation frequency the wave spectrum
resembles the self-excited wave, and the modulation fre-
quency becomes dominant only at the cloud boundary.

The assumption of a superposition of the sloshing mo-
tion and the self-excited wave can be verified by analyzing
the velocities of the sloshing motion, the phase velocity of
the self-excited wave and the phase velocity of the observed
wave. It is found that the sloshing motion and the wave
velocity are in phase, and the wave speed is accelerated dur-
ing the expanding time of the sloshing motion. But it is
also found that the response of the wave
�v	= �60–120� mm s−1� is stronger than expected compared
to a simple addition of the sloshing velocity �vs

= �−25¯20� mm s−1� and the phase velocity of the self-
excited wave �v	,m=75 mm s−1�.

In summary, it is found that for the low-frequency modu-
lation of a self-excited wave the sloshing motion and the
wave propagation interfere with each other and that the ap-
pearance of strong higher harmonics hints at subharmonic
synchronization of the dust density wave.

V. MEDIUM AND HIGH MODULATION FREQUENCIES:
WAVE SYNCHRONIZATION

As described in the previous section, the wave can be
synchronized at modulation frequencies of f �14 Hz. In this
section, the influence of modulation frequencies in the range
of f = �20–140� Hz is studied.

In Fig. 6 the dynamics of the excited waves are shown
for representative excitation frequencies of 20, 30, 40, 70,
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120, and 140 Hz. The organization of the figure is identical
to Fig. 4.

It is found that for all frequencies the wave fronts are
affected by the modulation. The wave fronts are more pro-
nounced, and contain a larger number of particles, so that the
dust density is increased, and the shape of the wave fronts is
broader than the shape of the undisturbed self-excited wave
fronts.

For an excitation frequency of 20 Hz a regularly propa-
gating wave was found as can be seen by diagonal, parallel
wave fronts in the space-time diagram. The phase velocity of
the wave is higher in the anode-facing region of the cloud
than in the far region. This can be seen by the smaller slope
of the wave fronts on the left hand side of the space-time
diagram, the boundary of the changing velocity is close to a
z-position of 15 mm. The frequency map shows a homoge-
neous frequency distribution with a dominant component at
the first harmonic of the external frequency. The second har-
monic is found in a narrow shell on the anode side.

For higher frequencies of 30 and 40 Hz, a bifurcation of
the wave fronts in the space-time diagram is found. This
point corresponds to a position where two wave fronts
merge. Therefore, the wavelength is not constant over the
entire z-direction. This observation can be directly seen in
the snapshots of the dust cloud. For a better illustration, the
position of the wave fronts in the space-time diagram is
marked by a horizontal dashed line. The wavelength in the
far region is nearly twice as large as the wavelength in the
front region.

In the frequency map, two dominant regions can be
found. In the front region, the dominant frequency compo-
nent is equal to the external modulation frequency. In the
back region, the subharmonic frequency of the wave be-

comes dominant. For increasing modulation frequency, the
region with the fundamental frequency shrinks whereas the
region of the subharmonic frequency becomes larger. The
dependence of the modulation frequency on the position of
the bifurcation point is shown in Fig. 7. It is found that its
position is shifted for increasing frequency toward the
anode-facing side. Hence, the entrainment region at the first
harmonic of the modulation frequency shrinks.

At a modulation frequency of 70 Hz, the wave is no
longer entrained and the spectrum becomes broad again with
a peak at f �30 Hz in spectrum �I� and f �15 Hz in spec-
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trum �II�. For the highest frequencies of 120 and 140 Hz, the
wave dynamics is more regular compared to the self-excited
wave. The calculated main frequency component is near f
�20 Hz and the narrow width of the spectral lines hints at
superharmonic entrainment of the self-excited wave.

A pronounced bifurcation structure for the modulation
frequencies of 120 and 140 Hz is found. This merging of
wave fronts is periodical. In case of the modulation at 140
Hz, the merging wave fronts propagate approximately at the
same phase velocity, which is seen by their parallel orienta-
tion, but then the second wave is accelerated to a higher
phase velocity until the wave fronts merge and the resulting
wave front propagates at the previously slower phase veloc-
ity.

VI. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

A. Self-excited wave

The analysis of the self-excited wave has shown an in-
coherent wave pattern, where the wavelength and the wave
frequency are varying in time and space. This can be seen by
the analysis of the spectra. A broad frequency distribution is
found and a better characterization of the wave is given by
the mean frequency. In the frequency map a spatial distribu-
tion of the mean frequencies is observed. It is found that the
frequency is slightly shifted from higher components at the
anode-facing side toward lower frequencies at the anode far
side.

The observation of a frequency distribution and an inco-
herent time evolution of self-excited waves is in agreement
with other experimental results.25,26 Samaryan et al.25 studied
the spatial distribution of frequency, wavelength, and phase
velocity. They found a similar behavior of an incoherent
wave structure as described in this work. On the other hand,
Menzel et al.26 studied self-excited dust density waves under
microgravity conditions. For certain selected conditions, a
very coherent wave pattern was observed, which could be
used for a three-dimensional reconstruction of the wave
front. It was also found that under different conditions an
incoherent wave pattern with merging wave fronts appears.
The crucial parameter seems to be the particle number.

Therefore, we conclude that self-excited waves can ap-
pear either as an incoherent wave pattern of merging wave
fronts and varying wavelength, or as a coherent wave. How-
ever, the incoherent waves tend to be preferred.

B. Modulation of the anode voltage

In order to understand how a modulation of the anode
voltage affects the dust cloud, especially the dynamics of the
dust particles, the confinement of the cloud has to be consid-
ered.

The cloud confinement in the z-direction is mainly de-
fined by a force equilibrium of the inward-directed electric
field force and the outward-directed ion drag force, due to
the small particles the force of gravity is neglected. The ra-
dial confinement is induced by strong radial electric fields.

The ion drag force depends on the ion density and the
electric field, which accelerates the ions. Probe measure-

ments showed that, when the anode voltage is increased �de-
creased�, the plasma potential and the ion density is in-
creased �decreased� as well. However, the shape of the axial
potential distribution is only slightly altered and at the posi-
tion of the dust cloud the plasma potential is well approxi-
mated by a straight line. Hence, the electric field for different
anode voltages is nearly constant. Consequently, the electric
field force is constant as well and the variation of the force
equilibrium depends mainly on the variation of the ion drag
force during the modulation whereas the ion drag force then
mainly depends on the ion density.

A simplified picture of the modulation of the anode volt-
age then results in a static shift of the confinement potential
toward the anode disk for lower anode voltages and away
from the anode disk for higher anode voltages. This variation
exerts an additional net force on the dust cloud. Hence, the
anode voltage modulation can be understood in terms of a
parametric excitation due to the modulated ion density.

The confinement potential itself has an anharmonic
shape, which was previously verified by the observation of a
stretching motion for small dust clouds at low frequency
modulations.22 Hence, the shape of the potential well has a
stronger gradient at the anode-facing side than at the far side.
Thus, the restoring force acting on the particles should be
asymmetric for the inward and outward moving confinement
potential.

C. Sloshing

For very low frequencies of f ��1–3� Hz a distinct
sloshing motion of the entire dust cloud was found. Com-
pared to our previous work22 the sloshing motion in large
clouds is studied, where the self-excited dust density wave is
still present and propagates through the cloud.

Due to the fact that the external modulation frequency is
very low compared to the broad frequency distribution of the
self-excited wave, we assume that the wave propagation and
the sloshing motion can be added up. This assumption is
supported by the analysis of the sloshing velocity and the
phase velocity of the wave, which are in phase, and the ve-
locity of the wave can be approximated by the simple adding
model whereas the response of the phase velocity of the
wave is stronger than expected. This observation might be
explained by the anharmonic confinement potential at the far
side, where the gradient is less steep compared to the anode-
facing side. Thus, the cloud can flow out at the far side and
therefore the larger response is found.

D. Subharmonic synchronization

For the low frequency range of f ��4–12� Hz, an inter-
action of the sloshing motion and the wave propagation was
found. Similar to the very low frequency modulation, the
boundary has shown a response in agreement with the modu-
lation frequency. But the wave propagation is perturbed in a
non-negligible way, where a complex structure in the space-
time diagram was found in-phase with the modulation fre-
quency.

The wave spectra have shown a number of harmonics, in
particular at higher modulation frequencies above 10 Hz.
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Therefore, we assume that the low frequency modulation,
compared to the self-excited wave frequency, results in a
subharmonic synchronization of the wave.

E. Wave synchronization and wave decay

In the frequency range f ��16–24� Hz, the wave was
entrained at the modulation frequency over the entire dust
cloud apart from a small ringlike structure close to the cloud
boundary. We suggest that the latter can be attributed to re-
flected particles at the boundary of the cloud. A reflection of
a wave front at the boundary of the cloud was previously
described by Thomas, Jr., and Merlino,27 thus particle reflec-
tion is reasonable. It was also found that the phase velocity
of the wave is slowed down at the far side.

In the very large frequency range, f ��26–60� Hz, we
found an entrained wave at the anode-facing side. However,
at the far side, a wave with a dominant component at the
subharmonic f = fmod /2 was found. This decay toward lower
frequency is accompanied by a reduction in the wavelength.

One explanation for this behavior could be the natural
frequency distribution of the self-excited wave, where a fre-
quency shift from higher to lower frequency components
from the anode-facing to the far side was observed. There-
fore, the wave decay toward the subharmonic frequencies is
naturally preferred.

It is suggested that the synchronization of the self-
excited wave is driven by a parametric excitation due to the
ion density variation, which appeared to be the most signifi-
cant effect of the frequency modulation. In terms of the
simple fluid theory, the ion density is connected with the
wave velocity cDAW=
pd�D, where cDAW is the dust acoustic
velocity, 
pd is the dust plasma frequency, and �D is the
Debye length. Thus, via the ion density modulation, the De-
bye sphere is modulated and therewith the dust acoustic ve-
locity is modulated as well.

In contrast with our observations, Williams et al.12 found
a synchronized dust density wave in a small frequency range
of f ��10–20� Hz. However, the self-excited wave was ana-
lyzed with respect to a distribution of the wavenumber �k
��0.1–0.2� cm−1�. By reasoning that the wavenumber has a
wide distribution, and that the driven waves have shown a
narrower distribution, which lies in the range of the self-
excited wave or close to it, the authors supposed that a single
k-mode is preferentially excited due to the modulation.

At very high modulation frequencies no synchronization
at the fundamental was found, but the wave propagation was
more coherent compared to the self-excited waves. It was
found that the modulation tends to drive the wave, if the
excitation frequency is a multiple of 20 Hz. This observation
hints at a superharmonic synchronization, although the fre-
quency is quite high. In terms of the van der Pol oscillator, it
is known that the Arnol’d tongues, which define the synchro-
nization range in an amplitude versus frequency plot, be-
come narrower for increasing number of superharmonics.
Thus, the modulation frequency has to be very close to a
rational factor of the natural frequency. Anyhow, this aspect
should be studied in further detail and with a higher fre-
quency resolution at these high frequencies.

Comparing our observation at the high frequency modu-
lation with the results obtained by Thomas et al.11 and Wil-
liams et al.,12 a general agreement is found. The authors also
found that at the high frequency modulation the dust density
wave is not driven at these frequencies but rather propagates
like the self-excited wave, whereas in our experiment a more
coherent wave pattern with superharmonic synchronization
was observed. Additionally, Thomas et al.11 found a high
frequency modulation of the wave fronts superimposed to
the self-excited wave. This is neither seen in our experiment
nor in the experiment by Williams et al.12 and might be
attributed due to the use of monodisperse particles as men-
tioned by Williams et al. instead of the polydisperse dust
distribution used by Thomas et al.

VII. SUMMARY

In summary, we analyzed the response of an incoherent
�noisy� self-excited dust density wave to an external modu-
lation over a wide frequency range of f = �1–140� Hz. It was
found that a sloshing motion of the entire dust cloud inter-
feres with the self-excited wave and that the observation can
be understood by a superposition of the sloshing motion and
the wave propagation. The synchronization has shown a
complex behavior, where we described a subharmonic syn-
chronization for low frequencies, a harmonic synchroniza-
tion for an intermediate frequency regime with a spatially
wave decay and a kind of superharmonic synchronization at
high frequencies.
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It is well known that self-excited dust density waves [1, 2] in current carrying dusty plasmas

can apparently be “synchronized” by an external periodic modulation of the discharge voltage

[3]. This method was used to measure the dispersion relation of the dust-density wave [3, 4].

However, little is known about the detailed mechanism behind the synchronization. The present

investigation is concerned with the response of the dust cloud to modulation of the discharge

voltage over a wide frequency range.

(b)

Figure 1: (a) Dust cloud and electric poten-

tial contours in a horizontal section, (b) ef-

fective potential well formed by ion drag and

electric field force.

Our experiments were performed in the mag-

netized radio-frequency discharge described in

[4]. The argon plasma (p = 2 Pa) has a den-

sity ne ≈ 1015 m−3, and electron temperature

Te = 3 eV. In the magnetic field (B = 20 mT)

the electrons are magnetized and the ions un-

magnetized. The different Hall parameters are

responsible for the formation of a radial elec-

tric field that provides radial dust confinement.

The anodic plasma forms in front of a small disk

electrode of 30 mm diameter that is held at a

high positive potential of 60 . . .75 V. Figure 1(a)

shows the potential contours measured with an

emissive probe [4]. A cloud with an ellipsoidal

shape containing spherical melamine particles

(0.97±0.05 µm diameter) is trapped inside this

anodic plasma. The axial confinement is a bal-

ance of the ion drag force Fion and the axial electric field force FC, which form an effective

potential that traps the dust as shown in Fig. 1(b). The hatching marks the region in which dust

can be trapped, which agrees with the position and width of the dust cloud.

The dust particles are observed with the combination of a horizontal sheet of laser light

(λ = 532 nm, 200 mW), positioned in the midplane of the dust cloud, and a fast CCD video
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camera. Self-excited waves are only found in dust clouds, which exceed a minimum size of

≈ 5 mm. These self-excited waves have frequencies of f = (25 . . .30) Hz and can be stimulated

by modulating the anode bias with external frequencies fmod .

(a)

(b)

(c)

x

y

4mm

Figure 2: Sloshing and stretching of the

dust cloud at low modulation frequency

fmod = 4 Hz. (Ua = 70 V, Umod = 10 Vpp).

(a) left turning point, (b) equilibrium po-

sition, (c) right turning point.

Our first series of investigations was focused on

the response of stable small dust clouds to exter-

nal modulation in the frequency range (1 – 20) Hz.

We find that, at low frequencies, the dust cloud per-

forms a sloshing and stretching motion (Fig. 2),

which is analyzed in the following way: The dust

density information is obtained from the intensity

distribution Bi j(t) of scattered laser light in each

frame of the video recording after subtracting the

signal background in a dark frame. Herefrom we

deduce the “center of mass” position in each frame

xc.o.m.(t) =
1

Btot(t)

N−1

∑
i=0

M−1

∑
j=0

jBi j(t) , (1)

where Btot(t) = ∑i ∑ j Bi j(t) is the total intensity

in that frame.

The x-direction corresponds to the magnetic field

direction. The stretching of the dust cloud is ob-

tained by calculating the second moment of the in-

tensity distribution

d2
x =

1
Btot(t)

N−1

∑
i=0

M−1

∑
j=0

[ j− xc.o.m.(t)]2Bi j(t) . (2)

The sloshing amplitude in x-direction is dependent on the applied frequency (full circles) in

Fig. 3). The c.o.m. motion at the lowest frequency ( fmod = 1 Hz) is representative for the static

shift of the dust cloud’s equilibrium position with applied anode bias Ua. With increasing fre-

quency, the sloshing amplitude becomes larger and attains a maximum at 4 Hz. For even larger

frequencies, the sloshing amplitude decreases rapidly. The sloshing motion has obviously a res-

onant response to the external modulation. A similar behavior with a resonance at the same

frequency is found for the stretching of the dust cloud (circles in Fig. 3). In summary, we un-

derstand the combined sloshing and stretching as the motion of the dust fluid in an asymmetric

potential well whose x-position changes according to the applied modulation.
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Figure 3: Response of the dust cloud to

external modulation.

For small dust clouds no self-excited waves

are found in the investigated frequency range (1–

60) Hz. Nor does the external modulation excite any

propagating density waves, which should become

visible in the range fmod > 20 Hz, where the slosh-

ing and stretching motion disappears.

The self-excited dust density waves found in

larger dust clouds represent a spatially amplifying

plasma medium. When self-excited waves in such a

system are stimulated by an external signal at a dif-

ferent but close-by frequency, the situation resem-

bles the phenomenon of injection locking of lasers

[6]. Injection locking can be described by a periodi-

cally driven van der Pol-oscillator. This model was also successfully used to describe the spatio-

temporal synchronization of plasma waves, e.g., in neon-gas discharges [7] or drift waves [8].
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Figure 4: Frequency spectra of the excited

waves.

First we have studied the system response in the

vicinity of the naturally excited modes by choos-

ing the modulation frequency in the range fmod =

(15 . . .40) Hz. Surprisingly, in the entire range,

the system response was found as a monochro-

matic wave at the modulation frequency fmod and

its harmonics (see Fig. 4). For a van der Pol-

system we would have expected the transition from

a quasiperiodic state with the two independent fre-

quencies f 6= fmod to a phase-locked state with f =

fmod . In other experiments, the phase-locking range

had a typical width 2∆ fmod/ f < 0.2 [9]. Here, the

single-frequency response is found over a very much wider frequency range, which sheds doubt

on the concept of synchronization in a van der Pol scenario for this system. Rather, the actual

system behavior bears similarities with the case of injection seeding, where a seed wave with an

amplitude above the noise level sets the proper initial conditions for the wave that subsequently

wins the competition with all other noise-excited modes.

In a second step, we have investigated the system response when the modulation frequency

is chosen close to the first harmonic of the naturally excited modes, fmod ≈ 2 f . In this situation
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we expected superharmonic synchronization, as observed in [9]. For this purpose the wave is

recorded by triggering the camera shutter synchronously at fmod/2. In this way an entrained

wave would give a system of standing phase fronts. An independent mode appears at the beat

frequency f − fmod/2.

Figure 5: Measured beat spectrum as a

function of modulation frequency.

The response of the system, however, did not

show any clear entrainment of the natural mode to

the modulation signal. A spectral analysis of the

beat spectrum (see Fig. 5) shows that it is deter-

mined by the natural mode as seen from the refer-

ence frame of the modulation signal. A monochro-

matic natural mode at exactly f = 29 Hz would fol-

low the dashed line. The dominant peak in each beat

spectrum (full circles) obviously follows this expec-

tation. However, the beat spectrum is more complex

with additional peaks (open circles). In summary,

the observed waves resemble the phenomenon of

injection seeding of pulse lasers, which also do not

show the van der Pol behavior found in injection

locking of cw lasers.

This work was financially supported by DFG under contract SFB-TR24 A2.
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Dust density waves [1] are naturally excited modes in current carrying dusty plasmas [2].

The wave fronts appear as bright regions in scattered laser light. Because of their low frequency

(15-40 Hz) these modes are ideally suited for studies with digital video cameras. The dispersion

relation of these modes for dust trapped in an anodic plasma was studied before and com-

pared with a fluid model [3] and kinetic theory [4]. While the earlier investigations were made

in dust clouds that were larger than 3-4 wavelengths, which justifies the assumption of nealy

plane waves and the comparison with models for a homogeneous and infinitely large system,

the present investigation is concerned with the quantitative measurement of the wavefronts in

smaller systems.

CCD camera

Lasersheet

Particle
cloud

Anodic plasma
=

+

-

Delay

B

z

x

Figure 1: Experimental arrangement. The

waves are observed with a fast video camera

and a horizontal laser sheet.

The experiments were performed in the mag-

netized radio-frequency discharge described in

[4]. The argon plasma (p = 2 Pa) has a density

ne ≈ 1015m−3, and electron temperature Te =

3 eV. In the magnetic field (B = 20 mT) the

electrons are magnetized and the ions unmagne-

tized. The different Hall parameters are responsi-

ble for the formation of a radial electric field that

provides dust confinement. The anodic plasmas

forms in front of a small disk electrode of 30 mm

diameter that is held at a high positive potential

of 60 . . .75 V (see Fig. 1). A cloud with an ellip-

soidal shape containing spherical melamine par-

ticles of (0.97± 0.05)µm diameter is trapped inside the anodic plasma. Its axial confinement

is a balance of the ion drag force and the axial electric field force [4]. The dust particles are

observed with the combination of a horizontal sheet of laser light (λ = 532 nm, 200 mW) and a

fast CCD video camera with 640×480 pixel and up to 150 frames per second. The camera and

laser sheet can be moved vertically to record the particle motion in a series of horizontal slices.

Dust density waves are excited by the axial ion flow through the dust cloud. The frequency
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of these waves can be locked by a sinusoidal modulation of the anode voltage [3, 4]. In the

first set of experiments, the shutter of the video camera is triggered synchronously with the

modulation voltage. This produces a series of stroboscopic images at the same phase of the

wave. By averaging over 100 samples we obtain the dust density distribution in the wave from

the intensity of the scattered light. Fig. 2 shows a series of horizontal sections at various vertical

positions z = (−3 . . .−9) mm. z = 0 mm corresponds to the center of the anode disk. The wave

frequency is f = 25 Hz.

-3.0 -4.0 -5.0 -5.5 -6.0

-6.5 -7.0 -7.5 -8.0 -9.0

10.5mm 20 40 60

Figure 2: A series of horizontal sections obtained by the stroboscopic recording of the dust

density fluctuations in the wave.

Obviously a dust cloud of 10.5 mm length and 7.3 mm diameter is trapped in the lower

half of the anode disk, where a stronger radial electric field exists. The top of the dust cloud

(z =−3 mm) shows that the dust particles are arranged in a set of parallel stripes. These stripes

are perpendicular to the magnetic field direction and apparently the stripes do not move in axial

direction, which can be seen from the sharp image in the average over 4 s. In transverse direction

the image is slightly blurred but still individual particles can be recognized. The distance of the

stripes is the same as the interparticle distance d. In a hexagonal lattice the distance would

be 0.86d. This crystalline order gradually disappears when we compare with sections taken at

lower positions (see Fig. 4).

The dust density waves can be seen as strong periodic density modulations in the regime

z = −5 . . .− 8 mm. By changing the trigger delay we have verified that the waves move from

left to right, i.e. in the direction of the axial ion flow away from the anode disc. The wave fronts

are curved and apparently emanate from a point-like source at the left side of the dust cloud.

The wave amplitude increases during propagation but is already saturated in the center of the

cloud. The wave amplitude falls to zero at the right edge of the cloud.
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Figure 3: Complex wave function, wave energy den-

sity and phase evolution. The axis labels give x and

y-coordinates in pixels.

The stroboscopic method has the dis-

advantage that wave fronts can only be

seen in terms of the wave crests. A

more refined analysis can be made from

long movies of the density wave in the

case that wave frequency and frame rate

of the camera are incommensurate. For

this purpose we have recorded a movie

with 8192 frames at 473 frames per

second. A FFT-analysis of the intensity

fluctuations in a cluster of 21×21 pix-

els in the center of the cloud shows that

the spectrum has only sharp lines at 25 Hz and its harmonics. The fundamental has an inten-

sity that is 20 dB higher than the incoherent background. Hence the wave is highly coherent.

Therefore, we can determine the complex wavefunction C(x,y)+ iS(x,y) by projecting the in-

tensity distribution Bi(x,y) in the frames i = 0 . . .N−1 on the dominant Fourier component at

the fundamental frequency ω0/2π = 25 Hz.

C(x,y) =
1
N

N−1

∑
i=0

Bi(x,y)cosω0t ; S(x,y) =
1
N

N−1

∑
i=0

Bi(x,y)sinω0t (1)

From the complex wave amplitude we immediately obtain the distribution of the wave phase

ϕ(x,y) = arctan[S(x,y)/C(x,y)] and wave amplitude P(x,y) = [S(x,y)2 +C(x,y)2]1/2. These

four quantities are compiled in Fig. 3. The wave function confirms the result of the strobo-

scopic measurement in Fig. 2 that the wave fronts are curved. This curvature and the ori-

gin of the wave from a spot on the left hand side of the dust cloud become even more ev-

ident in the phase distribution. The wave amplitude decreases towards the edge of the dust

cloud. This decrease is counterintuitive because, at first glance, the boundary of the dust cloud

could be considered as a free moving surface. Then, waves at the open end of a transmission

line should be reflected with the same sign and the amplitude should attain twice the value

which it has inside the waveguide. Here, the decrease of the wave amplitude at the bound-

ary hints at reflection with the opposite phase, like in a shortcircuited transmission line. How-

ever, we find no evidence for standing waves, which would be expected as the eigenmodes

of the spheroidal dust cloud. The obvious dominance of the forward travelling wave can be

understood by the ion streaming instability that excites the wave. The wave propagating in

the direction of the ion flow is amplified whereas the reflected wave is damped by friction
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with the background gas. A tentative explanation for the curved wavefronts and the point-

like origin of the waves could be the periodic modulation of the ion current. Ions are pro-

duced in the anodic plasma and impinge on the dust cloud, thereby depositing their momentum

by Coulomb scattering on the dust particles preferentially within the first few crystal layers.

Figure 4: The crystalline structure be-

comes evident from the modulation of the

column averaged intensity, which is pro-

nounced at z = −3 mm and disappears at

z =−9 mm.

Different from larger dust clouds, which are in a liq-

uid state [4], the smaller dust clouds are crystalline

in the upper half, as can be seen from the column

(along y) averaged intensity distribution (averaged

over 100 frames) for the top layer at z = −3 mm

and the bottom layer at z = −9 mm. The parallel

crystal layers become quite evident from the modu-

lation in the plane z =−3 mm whereas the structure

disappers at z =−9 mm. The observed parallel lay-

ers that are perpendicular to the magnetic field di-

rection are quite different from the nested spherical

shells which are typical of Yukawa balls [5]. The

present investigation has further shown that dust

density waves can be excited by ion flows even in

the solid phase as discussed theoretically by Rosen-

berg et al. [6] with respect to the coupling of lon-

gitudinal and transverse phonons excited by an ion

beam.

This work was supported by DFG under grant SFB-TR24 A2.
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Torus-Shaped Dust Clouds in Magnetized
Anodic Plasmas

I. Pilch, T. Reichstein, F. Greiner and A. Piel
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Germany

Abstract. The generation of a torus-shaped dust cloud in an anodic plasma is decribed. The
confined dust particles perfom a rotational motion around the torus major axis. The structure of
the cloud in dependence of the external parameters are observed and the rotation velocity of the
particles was measured and compared with a simple estimate.

Keywords: dusty plasmas, plasma magnetohydrodynamics
PACS: 52.27.Lw, 52.30.Cv

It is well known that dust clouds can be confined in weakly magnetized anodic
plasmas [1, 2]. In our experiment, the source plasma is an rf discharge and a small disk
anode of 3 cm diameter, which is biased at 60 . . .80 V, is used. Recently, the dynamics
of small dust clouds was discussed in this arrangement [3]. It was shown that the center
of mass of these clouds is vertically displaced from the axis of the anodic plasma, in the
direction of gravity, by typically six millimeters. For this shift, we suggested that a void
region exists in the central region of the anode glow from which, by means of the ion
drag force, the dust particles are expelled. The void phenomenon is well known from
microgravity experiments [4]. This void is explained by the ambipolar diffusion of ions
which are produced in the center of the discharge and pushes the particles radially to the
chamber walls. The position of the void edge is defined by the equilibrium of the ion
drag and the electric field force. In our situation, the ions perform an additional poloidal
motion caused by the Lorentz force. For larger amounts of confined dust we observe
torus-shaped clouds [3] with a dust free region in the center. The particles trapped in
such a toroidal cloud show no ordered structures but perform a rotational motion about
the torus major axis. Such a rotation caused by a magnetic field was already observed in
two dimensional clusters [5, 6].

In our experiment the dust cloud was illuminated with a horizontal laser sheet and the
scattered light of the particles was recorded by a CCD camera. The three dimensional
structure of a dust cloud can be measured by scanning vertically the laser sheet through
the cloud. The tori can be observed at typical parameters of PRF ≥ 2 W, p > 5 Pa,
B > 10 mT and UA ≥ 70 V. The structure of the torus depends on the amount of dust
which is confined in the anodic plasma. It is possible to make fat and slim tori. The
maximum amount of dust is limited by the confinement potential. A slim torus can be
used to indicate the equilibrium position of the inward directed electric field and the
outward directed ion drag. Fig. 1(a) shows an example of a fat torus. The torus axis
is oriented parallel to the magnetic field. In Fig. 1(b), a section through the midplane
of a slim torus is shown. The axis (x = 0) is centered with the anode disk, which
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FIGURE 1. (a) Three-dimensional reconstruction of a fat torus. (b) Section through the midplane of a
slim torus for different magnetic field.

defines the plane (z = 0). The torus size and the distance to the anode decreases with
increasing magnetic field. The change in the size of the torus can be understood as
follows: With increasing magnetic field the discharge current and likewise the plasma
density decreases. Therefore, the ion wind force is reduced and the radial electric field
force pushes the particles radially inwards. At high magnetic fields, the dust density
becomes asymmetric with respect to the ±x symmetry of the torus.
We measured the velocity of the particles in a top section of the torus and obtained
velocities in a range of 40 . . .100 mm s−1. We have also measured the dependence of
the velocity on the magnetic field for different pressures and constant anode voltage. For
different pressures the velocity does not significantly change. For increasing magnetic
field, the velocity first increases but then decreases. The decrease of velocity may be
explained by the observation that for high magnetic field the torus collapses. To compare
our results, we estimated the velocity of the particles by a simple model, assuming a
force equilibrium of the ion drag as driving force and the neutral gas as friction force.
For our parameters, we obtained particle velocities of approximately 70 . . .120 mm s−1

for pressures p = 5.5 . . .8 Pa, which approximately agrees with our measurements. This
simple model predicts that for increasing magnetic field the velocity should increase
and with decreasing pressure the velocity should decrease. This discrepancy has to be
studied in more detail. One reason for this difference could be that, with increasing
magnetic field, at constant anode voltage the anode current and hence the ion wind is
reduced.

The present investigation were financially supported by DFG within the transregional
collaboration research center TR-24, Project A2.
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Abstract. The response to an external modulation voltage of small dust clouds confined in an
anodic plasma is studied. Dust density waves are excited when the cloud is larger than a wavelength,
whereas a sloshing and stretching motion is found for smaller clouds. The wave dispersion shows
similarities with waveguide modes.
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The dispersion relation of dust density waves (DDWs) at low collision rate was subject
of several investigations [1, 2, 3]. These investigations were made in large dust clouds,
with dimensions much greater than the wavelength, which were trapped in anodic plas-
mas. The wave frequency was varied by applying an additional modulation voltage of
typically (15 - 50) Hz to the anode. Recently, Thomas et al. [3] analyzed the DDWs at
high frequencies of (15-150) Hz with a finite dust temperature and wave interference ef-
fects. The confinement of the dust and the wave dynamics are quantitatively understood
[2] and the waves can be described by a kinetic model [4]. On the other hand, the dy-
namics of small dust clouds is less well understood, e.g. the modification of the wave by
the finite cloud size. In this contribution the response of small (d < λ ) and medium-size
(d ≥ λ ) dust clouds to modulation of the anode bias is studied. The experimental setup
is the same as in Ref. [2].

The response of small dust clouds to a periodic modulation of the anode bias is a
combined sloshing and stretching motion as can be seen in the insets of Fig. 1. Panels
(a,b,c) correspond to the elongation towards the anode, the equilibrium position and
away from the anode, respectively. The sloshing amplitude of the center-of-mass motion
and the major semiaxis of the dust cloud, which is a measure of the stretching process,
show a resonant enhancement at f = 4 Hz. In the wave regime, f > 20 Hz, no significant
response is found. Dust density waves in a horizontal cross-section through a larger
dust cloud are shown in the inset of Fig. 2. These waves exist typically in the regime
f = 20− 40 Hz. Because of the external modulation the waves are highly coherent.
Therefore, the full phase information of the wave could be retrieved from the time
evolution of the intensity of each pixel in a series of 1000 movie frames. Comparing
the phase evolution in a stack of horizontal sections, we could derive the full three-
dimensional wave field. The measured dispersion in the main propagation direction of
the wave is shown by the symbols in Fig. 2. Unexpectedly, the phase velocity of this
wave significantly deviates from the group velocity, which we attribute to the finite size
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FIGURE 1. Small dust clouds respond to
external modulation of the anode bias by
a combined sloshing and stretching motion
with a pronounced resonance at f = 4 Hz.
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FIGURE 2. Medium-size dust clouds
show dust density modes. The dispersion
deviates significantly from acoustic disper-
sion. Two extreme cases of dispersion in fi-
nite geometry are shown.

of the dust cloud. Similar deviations from acoustic dispersion was found in bounded
dusty plasmas [5], which results in a cut-off frequency. When dust neutral collisions
are neglected, the dispersion is given by ω = ωpd

[
(k2 + γ2)/(k2

D + k2 + γ2)
]1/2. Here,

kD is the Debye wavenumber and γ = 2.4/R represents the fundamental mode. This
gives a cutoff frequency ωmin = ωpd γ (k2

D + γ2)−1/2. At our experimental conditions
(nd = 1.7× 1010m−3, Zd = 3000) we obtain ωpd ≈ 780 s−1. The diameter 2R ≈ 5 mm
of the waveguide is estimated from the transverse dimension of the dust cloud

In Fig. 2 we have plotted the result for such modes in two limiting cases: In the
first case, assuming thermal ions with kBTi = 0.1 eV, the ion Debye length becomes
λDi = 74 µm and, because TeÀ Ti, λD ≈ λDi. Then the dust acoustic velocity becomes
74 mm/s, which is smaller than the observed phase velocities. In the second case, we
assume that the ions have the Bohm speed, vB = ωpiλD,e. In this limit, ion shielding
is reduced and the estimated ion shielding length is λD,i ≈ λD,e, which results in λD ≈
2−1/2λD,e ≈ 263 µm.

The present investigation were financially supported by DFG within the transregional
collaboration research center TR-24, Project A2.
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